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JNQSPWFNFOU  BSDIJUFDUVSF
 BT B DBUBMZTU GPS EFWFMPQNFOU BOE
UIF BSDIJUFDUVSF GSPN BOE GPS JOGPSNBMJUZ *NQSPWJUFDUVSF SFEFmOFT
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BSFBTBOEFNCFEQSPEVDUJWFHSFFOTQBDFTTVTUBJOBCJMJUZDPNNVOBM
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NBQBOEDBUBMPHVFUIBUDPNNVOJDBUFUIFJEFOUJGZPG<JO>GPSNBMBSFBT
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PREFACE
*O  * IBE UIF PQQPSUVOJUZ UPCF UIFQSPHSBNDPPSEJOBUPS PG
Learning from Cairo DPPSHBOJ[FE CZ 5IF "NFSJDBO 6OJWFSTJUZ
JO $BJSP BOE $-645&3 	$BJSP -BC GPS 6SCBO 4UVEJFT 5SBJOJOH
BOE &OWJSPONFOUBM 3FTFBSDI
  5IF TZNQPTJVN JOTQJSFE NF UP
GVSUIFSFYQMPSF UIFHFOFSBUFE MPDBMBOE JOUFSOBUJPOBMEJBMPHVFPO
JOGPSNBMJUZ QPMJUJDBM BOE TPDJBM VSCBO USBOTGPSNBUJPOT BGUFS UIF
+BOVBSZ3FWPMVUJPO JO&HZQUBOE UIFFYQBOEFESPMFPG UIF
BSDIJUFDU
*OGPSNBMJUZJTBHMPCBMQIFOPNFOBBOEUIFGPDVTPGJOUFSFTUPGNBOZ
QMBOOFST EFTJHOFST BOE TPDJPFDPOPNJTUT TVDI BT 5FEEZ$SV[
6SCBO5IJOL5BOL3PCFSU/FVXJSUIBOE.JLF%BWJT8IFOJUDPNFT
UP $BJSP IPXFWFS JOGPSNBMJUZ SFRVJSFT B TQFDJBM JOWFTUJHBUJPO
CFDBVTFDJSDVNTUBODFTNBLFJUIJHIMZPSEFSFEBOEUIFEPNJOBOU
GPSNPGVSCBOJ[BUJPO:FUJONPTUDBTFTJUJTTUJMMJHOPSFEJMMEFmOFE
BOENBMUSFBUFE
*OTFBSDIGPSOFXVSCBOPSEFSTBGUFSUIF+BOVBSZ3FWPMVUJPO
* CFMJFWF JU JT UJNF UP NPWF CFZPOE EJTDVTTJOH MFBSOJOH GSPN
JOGPSNBMJUZUPDIBOHJOHDPOWFOUJPOBMNPEFTPGQSBDUJDFBOEPGGFSJOH
QSBDUJDBMJOTJUVTPMVUJPOT5ISPVHIUIF<JO>GPSNBMQBUUFSOMBOHVBHF
JOJUJBUJWFBOEUIFDBTFTUVEZPG"SE&M-FXBUIFUIFTJTDSFBUFTB
QMBUGPSNGPSDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTBSDIJUFDUTBOEPGmDJBMTUPPQFSBUF
SFTQPOTJWFMZ JOUIFDPOUFYUPGHPWFSOJOHJOGPSNBMJUZNBSHJOBMJ[FE
DPNNVOJUJFT BOE SFEVDFENFBOT 5IF UIFTJT IPQFT UP USBWFSTF
UIF HBQ CFUXFFO NJDSPTDPQJD OFFET BOE VSCBO FOWJSPONFOUBM
DPODFSOTXIJMFFODPVSBHJOHJODMVTJWFOFTT
1BSUJDJQBOUTJOUIF<JO>GPSNBM1BUUFSO-BOHVBHFJOJUJBUJWFBOE*JOWJUF
ZPVUPFYQMPSFQBUUFSOTBOEBOPQUJNJ[BUJPOUPPMLJUDPNQJMFE
GSPN$BJSPT JOGPSNBMJUZ OPU UP UBLF TJEFTBOENPTU JNQPSUBOUMZ
BEPQUNVMUJQMFQFSTQFDUJWFT8FBTLZPVUPMPTFDPOUSPMCVULFFQ
ZPVSJOWJTJCJMJUZDMPBL&NCSBDFUIFVOQMBOOFEBOEUIFJODPNQMFUF
#F QSFQBSFE GPS BMUFSOBUJWF BFTUIFUJDT BOE NFTTZ PVUDPNFT
PG AEPJOH BSDIJUFDUVSF PO TJUF GVMM PG EJGGFSFOU mOHFSQSJOUT BOE
CMFTTFE CZ CJSE ESPQQJOHT 5IF UIFTJT EPFT OPU BJN UP QSFTFOU
OFBUBSDIJUFDUVSBMESBXJOHTBOEVSCBOXPOEFSMBOESFOEFSJOHT *U
QPSUSBZTTOBQTIPUT GSPNSFBMJUZBOEVSCBOOBSSBUJWFT JO UIFIPQF
PG EPJOH KVTUJDF UP UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG <JO>GPSNBM DPNNVOJUJFT BOE
SFTUPSJOHQSFKVEJDFESFMBUJPOTXJUIUIF<JO>GPSNBM
8IBUFWFS JT XSJUUFO IFSF BCPVU "SE &M -FXB BOE <JO>GPSNBM
TFUUMFNFOUTJO$BJSPJTCBTFEPOXIBUXFPCTFSWFEBOEMFBSOFE
&WFSZQBSUJDJQBOUJOTQJSFENFBOEDPOUSJCVUFEUPUIFQSPDFTTJOB
WFSZVOJRVFXBZ
10WFS UIF QBTU EFDBEF JU IBT CFFO EPDVNFOUFE UIBU
SBQJEVSCBOJ[BUJPOIBTCFDPNFPOFPGUIFNPTUQPXFSGVM
HMPCBMUSFOET$PVQMFEXJUIUIFHMPCBMFDPOPNJDBOE
SFTPVSDF DSJTJT TVDI SBQJE HSPXUI NBLFT JU OFBSMZ
JNQPTTJCMF GPS MPDBM HPWFSONFOUT BOE JOGSBTUSVDUVSF
UP BEFRVBUFMZ TVQQPSU UIF HSPXJOH QPQVMBUJPO BOE
DJUJFT"TB SFTVMU PWFSDSPXEFE JOGPSNBM TFUUMFNFOUT
PS ATMVNTBSFDSFBUFEJODJUJFTUIBUBDDPSEJOHUP6/
)BCJUBUMBDLPOFPSNPSFPGUIFGPMMPXJOHmWFBTQFDUT
BDDFTTUPTVGmDJFOUXBUFSBDDFTTUPTBOJUBUJPOTFDVSJUZ
PG UFOVSF EVSBCJMJUZ PG IPVTJOH BOE TVGmDJFOU MJWJOH
BSFB1  *OGPSNBMJUZ IBT CFDPNF BO JNQPTJOH VSCBO
SFBMJUZSFBDIJOHXPSMEXJEFBOENPSFUIBOJO
EFWFMPQJOHDPVOUSJFT2 
*OGPSNBMVSCBOJTNJTEFmOFEBTiUIFQSPEVDUJPOPG
VSCBOJ[BUJPOJOEFQFOEFOUGSPNGPSNBMGSBNFXPSLT
BOEBTTJTUBODF	JGUIFZFYJTU
UIBUEPOPUDPNQMZ
XJUIPGmDJBMSVMFTBOESFHVMBUJPOTw5IJTEFmOJUJPO
JT IPXFWFS POFTJEFE BOE GBJMT UP SFDPHOJ[F
UIBU JOGPSNBMJUZIBTCFDPNF UIFQSFWBJMJOH GPSDF
PGVSCBOJ[BUJPOBOEGPSNBOZUIFPOMZBWBJMBCMF
IPVTJOHBOEFNQMPZNFOUPQUJPODMPTFUPUIFDJUZ
 
8JUI JOGPSNBMJUZ FNFSHJOH BT BO BMUFSOBUJWFXBZ
PGDJUZDPOTUSVDUJPOPOFDBOOPUIFMQRVFTUJPOJOH
IPXBSDIJUFDUVSBMQSBDUJDFBOEFEVDBUJPOTIPVME
SFTQPOE UP BO BQQSPBDIJOH GVUVSF XIFSF
NPTU PG UIF CVJMU FOWJSPONFOU JT OFHMFDUFE BOE
PWFSDSPXEFE *O i)PX UP3FCVJME"SDIJUFDUVSF”, 
4UFWFO #JOHMFS BOE .BSUJO 1FEFSTPO TQPLF
PG B QBSBEPY i8IJMF BSDIJUFDUT EFTJHO B UJOZ
QFSDFOUBHF PG BMM CVJMEJOHT PVS QPXFST PG TFMG
DPOHSBUVMBUJPO IBWF OFWFS CFFO HSFBUFSw 
&NFSHJOH GSPN UIJT SFBMJUZ XIFSF UIF OFFET
PG 5 PG UIF QPQVMBUJPO XPSMEXJEF BSF OPU
BEESFTTFECZBSDIJUFDUTBOEPVUPGQFPQMF
BSF FTUJNBUFE UP CF MJWJOH JO JOGPSNBM BSFBT
JO EFWFMPQJOH DPVOUSJFT CZ  UIF NBJO
PCKFDUJWFT PG UIF UIFTJT DBO CF TVNNBSJ[FE JO
EFTJHOJOHBQSPDFTTGPSSFTQPOEJOHUPJOGPSNBMJUZ
XIJMF SFEFmOJOH JUBTB UZQPMPHZBOEFYQBOEJOH
UIFSPMFPGUIFBSDIJUFDUBOEVTFST
INTRODUCTION
'JHVSFJ*OGPSNBM6SCBOJTN'BWFMBJO#SB[JM
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'JHVSFJ*OGPSNBMBQQSPQSJBUJPO
PG B TUSFFU JO$BJSPª%BWJE -B[BS
(right)
5IF UIFTJT UBLFT QMBDF JO $BJSP B DJUZ HPWFSOFE CZ FYUSFNF
JOGPSNBMJUZ *U JTFTUJNBUFE UIBUPG UIFQPQVMBUJPO JT MJWJOH
JO JOGPSNBM TFUUMFNFOUT8IJMFOPPOFLOPXT GPS TVSFIPXNBOZ
JOGPSNBM TFUUMFNFOUT UIFSF BSF JO &HZQU UIJT QFSDFOUBHF SFWFBMT
UIBU $BJSP BMPOF IBT PWFS NJMMJPO QFPQMF SFTJEJOH JO JOGPSNBM
DPNNVOJUJFT *O PUIFS XPSET FWFSZEBZ NJMMJPOT PG OFFET BOE
SJHIUTSFNBJOVONFUBOEJHOPSFE5IFSBQJEHSPXUIPGUIFDJUZJT
FYQMBJOFECZUIFHSPXUIPGJOGPSNBMTFUUMFNFOUTXIJDIBCTPSCUIF
NBKPSJUZPGUIFQPQVMBUJPOJODSFBTF*UXBTOPUFECZ4JNTUIBUJOGPSNBM
BSFBT BUUSBDUFEPG BEEJUJPOBM QPQVMBUJPOCFUXFFOBOE
9.PSFPWFS4JNTBSHVFTUIBUDPOTUSVDUJPO JO JOGPSNBMBSFBT
JODSFBTFE  UJNFT BGUFS UIF SFWPMVUJPO10 5"%".6/ BO VSCBO
TPMJEBSJUZJOJUJBUJWFGPVOEFECZBSDIJUFDU,BSFFN*CSBIJNBOE%JBOF
4JOHFSNBO"TTPDJBUF1SPGFTTPSBU UIF4DIPPMPG1VCMJD"GGBJSTBU
"6$TVQQPSUUIJTDMBJNCZSFWFBMJOHUIBUJOGPSNBMJUZJO$BJSPIBT
CFDPNFUIFNBJOTUSFBNi*OGPSNBMDPOTUSVDUJPOPGIPVTJOH JT UIF
OPSNGPSNBMDPOTUSVDUJPOJTCZGBSUIFFYDFQUJPOw11
.PSFPWFS $BJSPAT JOGPSNBMJUZ USBOTDFOET UIF CPVOEBSJFT PG
JOGPSNBM BSFBT BOENBOJGFTUT JUTFMG EBJMZ JO TQBUJBM BOE UFNQPSBM
TUSFFUBQQSPQSJBUJPOTTUSFFUWFOEPSTJOWBEJOH%PXOUPXO$BJSPBOE
GPSNBMVSCBOQPDLFUTDPOTUSVDUJPOPGCBSSJDBEFTTFDVSJUZTZTUFNT
BOE IJHIXBZ EFWFMPQNFOUT CZ DPNNVOJUZ NFNCFST UBLJOH
DIBSHFJNQSPWJTJOHUIFJSXBZUISPVHIUIFCBUUMFGPSSFTPVSDFTBOE
TPDJBM KVTUJDFBOEDMBJNJOH UIFJS iSJHIU UP UIFDJUZw 5PEBZ$BJSP
EFQFOETPOJOGPSNBMFDPOPNZBOEPGUIFDJUZTHBSCBHF
is collected and recycled by residents of Manshiet Nasser, an 
JOGPSNBMTFUUMFNFOU12  In his book Understanding Cairo: The Logic 
of a City out of Control%BWJE4JNTBSHVFTUIBUUIFGVUVSFPGQFPQMF
BOE FNQMPZNFOU MJFT JO UIF JOGPSNBM CFDBVTF UIFZ BSF IPNF UP
NBOZNJDSPTNBMMBOENFEJVNTDBMFFDPOPNJFT*OUIJTDPOUFYU
XIFSFJOGPSNBMJUZIBTCFDPNFUIFEPNJOBOUGPSNPGVSCBOJ[BUJPO
BOE JT UBLJOHPWFSNBOZ MBZFST UIBU GPSN UIFDJUZTVDIBTQVCMJD
TQBDFT USBOTQPSUBUJPO JOGSBTUSVDUVSF BOE TNBMM FDPOPNJFT UIF
GPMMPXJOHRVFTUJPOTBSJTF)PX JT UIF <JO>GPSNBMTUJMMQFSDFJWFEBT
JOGPSNBM )PXJTJUTUJMMJHOPSFEJMMEFmOFEBOENJTSFQSFTFOUFE 
CVJMEJOH store 
FYUFOTJPOT
circulation QSBZJOHBSFB GSVJU  WFHUFBCMF
display
CVJMEJOH
TUPSBHF
space 
on top
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'JHVSFJ<JO>GPSNBMJUZHPWFSOT%PXOUPXO$BJSP©$-645&3`
'JHVSFJ 4FWFO-BSHF*OGPSNBM"HHMPNFSBUJPOTJO(SFBUFS$BJSP
ª4ÏKPVSOÏ4JNT
 <JO>GPSNBMVSCBOGBCSJDBOEEFOTJUZJO$BJSP
9 [IN]FORMALITY GOVERNS
"DDPSEJOH UP 4JNT BOE DPOUSBSZ UP NBOZ NJTDPODFQUJPOT
UIF NBKPSJUZ PG JOGPSNBM TFUUMFNFOUT JO $BJSP EPOAU EFQJDU UIF
UZQJDBM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG iUIJSE XPSME TMVNi BOEXPSLXFMM XIFO
DPNQBSFEUPUIFDPVOUSZATDVSSFOUTUBUF5IFZBSFIPNPHFOFPVT
BOE NPEVMBS SFJOGPSDFE DPODSFUF BOE SFE CSJDL TUSVDUVSFT XJUI
BTUSPOH GSBNFXPSL UPTVQQPSU GVUVSFBEEJUJPOT"TQSFTFOUFECZ
%JOB 4IFIBZFC JO Learning from Cairo, UIFZ BSF TFMGmOBODFE
EFNBOEESJWFO HSPX JODSFNFOUBMMZ QSPWJEF B DMPTF XPSLIPNF
QSPYJNJUZIBWFMPXFOFSHZEFNBOETBOETUSPOHDPNNVOBMUJFT15 
5IFDPOTUSVDUJPOPG"M.VAUBNJEJZBIJHIXBZFYJUSBNQTCZUIFMPDBM
DPNNVOJUZBGUFS UIF&HZQUJBO3FWPMVUJPO JOCFTU JMMVTUSBUFT
UIFTF <JO>GPSNBMDIBSBDUFSJTUJDT"TEPDVNFOUFE JOArchiving the 
City in Flux DPNNVOJUZ NFNCFST NPCJMJ[FE UIFJS SFTPVSDFT JO
UIF GPSNPGDBTIDPOUSJCVUJPOTEPOBUJPOPGDPOTUSVDUJPONBUFSJBM
NBDIJOFSZ MBCPVS BOE TLJMMT JO PSEFS UP DPOTUSVDU B QSPKFDU UIBU
DPTUTPOFNJMMJPO&HZQUJBO1PVOET*GUIFHPWFSONFOUVOEFSUPPL
UIFQSPKFDUDPTUTXPVMEIBWFCFFOUJNFTIJHIFS5PDFMFCSBUF
UIFTQJSJUPGUIFSFWPMVUJPOUIF(J[B(PWFSOPSBUFPGmDJBMMZJOUFHSBUFE
UIF SBNQ JOUP UIF GPSNBM JOGSBTUSVDUVSF "M .VUBNJEJZB SBNQ
SFWFBMTIPXJOGPSNBMJUZSFTQPOETUPUIFNJTTJOHOFFETBOEVSCBO
DPODFSOTXIJDIBSFOPUNFUPSBSFJHOPSFECZUIFHPWFSONFOU*U
BMTPTIFETMJHIUPOIPXPSHBOJ[FEDPNNVOBMJOJUJBUJWFTPSXIBUXF
DBMMJOGPSNBMBDUVBMMZBSF<*O>GPSNBMTFUUMFNFOUTJO$BJSPBSFBUSVF
SFTQPOTFUPBWBJMBCMFSFTPVSDFTTLJMMTBOEOFFET*O Learning from 
CairoJUXBTGVSUIFSBSHVFEUIBUiUIFTJHOJmDBODFPG"M.VUBNJEJZB
 JT GBS NPSF TZNCPMJD UIBO UIF VUJMJUBSJBO SPMF BOE DPPQFSBUJWF
FDPOPNJDNPEFMTJUPGGFSTJUTUBOETBTBUFTUJNPOZPGBOFNFSHJOH
VSCBOPSEFSw 
*ODPOUSBTUUPDPNNPOQFSDFQUJPOT<JO>GPSNBMTFUUMFNFOUTBSFOPU
POMZ IPNFT UPQPPSBOE SVSBMNJHSBOUTCVU BMTPPGGFS BGGPSEBCMF
IPVTJOH UP MPXNJEEMF DMBTT SFTJEFOUT VOJWFSTJUZ TUVEFOUT BOE
MPXHPWFSONFOU FNQMPZFFT :FIJB 4IBXLBU B CVJMU FOWJSPONFOU
SFTFBSDIFSFOHBHFEJONBQQJOHIPVTJOHBOESJHIUTGPSMBOEXBUFS
BOE FOFSHZ TUBUFT UIBU MBOE QSJDFT JO $BJSPAT OFX EFTFSU DJUJFT
XIJDI BSF DPOTUSVDUFE BT BO BGGPSEBCMF IPVTJOH TPMVUJPO IBWF
JODSFBTFECZ JO UIF MBTUZFBSTDPNQBSFE UPB SJTFCZ
CFUXFFOBOEJOJOGPSNBMTFUUMFNFOUT19 Moreover, 
FYUSFNF SFBM FTUBUF DPTUT JO UIF GPSNBM DJUZ DPOmSN <JO>GPSNBM
TFUUMFNFOUTBTUIFIPVTJOHTPMVUJPOGPSNBOZ
incompleteness
incremental construction
credit system
shortage in resources
construction networks
credit system
access to highways
the [in]formal a housing solution
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'JHVSFJ <JO>GPSNBMTFUUMFNFOUTJO$BJSPª"NBOEB.VTUBSE
'JHVSFJ)JHIXBZFYJTUª$-645&3 'JHVSFJ"-.VUJNJEJZBFYJTUª$-645&3
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5PBWPJEUIFQJUGBMMPGSPNBOUJDJ[JOHJOGPSNBMJUZJO$BJSPPOFIBTUP
DPOTJEFSJUTOFHBUJWFDPOTFRVFODFTPOUIFGVUVSFCVJMUFOWJSPONFOU
BOEXFMMCFJOH5IFVODPOUSPMMFEFYQBOTJPOPG<JO>GPSNBMTFUUMFNFOUT
PO UIF UPUBMBWBJMBCMFBHSJDVMUVSBM MBOE JO&HZQUDPOTUJUVUFTB
OBUJPOXJEFFDPMPHJDBMFOWJSPONFOUBMBOETFMGTVGmDJFODZQSPCMFN
BOEUIFSFGPSFDBOOPUCFOFHMFDUFEXIFOEFBMJOHXJUIJOGPSNBMJUZ20 
"DDPSEJOHUP4JNT JOGPSNBMTFUUMFNFOUTXIJDICFHBOUPHSPXJO
UIFFBSMZATBSFDPOTUSVDUFEPOBHSJDVMUVSBM SFDMBNBUJPO
MBOEPSJHJOBMMZPXOFECZUIFTUBUFPOEFTFSU MBOEBOE
POQSJWBUFMZPXOFEBHSJDVMUVSBM MBOEXIFSF UIF GVUVSFFYQBOTJPO
JT FYQFDUFE UP PDDVS21 8IJMF JU JT EPDVNFOUFE JO Sustainable 
Agriculture and Climate Changes in EgyptUIBUCZBHSJDVMUVSBM
QSPEVDUJPOIBTUPJODSFBTFCZ22 JOPSEFSGPS&HZQUUPCFTFMG
TVGmDJFOUFBDIZFBSBGUFSUIFSFWPMVUJPOFYQFSJFODFTBJODSFBTF
JOCVJMEJOHWJPMBUJPOTBOEBMPTTPGIFDUBSFTPGGBSNMBOE
5IJT JT FYQMBJOFE CZ UIF SJHJE BHSJDVMUVSBM MBXT BOE UBYBUJPO
JNQPTFECZUIFHPWFSONFOUBTXFMMBTJOTVGmDJFOUJOGSBTUSVDUVSF
8IFOTUSVHHMJOHUPmOETIFMUFSBOENBLJOHFOETNFFUBHSJDVMUVSBM
MBOEJTTPMEGPSDPOTUSVDUJPO"HSJDVMUVSFJO&HZQUTEFTFSUGBJMTUP
NFFU UIF UBSHFUFEPCKFDUJWFTBOE JTB UFDIOJDBMMZmOBODJBMMZBOE
PSHBOJ[BUJPOBMMZ DIBMMFOHJOH QSPQPTJUJPO BT BSHVFE CZ 4JNT JO
&HZQUT%FTFSU%SFBNT%FWFMPQNFOUPS%JTBTUFS
5IF VOQMBOOFE HSPXUI DBVTFT UIF GPMMPXJOH JTTVFT 
QMPU DPWFSBHF EFOTF VSCBO GBCSJD MBDL PG PQFO HSFFO TQBDF
JOTVGmDJFOU JOGSBTUSVDUVSF BDDFTTJCJMJUZ HBSCBHF BDDVNVMBUJPO
TBOJUBSZDPODFSOTBOEIZHJFOF
*O SFGFSFODF UP JOUFSOBUJPOBM EJTDVTTJPO PO IVNBO SJHIUT UP
BEFRVBUF IPVTJOH BOE TFDVSJUZ PG UFOVSF PXOFSTIJQ SJHIUT
continue to be an issue, and therefore need to be addressed 
XIFOEFBMJOHXJUIJOGPSNBMJUZ4FDVSJUZPGUFOVSFJTUIFVOEFSMZJOH
DPOEJUJPOUPSBJTFQFPQMFATTFOTFPGPXOFSTIJQXIJDINBLFTUIFN
EFWPUFEUPVQHSBEFUIFJSIPVTFTBOEUBLFDBSFPGUIFJSDPNNVOJUZ
*U JTXPSUINFOUJPOJOH UIBU UIFNBKPSJUZ PG <JO>GPSNBM DPOTUSVDUJPO
JO $BJSP EPFTOAU IBQQFO PO JMMFHBMMZ DMBJNFE MBOE BT BTTVNFE
*O GBDU JU PDDVST CZ UXFBLJOH GPSNBM [POJOH MBXT TVCEJWJEJOH
MBOECSJCFSZBOEQFSTPOBMSFMBUJPOTPOQSJWBUFMZPXOFEPSTUBUF
EPOBUFEMBOEXJUIPVUCVJMEJOHQFSNJTTJPOTUIVTDSFBUJOHBTUBUFPG
VODMFBSUFOVSFSJHIUT"WBJMBCMFJOGPSNBUJPOPOTFDVSJUZPGUFOVSFJT
DPOUSPWFSTJBM0OUIFPOFIBOE4JNTBSHVFTJOIJTBSUJDMFi8IBU
JT4FDVSF5FOVSF JO6SCBO&HZQU i UIBU UIFTJUVBUJPO GPS JOGPSNBM
CVJMEJOHPXOFSTBOESFTJEFOUTJTSFNBSLBCMZHPPE25 On the other 
IBOE4IBXLBUVODPWFSTUIBUUIJTJTBNJTDPODFQUJPOCFDBVTFUIF
MBXOVNCFSJTTVFEJOPOSFWPLJOHPGQSPQFSUZUFOVSFTGPS
public interest could lead to potential abuse and eviction of unclear 
UFOVSFT   8IFO EFBMJOH XJUI JOGPSNBMJUZ 4IBXLBU UIFSFGPSF
DPODMVEFTUIBUiMBXTHPWFSOJOHMBOEBOEIPVTJOHUFOVSFNVTUCF
DIBOHFEFDPOPNJDBOECVJMUFOWJSPONFOUQPMJDZNVTUCFSFXSJUUFO
BOEQSPUFDUJWFNFBTVSFTNVTUCFFOBDUFEw In order to do justice 
UP UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG UIF TJUVBUJPO JO <JO>GPSNBM $BJSP POF IBT UP
DPOEVDUBCPUUPNVQBOBMZTJT
legal illegal
tenure rights
big city is a magnet
unplanned growth
loss of agricultural land
don’t blame the farmer
dense urban environment
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'JHVSFJ$POTUSVDUJPOPOBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOEª%BWJE4JNT

'JHVSFJ6SCBOHSPXUIJO$BJSP

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#FGPSF UIF +BOVBSZ  3FWPMVUJPO UIF HPWFSONFOUT XBZ PG
EFBMJOHXJUIJOGPSNBMJUZXBTUISPVHIGPSDFEFWJDUJPOBOESFMPDBUJPO
PO UIF PVUTLJSUT PG UIF DJUZ 5IF OFX BSFBT MBDLFE TFSWJDFT BOE
FDPOPNJDPQQPSUVOJUJFTBOEGBJMFEUPSFDPHOJ[FUIFTPDJPDVMUVSBM
JOGSBTUSVDUVSF HPWFSOJOH UIFTF BSFBT XIJDI DPOUSJCVUFE UP UIF
SFTJEFOUT GVSUIFS NBSHJOBMJ[BUJPO 5IF SFWPMVUJPO USJHHFSFE B
SFNBSLBCMFTIJGUJOUIFQPMJUJDBMBOEVSCBOMBOETDBQFBDDPNQBOJFE
CZBESBTUJDHSPXUIJO<JO>GPSNBMJUZ*OTFBSDIGPSOFXPSEFSTGPSUIF
OFXSFHJNFUIFHPWFSONFOUTIPXFENPSFXJMMJOHOFTTUPDPPQFSBUF
XJUI <JO>GPSNBM DPNNVOJUJFT BOE OFHPUJBUF JOTJUV EFWFMPQNFOU
QMBOT $VSSFOUMZBOVNCFSPGOPOHPWFSONFOUBMBDUPSTTVDIBT
$-645&35"%".6/.BEE1MBUGPSNBOE5PPCBBSFFOHBHFE
JOGPTUFSJOHDPNNVOBMJOJUJBUJWFTBOEBMUFSOBUJWFNPEFTPGQSBDUJDF
*O UIF DPOUFYU PG GBJMJOH DPOWFOUJPOBM BQQSPBDIFT B TPDJFUZ
HPWFSOFECZJOGPSNBMQSBDUJDFTSFTJEFOUTSFDMBJNJOHUIFJSSJHIUUP
UIFDJUZBOE UIFTFBSDI GPSOFXPSEFST JOB GBTUDIBOHJOHVSCBO
MBOETDBQFUIFUIFTJTSBJTFTUIFGPMMPXJOHRVFTUJPOT
)PXDBOUIF<JO>GPSNBMCFSFEFmOFE 
8IBUJTUIFSPMFPGUIFBSDIJUFDUJOTFMGPSHBOJ[FEDPNNVOJUJFT 
8IBUBSFUIFUPPMTUPPQUJNJ[FDVSSFOUBOEGVUVSFJOGPSNBMHSPXUI
XIJMFFNQPXFSJOHDPNNVOJUJFTBOEDFMFCSBUJOHUIFJSJNQSPWJTBUJPO 
*OTQJSFE CZ $ISJTUPQIFS "MFYBOEFST A Pattern Language, and 
UISPVHIUIFDBTFTUVEZPG"SE&M-FXBUIFPVUDPNFPGUIFUIFTJTJTUP
QSPQPTFBQSPDFTTBDPNNVOJUZESJWFOXFCTJUFBOEBO<JO>GPSNBM
1BUUFSO-BOHVBHFNBOVBMXIJDITFSWFTBTBHVJEFGPSDPNNVOJUZ
NFNCFST EFTJHOFST QMBOOFST BOE PGmDJBMT UP JNQSPWF JOGPSNBM
TFUUMFNFOUT BOE FNCFEQSPEVDUJWF HSFFO TQBDFT TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
DPNNVOBM SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ BOE PXOFSTIJQ JO UIF SFTJEFOUT EBJMZ
MJGF  5PEJTDPWFSBOEEPDVNFOUQBUUFSOTGPSUIFNBOVBMUIFUIFTJT
JOWJUFTDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTBSDIJUFDUVSFTUVEFOUTBOEFYQFSUTUP
DPNQMFUFQBUUFSOUFNQMBUFTVQMPBEUIFJSHFPUBHHFEQBUUFSOTUPBO
JOUFSBDUJWFNBQPOUIFXFCTJUFBOEPSQBSUJDJQBUFJOBQIPUPHSBQIZ
BOENBQQJOHXPSLTIPQXJUIDIJMESFOJO"SE&M-FXB
"O JOUSPEVDUPSZ DIBQUFS TFUT UIF MPDBM DPOUFYU BOE B UIFPSFUJDBM
GSBNFXPSL GPS UIF <JO>GPSNBM 1BUUFSO -BOHVBHF JOJUJBUJWF 'BMMJOH
VOEFS UIF VNCSFMMB PG UBDUJDBM BOE IBOENBEF VSCBOJTN UIF
JOJUJBUJWFFNFSHFTGSPNBTIBSFEQIJMPTPQIZCFUXFFO$ISJTUPQIFS
"MFYBOEFSAT A Pattern Language and "CEFMIBMJN *CSBIJNAT The 
Building Ceremony.
*O SFTQPOTF UP UIF SBJTFE RVFTUJPOT UIF mSTU QBSU PG UIF UIFTJT
JOUSPEVDFTUIFUFSN*NQSPWJUFDUVSF	JNQSPWJTBUJPO JNQSPWFNFOU
BSDIJUFDUVSF
BTBDBUBMZTUGPSEFWFMPQNFOUBOEUIFBSDIJUFDUVSF
GSPN BOE GPS JOGPSNBMJUZ *NQSPWJUFDUVSF BMMPXT JNQSPWJTBUJPO
BOE QMBOOJOH UP DPFYJTU UIVT DIBOHJOH QFSDFQUJPO GSPN TMVN
VQHSBEJOH UPBEJSFDUFE JNQSPWJTBUJPO *U SFEFmOFT UIF <JO>GPSNBM
BTTFMGPSHBOJ[FEBOEJNQSPWJTFE5IFUIFTJTBSHVFTUIBUJOTFMG
PSHBOJ[FEDPNNVOJUJFTUIFBSDIJUFDUTIPVMEPQFSBUFBTBOJOWJTJCMF
DIPSFPHSBQIFSPG GPSDFTBOEBDDFQU UIFSPMFPGBOPVUTJEFS GPSB
informalpatternlanguage.com

TVTUBJOBCMFDPNNVOJUZFNQPXFSNFOUUPPDDVS
5IFTFDPOEQBSUPG UIF UIFTJT GPDVTFTPO UIFQSPQPTFEQSPDFTT
UIBUDPOUSJCVUFTUPUIFDSFBUJPOPGUIF<JO>GPSNBM1BUUFSO-BOHVBHF
NBOVBM BT B UPPM GPS IBOENBEF EFWFMPQNFOU BOE MPOHUFSN
DPNNVOJUZ FNQPXFSNFOU 'JSTU JU JOUSPEVDFT UIF EFTJHO PG
UIF QSPDFTT XIJDI JODMVEFT CVJMEJOH UIF NFUIPE TFMFDUJOH B
TJUF DPMMBCPSBUJOH XJUI MPDBM QBSUOFST BOE EFTJHOJOH UIF UPPMT
BOE UZQPMPHJFT PG QBSUJDJQBUJPO CFGPSF HPJOH PO TJUF 4FDPOE JU
EFTDSJCFTUIFmFMEXPSLDPOEVDUFEJO"SE&M-FXBBOEFWFOUTDP
PSHBOJ[FECZ6OJWFSTJUZPG8BUFSMPPBOE5IF"NFSJDBO6OJWFSTJUZ
JO$BJSP 	"6$
 UP UFTU UIFQSPDFTTBOEDPNQJMFQBUUFSOT GPS UIF
NBOVBM
1BSUUISFFPGUIFUIFTJTTIFETMJHIUPOVOFEJUFEPVUDPNFTHFOFSBUFE
CZDIJMESFOGSPN"SE&M-FXBBOEBSDIJUFDUVSFTUVEFOUTEVSJOHUIF
XPSLTIPQBOEFYIJCJUJPO"TFMFDUJPOPGQBUUFSOUFNQMBUFTNBQT
BOEBNBUSJYPGDPNQJMFEMPDBMQBUUFSOTBSFQSFTFOUFE
1BSU GPVS JT UIF <JO>GPSNBM1BUUFSO-BOHVBHFNBOVBM  *U TUBSUTCZ
[PPNJOHJOPOUIFDPNQJMFEQBUUFSOTGPMMPXFECZBOBOBMZTJT
PGESJWJOHGPSDFTBOEBHVJEFPOIPXUPHFOFSBUFEFTJHOPCKFDUJWFT
BOE UIF PQUJNJ[BUJPO QSPDFTT  5IF NBOVBM UIFO QSFTFOUT BO
PWFSWJFXPGUIF*NQSPWJUFDUVSFUPPMLJU'PSUIFQVSQPTFPGUIJTUIFTJT
UIFUISFFNPTUJOnVFOUJBMQBUUFSOTBSFTFMFDUFECZUIFUIFTJTBVUIPS
UP EFNPOTUSBUF IPX UIF NBOVBM TIPVME EPDVNFOU BOBMZ[F BOE
PQUJNJ[FQBUUFSOT5IFTFMFDUFEQBUUFSOTSFQSFTFOUEJGGFSFOUTDBMFT
5IFmOBMDIBQUFSDPOUBJOTSFnFDUJPOTPOUIFQSPDFTTBOEBTVNNBSZ
PGMFTTPOTUIBUSFGSBNFUIF<JO>GPSNBM1BUUFSO-BOHVBHFJOJUJBUJWFBT
B SFQMJDBCMFNFUIPE 5IF BJN JT UP JOTQJSF GVUVSF EFTJHOFST BOE
DPNNVOJUZNFNCFST UP UBLF UIF JOJUJBUJWF GPSXBSE BOE FNQPXFS
PUIFSTFMGPSHBOJ[FEDPNNVOJUJFT
'JHVSFJ3FNBJOJOHBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOEª.BSXBO"CEFM3BINBO
'JHVSFJ<JO>GPSNBMTQSBXMª.BSXBO"CEFM3BINBO
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Figure 0.1 [in]formal fabric in Cairo, ©Hamed Mostafa, 2015
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CONTEXT
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A CRITIQUE 
According to TADAMUN, approaches to [in]formal settlements 
undertaken by the government fall under two categories: 
preventative and interventionist approaches.28 Preventative 
approaches occur by belting and enforcing urban boundaries with 
the objective of limiting informal growth. Interventionist approaches 
include improvement, eviction and relocation of informal settlements 
to direct them away from agricultural land and high-value land 
subjected to private sector developments.
So far, government approaches and policies to slow or stop the 
growth of [in]formal settlements have been unsuccessful. This is 
because [in]formal areas are perceived only as a problem, which 
requires them to be removed or reduced. Forced eviction and 
relocation on the outskirts of Cairo, undertaken by the government, 
POUIFPOFIBOEEPOUQSPWJEFTVGmDJFOUJOGSBTUSVDUVSFIFBMUIBOE
educational services, access to public transportation and economic 
opportunities. On the other hand they don‘t consider the underlying 
socio-cultural infrastructure organizing [in]formal communities and 
their previous investments in their neighbourhood, which result in 
their further marginalization, loss of vitality and lack of communal 
responsibility. Moreover, improving informal areas have been 
MJNJUFEUPTQFDJmDDPNNVOJUJFTBOEUIFSFGPSFIBWFNJOJNBMFGGFDUT
in reducing the overall growth of informal areas.
In general, participatory programs in Egypt have the pitfalls of 
offering short-term solutions. NGO and community-based models 
BSF PGUFO TUBMMFE EVF UP mOBODJBM CVSFBVDSBUJD BOE QPMJUJDBM
reasons, and therefore need to be more formalized and legalized. 
The GIZ established the largest participatory approach under the 
Participatory Development Programme (PDP), in collaboration with 
the General Organization for Physical Planning (GOPP). Elena 
Piffero reveals that, although advocating for true empowerment, 
the program struggled from the lack of effective grass root 
organizations and the indifference to cooperate by both community 
NFNCFSTBOEPGmDJBMT29  
Moreover, the term ‘participation’ is usually uncritically accepted. 
Many participatory approaches fail in generating long-term 
solutions because the main roles are still played by experts. 
Participation becomes therefore a performed process rather than 
a self-generated process. In this context, the thesis argues that 
there is a need to take existing participatory models in Egypt a 
step further, and develop a process, which is more appropriate to 
self-organized communities.  This process should emerge from the 
idea that both designers and community members are considered 
experts. While designers acquire their skills from education and 
practice, community members develop improvisation skills from 
self-generating what the government has failed to provide. The 
designed process should continue to operate without the expert.  Figure 0.2 Woman in Sayeda Zein-
ab, ©Egypt Photowalk, 2014
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URBAN REVOLUTION
The political system in Egypt has been constantly changing in the 
last few years, which had drastic effects on the rate of informality 
and the way it was perceived. Before the January 2011 Revolution, 
the entire regime was strongly top-down based. [In]formality was 
therefore dealt with by means of eviction and relocation. During and 
after the revolution, informality has, however, witnessed remarkable 
growth and attention. As discussed in Learning from Cairo, the 2011 
Revolution is considered an urban revolution.30 Evidence suggests 
that it was the informal communal initiatives that made it possible 
to overcome the events of the Arab Spring, during the absence of 
a regime and the collapse of all state systems. As Magda Mostafa 
mentioned in Learning from Cairo “Informal practice - for a lack of 
a better word - in Cairo can no longer be ignored, particularly post-
January 25th 2011, when the ethos of an entire population shifted 
from top-down to bottom-up; when taking things into one‘s own 
hands seems to have become the modus operandi of the day.”31 
The government’s approach in responding to [in]formality evolved 
in 2014, when the Ministry of Urban Renewal and Informal 
Settlements (MURIS) was founded by President Abdel Fattah El 
Sisi. The Ministry was in charge of upgrading informal settlements 
and implementing Article 78 of the 2014 Constitution stating that, 
“The State shall also devise a comprehensive national plan to ad-
dress the problem of unplanned slums, which includes re-plan-
ning, provision of infrastructure and utilities and improvement of 
the quality of life and public health. In addition, the State shall guar-
antee the provision of resources necessary for implementing such 
QMBOXJUIJOBTQFDJmFEQFSJPEPGUJNF.”32
Although the creation of MURIS was regarded as an important step 
towards accommodating [in]formality, the article still represented a 
top-down philosophy and centralized power in providing resources 
BOETPMVUJPOT5IFBSUJDMFBMTPEJEOUQSPWJEFBDMFBSEFmOJUJPOPG
“unplanned slums” and continued to negatively reframe [in]formal 
areas without considering their self-organized initiatives and the 
importance of citizen participation.  Similarly, Ron Dembo argued 
in Global Urban Lectures, organized by UN-Habitat, that “When 
we discuss resilience in cities we usually focus on infrastructure. 
Little attention is paid to the role citizen engagement and behavior 
change plays in making cities resilient.”33  
In June 2015, MURIS and other government agencies publically 
showed willingness to integrate alternative modes of practice 
JO UIFJS QPMJDJFTCZ PSHBOJ[JOH UPHFUIFSXJUI6/)BCJUBU UIF mSTU
&HZQU6SCBO'PSVN	&6'
JO$BJSP&6'DPWFSFEUIFGPMMPXJOHmWF
themes: Urban Planning and Upgrading, Urban Governance and 
Legislation, Housing, Urban Service Delivery and Urban Economy, 
XJUI B GPDVTPO JOGPSNBMJUZ 5IFDPOGFSFODF TIFE MJHIU PO mGUFFO
community-based urban practices that run parallel to government 
22
development plans, such as Maspero Parallel Participatory plan 
and ‘Know Your City’ initiative led by TADAMUN, that aims to restore 
the lack of knowledge about Cairo’s marginalized communities. 
With the recent government reforms in September 2015, MURIS 
was removed as a separate political entity. It is still, however, 
unclear and too early to predict how this reform will affect current 
approaches towards [in]formality.  With this uncertainty in mind, 
and the search for alternative modes of practice, the thesis argues 
that it is essential to contemplate a more transparent and open 
process in which all stakeholders are included in the decision-
making and have equal access to information. Going beyond 
consultation and assessing community’s needs, undertaken by 
experts and government agencies, the process needs to integrate 
community members in every stage from planning to management 
and maintenance.
Figure 0.3 Nice day for a revolution, ©Hatem Kotb, 2013
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In order to answer the proposed questions and design the process, 
the thesis explored four main domains: Informal urbanism, 
Handmade- and Tactical Urbanism, the role of the architect, and 
local and international community-based modes of practice. 
DEFINING THE [IN]FORMAL
In relation to the on-going global discourse about informality, the 
thesis focused on the unique platform where top-down and bottom-
VQBDUJPOTNFFUJOPSEFSUPOFHPUJBUFUIFEFmOJUJPOPGUIF
[in]formal. The “Syncretic City” proposed by Urban-Think Tank (U-
TT), advocates “to see the informal settlements of the world as a 
potential for innovation and experimentation, with the goal of putting 
design in the service of a more equitable and sustainable future.”34 
In Learning from CairoJUXBTEJTDVTTFEUIBUEFmOJOHUIF<JO>GPSNBM
is challenging because it depends on the perspective it is being 
FWBMVBUFE GSPN  8IJMF UIF RVFTUJPO BSPTF XIFUIFS EFmOJOH UIF
informal is about legality, ownership, structure, audience or their 
DPNCJOBUJPOUIFUIFTJTTUSJWFTUPmOEBEFmOJUJPOUISPVHIEFTJHO
and from the perspective of the ordinary, the other 90%.35 Along 
similar lines, Dina Shehayeb argued in Learning from Cairo that 
“urban planners set wrong planning, because they don’t know 
how people live, and then we blame people, because they live in 
slums and abandon formal building... Our way of learning must 
be changed; it must be multi-disciplinary and humble, we have to 
learn from people.”36 
*OUFSNTPGJOWFTUJHBUJOHXIFSFEFTJHODBOPQFSBUFJOSFEFmOJOHUIF
[in]formal, Lindsey Sherman, Project Architect at U-TT, discussed 
in Learning from Cairo that “informality exists as layers of informality 
within formality, and that we designers can learn from this hybridity 
where it exists.  Appropriation and adaptation can be learned 
as processes and constructs for iterative interventions.”37 With 
informality becoming the new mainstream and conventional modes 
of practice no longer a common language between authorities and 
citizens, an alternative multi-disciplinary design approach needs to 
emerge that resolves the tension between the two extremes. 
Handmade Urbanism can be seen as the overarching theoretical 
framework for this emerging design approach that recognizes the 
potential of urban transformation embedded in community initiatives. 
Handmade Urbanism JT EFmOFE BT iUIFXBZ PG QSPWJEJOH VSCBO
change carried out by local residents in their own neighborhoods 
or communities, with their own hands and means.”38  The process 
starts with some residents generating solutions to their unmet 
needs. Single actions then gain momentum and evolve into larger 
community initiatives, where residents unite their resources and 
form partnerships to realize daily needs. 
Likewise, Tactical Urbanism JTEFmOFEBTTNBMMTDBMFBOETIPSU
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
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term grass roots interventions meant to inspire long-term changes 
in the built environment.39 While Tactical Urbanism is celebrated as 
an alternative city-building approach and in many cases adopted 
by governments as best practice, it is still undervalued as 
[in]formal practices when assessed in the context of the southern 
hemisphere.
5IF EFmOJUJPO PG Handmade Urbanism and Tactical Urbanism, 
not only correlates with the dynamics of [in]formal communities in 
improvising solutions and demanding their ‘right to the city,’ but also 
necessitates questioning why they are still considered [in]formal 
and not handmade or tactical. The reality about rapid urbanization 
and shortage in resources require accepting that parts of our 
cities are not built according to conventional modes of practice. 
This claim was supported in Habitat Universities Thematic Hub by 
stating “the ‘informal’ cannot be simply equated to illegal, since 
the informal may be the only possible way of urbanization in cities 
... the ‘informal’ cannot be equated to ‘inferior’ or ‘marginal,’ since 
there are many examples where informally-developed communities 
become better places to live than dysfunctional public housing and 
housing estates produced by commercial developers.”40
This moment where the architectural profession seems to be 
fading, is the exact same moment in which the expanded role 
of the architect as an agent of change, mediator, curator and 
choreographer of forces starts to emerge. It is our responsibility as 
architects to design a process that, on the one hand, guides self-
organized communities to become more sustainable without losing 
their vitality and, on the other hand, communicates missing needs 
to authorities. 
ROLE OF THE ARCHITECT + ALTERNATIVE MODES OF PRACTICES 
The works of Christopher Alexander and Aga Khan Award-winning 
Abdelhalim Ibrahim Abdelhalim, serve as the main theoretical 
GSBNFXPSLGPSUIFUIFTJTJOUFSNTPGSFEFmOJOHUIFSPMFPGUIFBSDIJUFDU
and designing the process. Abdelhalim worked with Alexander 
during his doctorial dissertation in University of California, Berkeley.
A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, Construction, written 
CZ $ISJTUPQIFS "MFYBOEFS BOE mWF DPMMFBHVFT BU UIF $FOUFS GPS
Environmental Structure in Berkeley, California in the late 1970s, 
offers a vocabulary of elements, which can make people’s 
experience in towns, neighbourhoods and buildings more explicit 
and easy to understand, thus enabling them to participate in 
the development of their environment.  According to A Pattern 
Language, every town, community and building has its own set of 
recurring patterns or orders. Each one of these patterns is linked 
UPBTQBUJBM MPHJDBOE JTEFmOFEBTB iNPSQIPMPHJDBM MBXXIJDI
establishes a set of relationships in space.”41 A pattern is framed 
in the manual as a problem, followed by an analysis of its context, 
and a solution.42 Together all 253 compiled patterns form an 
interconnected language that communicates the identity of a region 
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and allows ordinary people  to improve their neighbourhood.43 
More than just being a way to describe good practice, a pattern 
JTBQBSUJDVMBSDPOmHVSBUJPOXJUIJOBMBOHVBHFUIBUJOUFHSBUFTBOE
OFHPUJBUFTDPOnJDUJOHGPSDFTJOBIBSNPOJPVTNBOOFSXIJDINJHIU
not be the best solution but an optimized one. 
Alexander states, “so long as the people of a society are separated 
from the language which is being used to shape their buildings, the 
buildings cannot be alive.”44 This explains why top-down relocation 
plans end up marginalizing [in]formal communities, and why 
new imposed cities, foreign to the culture and established social 
capital, are underdeveloped and abandoned by their inhabitants. 
The statement also implies that in order to achieve long-term 
development, the implemented design vocabulary has to come 
from within and be in-line with existing patterns. For this to happen, 
Abdelhalim argues that, “the task of a designer is to disentangle the 
patterns of a community, and discover their underlying geometry.”45 
*OUFSNTPGEFmOJOHUIFSPMFPGUIFEFTJHOFS"CEFMIBMJNCFMJFWFT
that the architect is the interpreter of culture.46 He reveals that “the 
majority of the world‘s population lives in communities in which 
custom and tradition are the only available organizing forces.”47 
The statement implies that in order to operate in self-organized 
societies, the architect needs to decode the hidden social, cultural 
and economic forces governing those communities; in other words, 
the orders of informality. This requires, however, investigating how 
the architect should decode and improve patterns of informality in 
a way that does justice to the complex physical and social reality in 
[in]formal areas.  
Figure 0.4 Patterns and The Building Ceremony
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THE BUILDING CEREMONY
Abdelhalim I. Abdelhalim
After long-standing research and observing local 
and global examples, like the repair of houses in 
/VCJBUIFNPTRVFJO.BMJUIFmTIJOHDPNNVOJUZ
of Kameshima on Wasaka Bay in Japan and 
others, Abdelhalim proposes in his doctorial 
dissertation The Building Ceremony concept as a 
tool to link between the built environment and the 
community. According to Abdelhalim, Building 
Ceremony  is where “the order of the community 
JTJEFOUJmFEUIFDSFBUJWFFOFSHZPGUIFQFPQMFJT
released, and the community resources and skills 
regenerated.”48 Evidence suggests that Building 
Ceremony “increases productivity, improves 
performance, and enhances the quality of things 
that are produced. Building, more than any other 
productive activity, can combine economic growth 
with the vitality and creativity of the people and 
add to the accumulation of capital, knowledge 
and authority, the regeneration of identity, creative 
energy and community solidarity.”49  
Taking this theory into account, one can say that 
Building Ceremony is the driving mechanism for 
how [in]formal communities are governing and 
mOBODJOHUIFNTFMWFT"MMTFMGHFOFSBUFEJOJUJBUJWFT
in [in]formal areas, from the construction of 
buildings to small interventions, were undertaken 
by community members coming together to 
establish partnerships and mobilizing their skills 
and resources. By observing and designing the 
framework for building ceremonies to occur, the 
architect can identify and decode governing 
patterns in a society. This is achieved by 
providing opportunities and spaces that uncover 
a community’s creative potentials and empower 
individuals. 
In a similar paradigm, Christopher Alexander 
EFmOFT The Timeless Way of Building as “the 
process in which the order of the building or 
towns grow out directly from the inner nature of 
the people, and the animals, and the plants and 
the matter which are in it.”50 The dynamics of [in]
formal communities share the same vocabulary 
of the Timeless Way of Building. [In]formal 
settlements in Cairo are a true manifestation of 
people’s immediate needs, skills and available 
resources. Forming a language of their own, [in]-
formal areas embody a set of recurring improvised 
solutions, repetitive modularity and an honesty in 
construction techniques and modes of operation. 
Figure 0.5 The Great Mosque of Djenné, ©Bjarke Bal-
lisager, 2010
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THE TIMELESS WAY OF BUILDING
Christopher Alexander
IMPROVISATION IN [IN]FORMAL  AREAS
Ordinary People
Figure 0.6  The Timeless Way of Building Figure 0.7'PSNFSTVHBSDBOFmFME$BJSPª#BT1SJO
& Storefront, 2009
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Another interesting commonality between 
Abdelhalim’s design vocabulary and [in]formal 
areas, is the concept of incompleteness. In 
Abdelhalim’s theory, good design has to allow 
current and future unplanned activities to occur. As 
present in ‘Cultural Park for Children,’ Cairo, 1989, 
this can be achieved by designing incomplete 
TUSVDUVSBMDPNQPTJUJPOTUIBUPGGFSHSFBUnFYJCJMJUZ
are expandable and allow users to interpret 
them according to current and future needs. In 
[in]formal areas, incompleteness is found on 
rooftops, empty workshops, planting steel rebars, 
VOmOJTIFE nPPST BOE GBDBEFT *U JT B SFTVMU PG
incremental construction, a characteristic of [in]
formal building dynamics. Following Abdelhalim’s 
design vocabulary, current passive incomplete 
structures can, therefore, be transformed into a 
plug-in system for the missing infrastructure in 
[in]formal areas.
‘Cultural Park for Children,’ by Abdelhalim Ibrahim, 
is selected as a local precedent for community-
based design. As demonstrated in Figure 0.10, 
the following lessons were extracted to guide 
the design of the process and the architect’s 
expanded role:
1. Site and Context 
Observe how community members reclaim 
empty sites and transform abandoned sites 
into a communal hub that acts as a catalyst for 
development for other sites. 
2. Generate Building Ceremonies to decode the 
orders of the community. 
3. For true ownership, integrate community 
members in all stages from design to 
construction, operation and maintenance. 
4.  Community wall
Reinterpret interfaces as a dynamic boundary 
and a functional connector to the community. 
Design a community wall that provides spaces 
GPS BO VOJOUFSSVQUFE nPX PG DVMUVSBM TPDJBM
BOE DPNNFSDJBM BDUJWJUJFT BOE VOJmFT EJGGFSFOU
needs.
5. Design for Incompleteness: 
Accommodate current and future informality. 
Reclaim incomplete structures. 
6. Locality:
Adjust designs and construction according to 
existing resources and skills.
Figure 0.8 Dissecting the Building Ceremony con-
cept (top)
Figure 0.9 Cultural Park for Children, Sayyida 
Zeinab (right)
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Figure 0.10 Transformation in users’ and architect’s role
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Figure 1.1 The daughter of a fancier holding a squab, ©Amanda Mustard
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PART 1
HANDMADE IMPROVITECTURE
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Improvitecture
improvisation + improvement + architecture
REDEFINING THE  [IN]FORMAL THROUGH 
IMPROVITECTURE
Architecture can no longer be viewed solely as an object. It is an 
essential component in developing and structuring communities. 
*U JT CZ EFmOJUJPO B QIZTJDBM NBOJGFTUBUJPO PG JEFBT BOE OFFET
Architecture gives form to forces, and formalizes forces that 
contributed to its creation. It should, therefore, be perceived and 
created as a responsive and responsible cultural construct where 
organizing forces are choreographed into productive outcomes.
Improvisation is “the process of devising a solution to a requirement 
by making-do, despite absence of resources that might be 
expected to produce a solution”, which can be compared to the 
case of informality as a response to immediate needs.51 By looking 
through the lens of the architect trained as a problem solver, with 
an interdisciplinary educational background, hidden orders of 
informality and driving socio-cultural and economic forces can 
CF VODPWFSFE SFQSFTFOUFE BOE UIVT SFEFmOFE "DLOPXMFEHJOH
informality as a typology and the value of tactical practices, 
architecture can change perception from unplanned and informal 
to self-organized and improvised. 
The thesis therefore introduces the term Improvitecture 
(improvisation + improvement + architecture) as a catalyst for 
development and the architecture from, and for, informality. 
Improvitecture creates a platform, which allows planning and 
improvisation to co-exist and mediation between top-down and 
CPUUPNVQ QSBDUJDFT *U SFEFmOFT USBEJUJPOBM CPSEFST CFUXFFO
architect, user and client, planned and improvised, designed and 
TFNJEFTJHOFEDPNQMFUFBOE JODPNQMFUFBOEmOBMMZ GPSNBMBOE
[in]formal. Improvitecture is about discovering and optimizing the 
potentials of [in]formal and self-organized processes, the ‘building 
ceremonies.’ It deals with thinking about the afterlife of a building 
that includes operation and maintenance, allowing people to grow 
in spaces, establishing a true sense of ownership and optimizing 
their future [in]formal activities. Improvitecture could be seen as the 
mSTUTUFQTUPXBSETGPSNBMJ[JOHUIF<JO>GPSNBMBOE JOGPSNBMJ[JOHUIF
formal. 
The architect has to shift roles from being an agent of change to a 
NFEJBUPSBOJOUFSQSFUFSBOEmOBMMZUPBOJOWJTJCMFDIPSFPHSBQIFS
of forces.  This is not to devalue the role of architects but rather to 
imply that a transformation needs to occur both in the role of users 
and architects. 
 unplanned
 informal self-organizedimprovised
architectureforces
 slum 
             upgrading
directed
improvisation
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Improvitecture
improvisation + improvement + architecture
 
“Neither natural ability without 
instruction nor instruction 
without natural ability can make 
the perfect artist.”52
 
-Vitruvius
“Give me the license to build and 
an architect with standardized 
drawings to preserve the 
harmony.”53
- [in]formal resident
improvisation
(n.)
 
Improvisation is the process 
of devising a solution to a 
requirement by making-do, 
despite absence of resources 
that might be expected to 
produce a solution. 
planning
(n.)
Planning is the act or process 
of developping in advance a 
scheme or method of acting, 
doing, proceeding, making, etc.
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[IN]FORMAL PATTERN LANGUAGE 
With the understanding that [in]formality is an inevitable part 
of the city, a counterpart of eviction is to upgrade them through 
community-based initiatives. Moreover, there is a need to link 
between, on the one hand, people pursuing their immediate needs 
but not recognizing the consequences of their actions on the larger 
picture, and on the other hand, the government not acknowledging 
people’s needs and rights because it is concerned with large-scale 
issues. In response, the thesis argues that in order to optimize 
current and future growth in [in]formal settlements, their complex 
physical reality and urban narratives should be broken down into 
patterns. 
Inspired by Alexander’s A Pattern Language, the outcome of the 
thesis is therefore to create a process and an [in]formal Pattern 
Language manual, which serves as a guide for community members, 
EFTJHOFSTQMBOOFSTBOEPGmDJBMT UP JNQSPWF JOGPSNBMTFUUMFNFOUT
and embed the value of productive green spaces, sustainability, 
communal responsibility and ownership in the resident‘s daily life.
The objective of the manual is to create a language that mediates 
between top-down decision-making and [in]formal practices by 
connecting people’s ordinary microscopic needs and narratives 
to complex environmental and urban concerns. The [in]formal 
Pattern Language should be considered a guide for handmade 
Improvitecture in Cairo.  It should allow residents of [in]formal 
areas to optimize their patterns with available skills and resources. 
The format used in Alexander’s A Pattern LanguagemSTUEFTDSJCFT
a problem, which reoccurs in the built environment and then 
describes the core of the solution.54 Inspired by this format, once a 
QBUUFSOJTJEFOUJmFEJOUIF<JO>GPSNBM1BUUFSO-BOHVBHFNBOVBMJUXJMM
be then analyzed and combined with a set of Improvitecture tools 
and in-situ design solutions. Improvitecture tools are actions that 
improve existing patterns in order for them to continue in a more 
sustainable way. In the case of the [in]formal Pattern Language, 
patterns could be a problem, a potential or both. 
Unlike A Pattern Language, the thesis will not produce a universal 
MBOHVBHFCVUBTJUFTQFDJmDPOF.PSFPWFSUIF<JO>GPSNBM1BUUFSO
Language will not be a catalogue of good practice patterns but a 
documentation of patterns found on site with a reference to global 
patterns operating on the larger scale. This format should reveal 
the missing services and infrastructure in [in]formal areas. 
PATTERNS        + IMPROVITECTURE
TOOLS
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The thesis claims its originality through the fact that the manual acts 
as an assembly of patterns discovered and analyzed by community 
members, experts and architecture students. For this reason [in]-
formal Pattern Language is designed as an open source process 
to allow community members to constantly generate new patterns, 
and avoid freezing decisions into permanent facts. As noted by 
Alexander: “Patterns are alive and evolving. The patterns are still 
hypotheses, all 253 of them are, therefore all tentative, all free to 
evolve under the impact of new experience and observation.”55 With 
this in mind, [in]formal Pattern Language should not be considered 
BTBmYFEFOEQSPEVDUCVUBTBOJOJUJBUPSGPSBSFQMJDBCMFQSPDFTT
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Figure 2.1 Gustavo in La Vega, Caracas, ©Nohely Oliveros
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 PART 2 
 THE PROCESS
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I. DESIGNING THE PROCESS
“To work our way towards a 
shared and living language, 
PODFBHBJOXFNVTUmSTU MFBSO
how to discover patterns which 
are deep, and capable of 
generating life” 
- Christopher Alexander,
The Timeless Way of Building, x
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This chapter presents the process proposed by the thesis. The 
process is based on a strong bottom-up top-down partnership. 
The main goal of the process is to create an [in]formal Pattern 
Language manual, which serves as a tool for genuine participation 
BOE DPNNVOJUZ FNQPXFSNFOU  5IF mSTU QBSU PG UIJT DIBQUFS JT
focused on designing the process, which includes building the 
method, selecting a site, collaborating with local partners and 
designing the tools before going on site. The process in not only 
designed to be carried out by a representative group in [in]formal 
communities, but is also conceived as an open source initiative. 
The second part of this chapter deals with testing the process on 
site towards forming a bottom-up replicable method. 
Research
Designing the 
Process
1st Month
Preparation
of material
participatory
projects
role of the 
architect
methodology design of
the website
questionnaires
workshop itinerary
mapping exercises
site selection collaboration
with local
partners
2nd Month 3rd Month 4th Month 5th Month
Figure 2.2 Designing the Process
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PART 3:  DETAILS  OF CONSTRUCTION
Based on the shared vocabulary between Abdelhalim, Alexander 
and [in]formal communities, the thesis was able to extract a 
methodology for designing the process and the [in]formal Pattern 
Language manual. While A Pattern Language frames patterns from 
the scale of the region to the details in rooms, followed by a section 
on construction, the scope of the thesis covers patterns ranging 
from the scale of a region to the scale of the individual. Similar to the 
structure of A Pattern Language, the thesis differentiates between 
two kinds of patterns: global patterns and local patterns. Global 
patterns operate on the larger scale. They are more abstract urban, 
political and social trends, issues or factors, which cause local 
patterns to occur. By zooming in on a community, local patterns 
become apparent. They cannot be preconceived, and can only be 
gathered and mapped through a close interaction with site and 
community members. 
LOCAL PATTERNS
GLOBAL PATTERNS
JEFOUJmFECZBHFOUTPG
change committee on site
JEFOUJmFECZJOWJTJCMF
DIPSFPHSBQIFS	BSDIJUFDU

experts + architecture
students  before going on
site
[IN]FORMAL PATTERN 
LANGUAGE
A PATTERN LANGUAGE
(THESIS)
Macro 
scale
Micro 
scale
Figure 2.3 Thesis scope
SCOPE
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Figure 2.4  A Ladder of Citizen Participation, Sherry R. Arnstein, 1969
(MPCBMQBUUFSOTXFSF JEFOUJmFECZ UIF UIFTJTBVUIPSBSDIJUFDUVSF
students and experts from the informed urban community. Local 
patterns were documented by a small group of children from Ard 
El Lewa and AUC Architecture students in the framework of a 
workshop on site. 
The underlying objective for designing the process was to achieve 
a genuine, honest and effective participation as much as possible. 
The intention was also to explore whether community members 
XPVME BDUVBMMZ IBWF B DIBODF UP JOnVFODF mOBM EFDJTJPOT BOE
optimize their patterns with their own hands. As such, the proposed 
process was evaluated from the start in relation to A Ladder of 
Citizen Participation, developed by Sherry Arnstein; in order to 
avoid the pitfalls of other participatory models.56  While the proposed 
process was designed to achieve citizen control, in reality, the 
thesis started with partnership and ended with delegated power. 
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5IFEJBHSBN	'JHVSF
PVUMJOFTIPXSPMFTPGDPNNVOJUZNFNCFST
and architects should transform, combines each role with a set 
PG TLJMMT BOE JEFOUJmFT UIF PVUQVU PG FBDI TUBHFXJUI B MJOL UPA 
Ladder of Citizen Participation. The objective is to dissolve the 
aggressiveness of architecture and the forced passivity of the 
user, in a condition of creative and decisional equivalence that 
is more appropriate to self-organized communities. In addition, 
the process should trigger an exchange of knowledge and skills 
between community members and architects.
1-2 The process starts with the architect deciding to be an agent 
of change and activist.  The architect undertakes a thorough site 
analysis, makes observations, interviews community members. The 
architect accepts that in self-organized communities s/he needs to 
accept losing control and become an invisible agent. At this stage, 
UIFBSDIJUFDUJEFOUJmFTHMPCBMQBUUFSOT
3-4 Being a mediator, the architect forms a team with local partners 
from the community who, together, become the Agents of Change 
Committee. 
5 In this stage, both community members and architect undertake 
an exchange of knowledge. Community members educate the 
architect with local perspectives, while the architect makes them 
aware of their immediate surroundings from an architect’s eye.  The 
architect passes on tools that will allow community members to re-
shape their world, such as mapping and documentation skills, and 
identifying patterns. 
6-10 0ODF B QBUUFSO JT JEFOUJmFE JU XJMM CF mSTU BOBMZ[FE BOE
then combined with a set of Improvitecture tools and in-situ 
design solutions, which optimize it. Finally, after acquiring local 
knowledge and evaluation from community members, based on 
their daily experiences, the architect prepares diagrams showing 
construction, assembly, operation and maintenance.  
11 The architect steps back. Community members take charge of 
construction, management and maintenance.
12 The Agents of Change Committee, is responsible for following 
up, and consulting and monitoring community members. The 
committee organizes regenerative events to keep the process 
going and direct the discovery of new patterns. 
The cycle then starts all over again, with identifying new patterns 
and updating old ones to maintain a long-term development. 
Participation thus becomes a self-generated, rather than a staged, 
process.  
METHODOLOGY
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Figure 2.5 The Process 
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(community
NFNCFST

framing + mapping +
documentation skills
local
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pattern template
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local agency
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local patterns
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global patterns local patterns
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interpreter
category
key players
[+]  or  [-]
connection to
larger patterns
 
connection to
smaller patterns
 
connection to 
larger [+] and [-]
kind of rule
spacial logic
behind pattern
exchange of 
knowledge
 potential / problem,
improvitecture tools
choreographer
construction
operation 
maintenance
12
follow up 
committee
regenerative
events
diagrams:
    assembly
    operation
TQBUJBMDPOmHVSBUJPO
    maintenance
exchange of knowledge 
program  + design
interpreters7
8 9
11
imaginative + technical skills 
- shifts between concrete and abstract
EFTJHOTTQBUJBMDPOmHVSBUJPOTUIBUPQUJNJ[F
urban narratives 
- drafts assembly + operational diagrams
dismantling skills
analysis of spatial 
DPOmHVSBUJPOBOE
narrative, hidden so-
cio-cultural structure
shifting scales + 
outsider and 
insider perspectives
local  knowledge +
improvisation skills
FGmDJFODZnFYJCJMJUZ
local skills
resource mobilization
evaluation 
skills from
daily
experiences
10
builders - owners
evaluators
strategic planning 
+ regulation skills
improvitecture
tools
design + diagrams + maps
    assembly
    operation
TQBUJBMDPOmHVSBUJPO
    maintenance
monitoring
+
consulting
strengthening the Building 
Ceremony
delegated power citizens control
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 SELECTING A SITE
[in]formal settlement constructed on agricultural land
QSFTFODF PG UZQJDBM QSPCMFNT EFOTJUZ USBGmD DPOHFTUJPO
garbage accumulation
close proximity to the formal
presence of active community engagement
This section narrates why Ard El Lewa was selected as a site to test 
the process. The following selection criteria applied: 
Ard El Lewa, an [in]formal settlement on agricultural land, is 
selected to test the proposed process and develop the [in]formal 
pattern language manual. Progressively encroaching on valuable 
agricultural land, Ard El Lewa was built over the past 30 years, 
following the typical rule of aggregation through accumulation, and 
BQBSUGSPNPGmDJBMQMBOOJOH*UJTFTUJNBUFEUIBU"SE&M-FXBIPVTFT
300,000 residents occupying around 1.9 km2, which equals a 
population density of 158,000/km2.57  Parcel dimensions can range 
from 175m2 to 500m2.  Ard El Lewa’s location, [in]formal patterns, 
potentials and problems and, most importantly, communal 
initiatives, make it an ideal case study for this thesis.  
5IF CPVOEBSJFT PG "SE &M -FXB BSF EFmOFE CZ  NBKPS
transportation corridors: the Ring-Road, 26th July Corridor and the 
railway, making it highly visible for daily commuters and travellers 
to and from the city. These corridors, as stated by Omar Nagati 
and Noheir El Gendy, paradoxically contribute to Ard El Lewa’s 
misfortune and potential development opportunities.58  While they 
limit accessibility, they offer great visibility and public attention to 
Ard El Lewa.  
Ard El Lewa’s location on the border between formal and [in]-
formal Cairo, presents itself as an interesting boundary condition 
to negotiate distorted relations between the formal and [in]formal. 
Its close proximity to formal services and work opportunities makes 
it a preferable, and affordable, habitat for low-wage employees, 
drivers, housekeepers, refugees and students of Cairo University. 
Ard El Lewa could therefore be seen as the ‘back of the house’ of 
formal Cairo. For this thesis, Ard El Lewa offers an ideal platform 
UP SFEFmOF UIF <JO>GPSNBM BOE IFMQNBSHJOBMJ[FE BOEEFQFOEFOU
[in]formal communities become self-sustaining and develop a 
symbiotic relation to the formal. 
Active communal engagement in Ard El Lewa makes it the perfect 
candidate for implanting the proposed process initiative, until 
the [in]formal Pattern Language initiative gains momentum and 
resonates awareness in other [in]formal communities. Ard El Lewa 
communal initiatives are lead by the ‘Public Coalition in Ard El Lewa,’ 
which started as one of the many popular committees organically 
unplanned growth
dense urban environment
the [in]formal a housing 
solution
[in]formal sprawl in proximity
to the formal
popular committees
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FORMAL CAIRO
MOHANDESSIN 
DISTRICT
RAILWAY
26th OF JULY CORRIDOR
RING ROAD
MAJOR
TRAFFIC 
JUCTURE
[IN] FORMAL CAIRO
UNDEVELOPED
GREEN STRIP
ARTELLEWA
PUBLIC COALITION OF
ARD EL LEWA
Figure 2.6 Site Selection
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formed during the revolution in the absence of a security system. 
Realizing the power of the collective, as Hanaa Gad frames it 
in a talk organized by Tadamun, the coalition advanced from 
providing security and political awareness to mobilizing community 
resources to upgrade the area, and communicating its demands 
to the government.59 Some of the coalition’s achievements and 
integration attempts include the construction of a ramp off and 
to the Ring Road, which was previously inaccessible from their 
community, paving streets, garbage collection and successfully 
pressuring the government to provide the area with natural gas and 
two pedestrian bridges connecting Ard El Lewa with Mohandesin, 
a formal district in Cairo. In 2012, a group of residents and the 
coalition protested against a housing project to be constructed on 
the still-undeveloped green strip of 12-14 acres, located along the 
formal [in]formal edge.  Ever since, they have been collaborating 
with CLUSTER (Cairo Laboratory for Urban Studies, Training and 
&OWJSPONFOUBM 3FTFBSDI
 GPVOEFE CZ 0NBS /BHBUJ BOE #FUI
Stryker,  and government agencies to transform the vacant land 
into a community park with the lacking gardens, educational and 
health facilities. The coalition, however, is still facing bureaucratic 
EJGmDVMUJFTJOPCUBJOJOHVTBHFSJHIUTGSPNUIF.JOJTUSZPG&OEPXNFOU
Another grass roots initiative in Ard El Lewa that strongly activates 
civic and cultural life is Artellewa, an art space founded by artist 
and community member Hamdi Reda in 2007.  Artellewa houses a 
workshop/exhibition space, rooftop, small library and residence for 
local and international artists. It therefore creates an ideal platform 
for accessing community networks, forming the agents of change 
committee and hosting photography and mapping workshops 
to document local patterns, needs and urban narratives on site. 
Artellewa could also be responsible for creating and maintaining 
the regenerative events, the building ceremonies that ensure the 
continuation of the [in]formal Pattern Language initiative.
art facilities
schools
repetitive need for a hospital
construction networks
credit system
access to highways
Figure 2.7 formal [in]formal boundary and the undeveloped green strip in 
Ard El Lewa
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The next step, after selecting a site, was to collaborate with local 
partners on site in order to facilitate access to community networks, 
and act as a mock-up for the Agents of Change Committee* 
proposed in the process. The Agents of Change Committee, 
HVJEFECZUIFBSDIJUFDUTIPVMEmOEEPDVNFOUBOBMZTFBOEUIFO
optimize patterns. Moreover, the committee should advocate for 
the continuity of the process and building ceremonies in order to 
sustain a long-term development. 
As the manual is an assembly of patterns, it should combine top-
down and bottom-up perspectives, propositions and evaluations. 
The thesis, therefore, engaged participants from different 
backgrounds, gender and age range.  Local partners on site 
included Artellewa, CLUSTER and Hanaa Gad, a member of the 
Public Coalition in Ard El Lewa and an architect at CLUSTER. 
Architecture students from the American University in Cairo 
represented volunteering or co-op students from architecture and 
agriculture schools. University students and children were included 
in the Agents of Change Committee, to raise awareness among the 
young generation to adopt the process. As the future community 
members, designers, planners and policy makers, they should be 
trained to think differently, more sustainable and bottom-up. The 
architect, as a mediator and curator, joined forces with Schaduf, 
an urban farming enterprise in Cairo, engaged in installing low-
cost rooftop urban farms, to add a green sustainable component 
UPUIF"HFOUTPG$IBOHF$PNNJUUFF'JHVSFJEFOUJmFTTFMFDUFE
partners, in relation to the user group they represent.  
FORMING THE AGENTS OF CHANGE COMMITTEE
youths community
members
local agency
architects
       +
planners
co-op /
volunteering
architecture +
agriculture 
students
agriculture
+
farming 
experts
children AUC Architecture
students
CLUSTER Hamdy Reda
Artellewa
Schaduf Invisible 
choreographger
Public
Coalition
in Ard El 
Lewa
Hanaa Gad
Figure 2.8 Agents of Change Committee in Ard El Lewa
* The term ‘agents of change’ is quoted from Tracing Public Space: 
A Participatory approach to transform public spaces in low-income 
communities, © Ana Cristina Vargas, 2014.
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As a choreographer of forces and facilitator, the architect has to 
design replicable tools to allow different user groups to participate 
in the formulation of the [in]formal Pattern Language manual and 
take the initiative forward. As illustrated in Figure 2.9, each tool was 
tailored to its user group and new connections between different 
user groups were formed in order to weave bottom-up and top-
down decision making together. 
Thesis Author - The invisible choreographer
Tool: Site analysis 
The architect undertakes several site visits to form a site analysis, 
and identify potentials and problems.  Equipped with the acquired 
knowledge, the architect operates as a mediator and curator, 
JO UFSNT PG DPMMBCPSBUJOH XJUI MPDBM QBSUOFST PO TJUF UP DPOmSN
logistical issues, photography and mapping tours to be followed 
in the workshop, and interviews with community members.  After 
taking care of all necessary initial arrangements, the architect 
accepts that working in [in]formal areas will require losing control 
and operating as an invisible choreographer of forces. 
Community members
Tool: Interviews
Community members contribute to the manual by revealing their 
urban narratives and needs through semi-structured interviews. 
The invisible choreographer, as well as participants, conduct 
interviews to include many perspectives and layers of needs, which 
should guide the process of compiling and optimizing patterns. 
Experts and architecture students 
Tool: Pattern template
"SDIJUFDUVSF TUVEFOUT BOE FYQFSUT DVSSFOUMZ JOWPMWFE JO UIF mFME
of informal settlements and community engagement participate 
through completing a pattern template designed by the invisible 
choreographer. With the local knowledge acquired from site and 
interaction with community members, the invisible choreographer 
HVJEFT UIF nPX PG JOGPSNBUJPO CVU EPFT OPU JOUFSGFSF XJUI XIBU
patterns are included in the manual. 
Children 
Tool: Geotagged photography and mapping
Children from Ard El Lewa collaborate with architecture students 
in a workshop to discover and document their community patterns 
through geotagged photography and cognitive mapping.  Mapping 
allows participants to draw an abstraction of their community, 
which gives them a more global perspective, thus enabling them 
to recognize repetitive patterns and connections. Recalling and 
deciding what to include in the maps reveals how important and 
repetitive a pattern is.  Figure 2.9 Compiling the [in]formal 
Pattern Language manual
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[IN]FORMAL PATTERN LANGUAGE, AN OPEN SOURCE 
informalpatternlanguage.com
Worldwide, there is a growing interest in integrating new 
technology with community development. It is known that digital 
NBQT BOE (FPHSBQIJD *OGPSNBUJPO 4ZTUFNT 	(*4
 BSF FYDFMMFOU
tools to communicate community voices to authorities and validate 
development plans. Youth are emerging as leaders in capturing 
and sharing information about their communities. However, there 
still remains little documentation and connection between in-depth 
mFMEXPSL ZPVUI OFX UFDIOPMPHZ BOE DPNNVOJUZ EFWFMPQNFOU
as discussed in Youth and Digital Mapping in Urban informal 
settlement.60 
The [in]formal Pattern Language initiative is conceived as an on-
going process that should achieve real empowerment exceeding 
UIFMJNJUTPGUIJTUIFTJTCPPLBOEUIFBDBEFNJDmFME'PSBMMPGUIF
above-mentioned reasons, a website (link: informalpatternlanguage.
DPN
 XBT EFTJHOFE BT B UPPM GPS FODPVSBHJOH PQFO TPVSDF
collaboration and transparency, which are currently lacking in 
development projects in Egypt. The website operates as an online 
and interactive version of the manual, that should be constantly 
updated by community members, architecture students and 
experts. The objective of the website is to unite data from bottom-up 
and top-down sources. It offers community members simple design 
solutions that enable them to optimize their patterns with their own 
hands. For architecture students and practicing architects, the 
website is not only a reference during the design process, but also 
an invitation to develop the process and take it forward to other 
[in]formal areas.
The website provides users with general information on 
Improvitecture and the [in]formal Pattern Language initiative, ways 
to participate and a list of team members. By completing a pattern 
template, uploading geotagged patterns to the website and/or 
participating in the workshop on site, website visitors can become 
contributors to the manual and recognized as team members. 
Moreover, the website offers a platform for architecture students 
and experts to download other user-generated pattern templates 
and upload their completed ones. A dynamic and interactive design 
BMMPXTQBUUFSOUFNQMBUFTUPTIVGnFJOUPUIFDBUFHPSJFTJNQPSUBODF
rank, and sets of problems and potentials they have been assigned 
during the analysis process. The objective is to demonstrate how 
patterns can be contemplated from different perspectives, creating 
layers of analysis, and breaking down the complexity of each 
pattern. 
Community members and all other users are invited to upload geo-
tagged photographs of their patterns to the website. Through a 
series of tags and questions, carefully designed by the invisible 
REPLICABLE TOOLS & THE TYPOLOGIES OF PARTICIPATION
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choreographer, they are guided on how to categorize their patterns. 
The categorization process teaches users how to analyze a pattern 
in terms of breaking it down into its forces, key players, dominating 
gender and associated problems and potentials, etc. 
The main goal of uploading geotagged patterns is to create a 
dynamic map that brings to the surface potentials, problems and 
hidden microscopic needs. For community members the map is 
BXBZPG SFnFDUJOHCBDLXIBU UIFZ BMSFBEZ LOPXCVU JO BNPSF
abstract and connected form. Containing references to global 
patterns, the map links people’s microscopic patterns to nationwide 
urban and environmental concerns. As architect Richard Wurman 
writes in  the preface of The Exposed City: Mapping the Urban 
Invisibles, digital maps trigger “the visualization of changing 
complex data that allow one to see the things they’ve always seen 
but never seen.”61 In response, that new knowledge  should create 
awareness among people to optimize their patterns. 
 
Authorities in Egypt often turn a blind eye to [in]formal areas. 
They choose to keep data about [in]formal settlements discreet, 
controversial and unmapped, for those areas to remain in a state 
of uncertainty and away from public attention. Representing [in]-
formal practices on an online map, accessible to everyone, is an 
acknowledgment of their existence, thus a  step further towards 
formalizing the [in]formal.  The website also presents an assembly 
of narratives and photo essays, linking people’s microscopic needs 
to urban and environmental issues. It communicates the voices 
and the identity of the marginalized, and restores misrepresented 
relations to the [in]formal. The website is a tool to empower the 
vulnerable in [in]formal communities.
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PATTERN TEMPLATES
Experts and architecture students
The pattern template was designed by the invisible choreographer 
as a tool for experts and architecture students to participate in 
the compilation of the manual.  There are three main objectives 
behind the format of the pattern language: First, to homogenize 
the analysis process for convenience and clarity. Second, as 
Alexander formulated, to present how each pattern is connected to 
other patterns, and comprehend all compiled patterns as a whole, 
as a language.  Each pattern is connected to larger patterns, which 
come above it in the language, and to certain smaller patterns, 
which come below it. The third objective educates readers and 
participants to adopt multiple perspectives before imposing a 
strategy or a self-generated intervention, and to recognize that a 
pattern can be a hybrid of both a potential and a problem.  
In designing the format of the pattern template, the thesis adopted 
the same sequence of analysis as A Pattern Language but 
added new layers such as key players, gender, rate of repetition 
and importance rank. A guide was prepared by the invisible 
choreographer to provide experts and architecture students with 
step-by-step guidance on how to complete the pattern template. 
It is worth pointing out that the pattern template required a certain 
level of expertise from participants and demanded further research.
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[f]
A PATTERN LANGUAGE [IN]FORMAL PATTERN LANGUAGE
picture 
context for
the pattern
problem  / potential existing diagram / layout / map
new diagram / layout  / map / design / photographs of a 3d model
solution / tool(s) to optimize this pattern:
illustration illustration illustration
tool 1 tool 2 tool 3
new key players new key players new key players
description description description
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, 2015
 © Nada Nafeh 2015
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, 2015
 © Nada Nafeh 2015
problem
evidence of validity of pattern /
different manifestations of pattern
solution as an instruction + diagram
gender
number of pattern
problems
potentials
category
importance rank
location on page 
indicating 
category
potential / problem
rate of repetition
key players
name of 
participant
illustration of improvitecture tools
improvitecture tools
new key players
Figure 2.10 Format of the Pattern Template
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PATTERN TEMPLATE - GUIDE
1 Select a pattern. 
2 Indicate whether the pattern is a potential or a problem.  
             Mark potentials with a [+] sign and problems with a [-] sign.
%POUGPSHFUUPXSJUFZPVSOBNF	T
 pattern
+ or -
Pigeon Towers
+
Nada Nafeh
According to Christopher Alexander, a pattern is “a morpho-
logical law which establishes a set of relationships in space“.
Select a reoccurring / characteristic / consistent phenom-
HQRQDUUDQJHPHQWRUHOHPHQWLQ&DLUR¶VRU$UG(O/HZD¶V
informality.   This pattern should be linked to a spatial 
logic. 
Example
Selecting a pattern
4 Who are the key players involved / mostly affected / mostly
  interested in this pattern ? Mark male dominated activities  
              with [m] and female dominated activities with [f].
5 Provide a brief description / context of the pattern:
  - empirical background of the pattern
  - evidence of the pattern’s validity 
  - variations and different manifestations of the pattern
 
6 List other patterns that are connected to your pattern.
 Divide your list into larger patterns and smaller patterns.
key players
pigeon tower carpenters,  
pigeon breeders
larger patterns
micro-economies on rooftops
breeding animals on rooftops
male dominated occupations
your pattern
pigeon towers
smaller patterns
typical structural connections
7 Give your pattern an importance rank:
 1. High priority:  A pattern that is absolute, needs to be 
 changed immediately or has major effects on the country / 
             city. 
 2. Medium priority: A pattern that affects a certain 
 community or has a moderate level of impact.
             3. Minor priority: A pattern that seems to work, is relative or
  can wait. It still can be optimized through design. 
         
  
importance rank
minor priority
m
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+ or -
+
9 Relate your pattern to general problems:
 A loss of scarce agricultural land
 D density, lack of open and green space
 G garbage accumulation
 R sanitary problem
5 USBGmDDPOHFTUJPO
 C accessibility
 O overburdened services
 I adapting to social injustice 
	GPSNVMBUFBOFXQSPCMFN

general problems
10 Relate your pattern to general potentials:
N homogeneous construction
M micro-economies
' TFMGmOBODJOH
E low energy demands
P close work home proximity
S strong communal ties
 	GPSNVMBUFBOFXQPUFOUJBM

general potentials
M SN
11 Elaborate why your pattern is considered a potential / problem
 4LFUDIBEJBHSBNJMMVTUSBUJOHFYJTUJOHOFUXPSLTQBUJBMDPOmHVSB
 tion / spatial + temporal appropriation / types  
 'PSNVMBUFZPVSTPMVUJPOUPPM	T
UPPQUJNJ[FZPVSQBUUFSOJO
 the form of:
             - an illustration 
             - a statement: How and what is needed to solve 
              the pattern? 
             - description of the tool: summery of the solution             
  - new key players that are affected by your introduced
               tool if applicable
14 Sketch a diagram illustrating your design interventions, its
 assembly, components and materials /  new network / proposed 
 operation + maintenance / allowable spatial + temporal appropri- 
 ation / new map / new layout. 
 
 +RZFDQ\RXUWRROEHHPEHGGHGLQWKHUHVLGHQWV·GDLO\OLIH"
 +RZFDQRUGLQDU\SHRSOHEXLOG\RXUGHVLJQ"
             How does your tool accommodate current and future 
 LQIRUPDOLW\DQGQHHGV"
       
 
illustration
tool 1
new key players
combine green roof 
system with pigeon
tower
Schaduf (urban farming)
8 How often is your pattern repeated?
           very often ,                                          often,
 FWFSZJOGPSNBMDPNNVOJUZ  "SE&M-FXBTQFDJmDBMMZ
R
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picture / sketch of the pattern
photo credit + source
62
smaller patterns
general potentials
pattern
key players
description / background 
larger patterns
general problems
importance rank
+ or -
name
63
problem  / potential
TPMVUJPOUPPM	T
UPPQUJNJ[FUIJTQBUUFSO
illustration illustration illustration
tool 1 tool 2 tool 3
new key players new key players new key players
description description description
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existing diagram / layout / map
new diagram / layout  / map / design / photographs of a 3d model
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USER GROUPTOOLROLE
children from the
 community
community members
architecture students
experts
Figure 2.11 Replicable tools & the typologies of participation
 A GUIDE ON REPLICABLE TOOLS + THE TYPOLOGIES OF PARTICIPATION
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 TYPOLOGY OF PARTICIPATION / EVENTS ROLEUSER GROUP
Testing the Process

68
“We may then gradually improve 
these patterns which we 
share, by testing them against 
experience”
- Christopher Alexander,
The Timeless Way of Building, xii
II. TESTING THE PROCESS
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This section is an application of the designed methodology. 
It narrates events as they occurred on site, with the intention to 
illustrate through hands-on experience how the designed tools 
could be implemented.  Figure 2.13 illustrates how each step 
added a layer of analysis, and contributed to the creation of the 
[in]formal Pattern Language manual. Events overlap and provided 
JOGPSNBUJPO GPS SFmOJOH UIF GPMMPXJOH TUFQTBOE UIFQSPDFTTBTB
whole. The length of the rectangles in the diagram indicates the 
duration of the step, while their height designates a partnership 
between different user groups. The diagram also sums up the 
outcome of each event.
Figure 2.12 Testing the process
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1. INTRODUCTORY SESSION
Duration: 1-2 hrs
The American University in Cairo
Architecture students
An introductory session was organized to inform architecture 
students about the [in]formal Pattern Language initiative. The 
students had been studying A Pattern Language, the work of 
Abdelhalim Ibrahim and other grass root movements during their 
studio research, which provided a strong theoretical framework to 
introduce the [in]formal Pattern Language initiative, and question 
the expanded role of the architect.  The session included a brief 
on the initiative, the website, ways to participate, and a guidance 
on how to complete the pattern templates.  The objectives of this 
session were mainly to start an awareness of the initiative, distribute 
pattern templates and recruit interested students for the workshop. 
Hidden goals included testing the students’ response to the pattern 
template and their motivation to participate. 
The session was followed by a discussion, which was a great 
PQQPSUVOJUZUPSFDFJWFGFFECBDLPOUIFQBUUFSOUFNQMBUFTBOESFmOF
UIF QSPDFTT  "O JOUFSFTUJOH BSHVNFOU FWPMWFE BSPVOE EFmOJOH
what hierarchy of patterns would best represent the connectivity of 
patterns, and the transition from urban to individual scale. 
    
Overall, the students showed great motivation towards the initiative, 
and shared the need to change conventional top-down practices 
and the way [in]formal areas are perceived. The challenge was, 
however, how to sustain students’ motivation for the upcoming 
workshop and the initiative as a whole.
2. MEETINGS WITH PARTNERS
Artellewa + Save the Children+ CLUSTER +  Schaduf
Meetings with partners were conducted to facilitate access to 
DPNNVOJUZOFUXPSLTBOEmOBMJ[FMPHJTUJDTGPSUIFUBMLBOEXPSLTIPQ
An additional partner on site, Save the Children Organization, 
represented by Raghda Momtaz, was added to the Agents of 
Change Committee. Since, it was founded in 2011 in Ard El Lewa, 
Save the Children operates as the centre for the marginalized within 
a marginalized society. The centre offers education, health, art and 
social programs to the children of Syrian and African refugees, who 
are not able to enrol in Egyptian schools. Increasing numbers of 
Ard El Lewa residents are also joining the centre to participate in 
extra-curricular activities, currently lacking in public schools and 
UIFJSDPNNVOJUZ0DDVQZJOHUIFSPPGUPQBOEUIFUISFFnPPSTPOUPQ
of Artellewa workshop and exhibition, Save the Children presented 
itself as the ideal place to recruit children for the workshop.
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3. SITE VISITS
Duration: 6 weeks
Ard El Lewa
Local partners + community members + children
Site visits were undertaken to conduct interviews with community 
members. They were also crucial in preparing for the upcoming 
workshop by testing mapping tours, and the children’s interest 
and capabilities in social media, photography and mapping 
techniques. The following section documents observations and 
the adjustments made to the initial planning of the workshop after 
acquiring knowledge from the site. 
Interviews took place informally, in the market and the street, 
where most of the community members are present, such as 
street vendors, housewives, deliverymen, toktok drivers, swing 
owners and children. Farmers, builders, parking lot owners and 
pigeon tower owners were interviewed as well. Once reassured 
UIBUUIFBSDIJUFDUXBTOPUBGmMJBUFEXJUIBOZNFEJBPSHPWFSONFOUBM
institution, community members became very cooperative. 
Every aspect in the community is coordinated through personal 
relations and negotiations between stakeholders. The architect is 
BOPVUTJEFSXIPIBTUPXJODPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTUSVTUmSTUJOPSEFS
for the process to start.  
Figure 2.13.JDSPCVTUSBGmDPSHBOJ[FSTVOEFSUIFCSJEHF
Figure 2.14  Pigeon breeder
Figure 2.15  Toktok driver having a rest under the bridge
Figure 2.16  Parking lot owner and service men
Figure 2.174PDDFSmFMEPXOFST
Figure 2.18  A boy in Palestine Street, Ard El Lewa
Figure 2.19  Concierge planting vegetables in El Karama school court
Figure 2.20  Toktok parking lot owner
Figure 2.21A'FUFFSB	1JF
.BLFSTUSFFUWFOEPSBUUIFNBSLFU
Figure 2.22  Fruit vendors at the market
Figure 2.23  Abo Rahma, Toktok driver and retired employee
Figure 2.24  Toktok drivers waiting for passengers under the bridge
Figure 2.25  Sugarcane and carob juice mobile vendor
Figure 2.26  Community members in Ard El Lewa
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01 Élysée bridge
02 Newly constructed bridge
'PSNFSBDDFTT	OPXDMPTFE

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS
VEHICULAR ACCESS
04 Boulak bridge
09 Newly constructed bridge
     Space below the bridge:
     Toktok waiting area
     Micro-bus stop
.BJO4USFFU	'PSNFS$BOBM

15 Main Street
05 Past: El Zomor Canal
     Now: Appropriated Parking
              lots
06 Privately owned land
07 Urban void
08 Garbage dump
11 Schools
1BSLJOHMPU	GPSNFSHBSEFO

13 Parking lot
4PDDFSmFME
16 Major commercial and 
     transportation node:
     Market
     Micro-bus and Toktok 
     waiting area
     Small Amusement Park
TRANSPORTATION
09 Space below the bridge:
     Toktok waiting area
     Micro-bus stop
16 Micro-bus / Toktok waiting  
     area
17 Taxi waiting area
18 Toktok waiting area
The site analysis of Ard El Lewa, conducted by the invisible 
choreographer, reveals how [in]formality triggers the art of 
improvising on space, to maximize use and economic gains. 
Community members aggregate the rigid urban fabric with great 
nFYJCJMJUZ BOE MJUUMF NFBOT  4VCTUJUVUF TFSWJDFT BSF IZCSJE BOE
adaptable. 
[IN]FORMAL TRANSPORTATION
As taxis and public transport don’t enter Ard El Lewa, because of 
OBSSPXVOQBWFETUSFFUTBOEUSBGmDQSPCMFNTBUBDDFTTQPJOUTUIF
area is equipped with [in]formal transit infrastructures in the form of 
toktoks, a 3-wheeled motorized vehicle, and micro-buses. Together 
with walking, they are the most common means of transportation 
for an Ard El Lewa resident. While toktoks connect the interfaces 
with the inner body of Ard El Lewa, micro-buses take passengers 
to other [in]formal areas or the formal city. Innovative variants of 
toktoks are emerging to facilitate delivery of goods. Toktok and 
.JDSPCVTUSBOTJUPDDVQZUIFTQBDFCFMPXCSJEHFT	/PBOE

ACCESSIBILITY
Heading to Ard El Lewa, public transport, micro-buses and taxis 
drop their passengers at one of the pedestrian bridges along El 
Sudan Street in Mohandessin.  Daily commuters then take the 
stairs to cross over to Ard El Lewa using pedestrian bridges, the 
workplace of street vendors, beggars and young men distributing 
nZFSTPS MPPLJOH GPS KPCT5IFTUSFFUWFOEPST MPDBUJPO JT JEFBM GPS
housewives, employees and students to buy groceries on their way 
home. Toktoks await the passengers at the exit of the staircase 
along El Zomor Canal Street to take them to their homes.  Exiting 
Ard El Lewa, residents take a toktok from home or walk to pedestrian 
CSJEHFTXIFSFUIFZmOENJDSPCVTFTBOEBSPXPGUBYJTXBJUJOHBU
the border of the formal city in El Sudan Street. 
Vehicles access Ard El Lewa through Boulak Bridge and the newly 
constructed bridge. Vehicular activity is mostly found on main 
streets, El Zomor Canal Street and El Magnouna Street, which were 
canals in the past. 
Due to the close proximity to pedestrian bridges, the market, toktok 
and micro-bus waiting areas, vibrant pedestrian and vehicular 
activity can be observed in El Shohada Street and El Motamidia 
Street. 
Accessibility continues to be a problem in Ard El Lewa. With the 
majority of the 300,000 inhabitants commuting daily through only two 
BDDFTTQPJOUTNBKPSQFEFTUSJBOBOEWFIJDVMBSUSBGmDDPOHFTUJPOJT
DBVTFE*UJTBNQMJmFECZVOEFmOFEESJWJOHEJSFDUJPOTBOEXBJUJOH
micro-buses and toktoks. Moreover, narrow and unpaved streets 
NBLFJUEJGmDVMUGPSBNCVMBODFTBOEmSFUSVDLTUPGVMMZBDDFTTUIF
site. 
Figure 2.274JUFBOBMZTJT	MFGU
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WATER + ELECTRICITY + SANITATION + GARBAGE COLLECTION 
Water, electricity, natural gas and sewage are connected to the 
homes in Ard El Lewa. The area suffers, however, from regular 
water and electricity cuts. This is explained, on the one hand, 
by the energy crisis overshadowing all of Egypt. On the other 
hand, power and water cuts are a result of illegal connections, 
cutting expenses and overloading the system with more built 
environment than tolerated. There is therefore a strong need for 
expanding on the existing infrastructure, by developing alternative 
low-cost and sustainable sources of energy, water and waste 
management. Garbage is collected once a week by individuals 
who have taken the initiative or [in]formal garbage collectors. 
Spaces below bridges, water canals, unappropriated urban voids 
and deteriorated agricultural land are potential sites for dumping 
garbage. For optimizing patterns, local recycling programs need to 
be developed, along with changing the mentality of the people by 
using micro-economies as a tool for achieving social responsibility. 
OWNERSHIP 
Security of tenure is known to be the key precursor to development 
programs, as described in “Informal Settlement Upgrading in Sub-
Saharan Africa.”  Residents need assurance that their investments 
will be recognized by the state, and will not be demolished in order to 
mobilize more resources and skills in upgrading their neighbourhood 
with services and taking care of it. Ownership is, therefore, 
DPOTJEFSFEBTPOFPGUIFNBJOGPSDFTJOnVFODJOHQBUUFSOTBOEUIF
proposed process.  Areas with an unclear state of ownership, like 
spaces below the bridge, former canals and unappropriated urban 
voids as mentioned above, are incubators of negative patterns.  As 
ownership and security of tenure are a controversial and sensitive 
topic, they require more research beyond the information provided 
by community members in interviews. Moreover, it is not unlikely 
that community members refuse to reveal such information.  From 
UIFDPOEVDUFEJOUFSWJFXTSFOUXBTJEFOUJmFEBTUIFNPTUDPNNPO
type of ownership in Ard El Lewa. The high demand for housing in 
Ard El Lewa, due to its ideal location and rapid population growth, 
makes land and building owners perceive their properties as a 
great investment. They therefore choose not to sell their properties, 
in order to maximize their value and keep them within the family.  A 
180 m2 plot of land at the intersection of two main streets is worth 
NJMMJPO&(1	64%PMMBS
JO"SE&--FXB3FTJEFOUTBMTP
prefer to rent since it is a more affordable and safer option. It is 
not uncommon that the same property is sold to more than one 
individual with quasi-legal contracts. It is worth mentioning that 
buildings have addresses, an indication that they are registered. In 
some cases, however, addresses are repetitive and differentiated 
by a sign stating the name of the owners’ family. Although buildings 
are constructed on privately owned land, they are still considered 
[in]formal because they don’t have a building permit and don’t 
adhere to codes.  Urban voids are rented and transformed into 
TPDDFS mFMET UPLUPL BOEDBS QBSLJOH MPUT BOE TNBMM BNVTFNFOU
parks. The formal [in]formal interface combines, as illustrated in 
Figure 2.34, the following types of ownership:
Figure 2.28 Pedestrian bridge and 
former canal
Figure 2.29 Community-owned 
market
Figure 2.30 Urban void rented as 
an amusement park, privately-
owned
Figure 2.31 Urban void: unclear 
ownership
Figure 2.32 Urban void appropriated 
as a parking lot, unclear ownership
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FORMAL CAIRO
CLEAR 
SECURITY OF 
TENURE
[IN] FORMAL CAIRO
UNCLEAR
SECURITY OF
TENURE
state-owned
Ministry of Endowment
state-owned
Ministry of Transportation
	SBJMXBZ

privately-owned
rented / owned
VOEFmOFETUSFFU
edge
community-owned
negotiations between
street vendors
privately-owned
rented as amusement 
park
privately-owned
rented as parking lots
unclear ownership
former canalstate-owned
Ministry of 
Transportation
JOmMMJOHDBOBMCZ
community initiatives
"
state-owned
Ministry of Water Resources
and Irrigation
road
unclear ownership
community-owned
appropriated urban
void
former canal
state-owned
Ministry of 
Transportation
state-owned
Ministry of Water Resources
and Irrigation
road
privately-owned
rented / owned
legal illegal
state-owned
Ministry of 
Transportation
	SPBETCSJEHFT

Figure 2.33 Types of ownership along the formal [in]formal border
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CHILDREN
As a result of a lack of open space, children are found all over 
the streets in Ard El Lewa, appropriating dead-ends and narrow 
streets as their playgrounds. 
This provided a great opportunity to test the children’s mapping skills 
and interest in participating in the workshop. Testing the children’s 
mapping ability required examining both their cognitive mapping, 
and map reading abilities, as described by S.J. Catling.62 While 
cognitive mapping abilities were developed during the workshop 
through photography and mind maps, the children’s map-reading 
skills were tested during site visits. They were given a camera and 
a map of their neighbourhood.  Spending most of their time on the 
street made the children very informed about their neighbourhood. 
They were very excited about taking pictures and pinpointing their 
houses, schools, favourite play areas, friends’ houses and parents’ 
workshops on the map. This proved that children in Ard El Lewa 
were capable of undertaking the projected mapping exercises, 
and recalling important patterns of their environment. Their local 
knowledge pushed the site analysis forward and introduced new 
community members to be interviewed. 
THE SITE IS NEVER THE SAME
A striking aspect about Ard El Lewa, and [in]formal areas in general, 
is their rapid development, changeability and adaptability to new 
circumstances. 
Different times of the day reveal different uses of space, programs 
and new stakeholders. Urban voids appear in the morning as no 
man’s land, but during the night they are transformed into street 
cafes. Street vendors are not present on pedestrian bridges before 
10:00am, and are replaced with other types of street vendors at 
night.  
The site experiences rapid horizontal and vertical development.  The 
majority of buildings are able to expand vertically. This is observed 
in the spread of incomplete walls and columns on roofs. Horizontal 
expansion occurs on agricultural land. Some of the green land 
visible on Google Maps in 2015 has already been transformed into 
urban voids, or are being prepared for construction.  The pictures 
on the left portray some changes experienced in Ard El Lewa 
EVSJOHUISFFXFFLTPGmFMEXPSLDPOmSNJOHUIBUQBUUFSOTTIPVMECF
constantly updated through an on-going process. 
Figure 2.34 Children locating their homes and communal hubs  on the 
map
Figure 2.35 A boy documenting toktok as a pattern 
Figure 2.36 Children revealing their urban narratives
Figure 2.37  A boy registering his father’s and uncle’s workshop
Figure 2.38  Remaining agricultural land, ©GIS, 2010
Figure 2.39$POTUSVDUJPOJOmMMBOEMPTTPGBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOEª(PPHMF
2015
Figure 2.34
Figure 2.35
Figure 2.36
Figure 2.37
Figure 2.38
Figure 2.39
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site during site analysis TJUFEVSJOHUIFXPSLTIPQ	XFFLTMBUFS

After reopening the pedestrian bridge and 
closing the railway crossing, street vendors 
immediately changed their location in order to 
maximize exposure to pedestrians.  A new layout 
for the market was negotiated among vendors. 
The former site of the market became a new, still 
unclaimed, urban void. 
Figure 2.40 [in]formal construction dynamics,  before and after
Figure 2.41 Market condition before and after closing the railway crossing
Figure 2.42  Site condition before and after re-opening the pedestrian bridge
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Figure 2.43 Improvised shed in Ard El Lewa
Figure 2.44 Improvised structure in Ard El Lewa
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4. WORKING SESSION
Duration: 1-2 hrs
The American University in Cairo
Architecture students
The session was organized to test the process of compiling patterns 
through pattern templates and the pattern matrix. Results were then 
compared to patterns gathered from site.  The idea was to identify 
common trends perceived as patterns, from both the insider’s 
and the outsider’s perspective. Moreover, the goal of the session 
was to guide architecture students while completing their pattern 
templates, with knowledge acquired from the site. 
The session started with brainstorming patterns by pinning them 
under the most relevant category on the wall. The students were 
then asked to link, using thread, the patterns they believe are 
connected. Guided by the generated matrix and our discussion, 
the students worked on their pattern templates, individually and in 
groups.
networks
MATRIX infrastructure
urban voids
street
building cluster
building
roof
+
+ but 
need
to be 
optimized
-
5IF XPSLJOH TFTTJPO DPOmSNFE XIBU XBT QSFTVNFE BCPVU UIF
pattern templates. Designed for architects, they required prior 
knowledge about [in]formal areas and global trends in Egypt and, 
in many cases, triggered additional research. The students lead 
discussions while completing the pattern templates, which pushed 
their analytical abilities to consider many layers, stakeholders 
and perspectives. The matrix was very helpful for the students to 
analyze their pattern in context with larger and smaller patterns. 
Most of the data was categorized as patterns that work, but still 
need to be optimized. A solid remark, mentioned by one of the 
students, brought up the necessity to develop a sequence for 
generating Improvitecture tools.  According to Mariam Gazzaz, in 
order to optimize patterns and ensure a sustainable development, 
Improvitecture tools should address the following domains: 
MFHBMJ[BUJPO EFTJHO BOE mOBMMZNBJOUFOBODF" TFMFDUJPO PG UIF
generated pattern templates is presented in Chapter 3.
Figure 2.45 Compiling patterns
Figure 2.46 Adding pictures
Figure 2.47 Discussing connections
Figure 2.48 Drawing connections
Figure 2.49 Completing pattern 
templates
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5. PRESENTING THE PROCESS TO ABDELHALIM  IBRAHIM / 
MEETINGS WITH EXPERTS
Duration: 1 hr
"CEFMIBMJN *CSBIJNT 0GmDF  $PNNVOJUZ %FTJHO $PMMBCPSBUJWF
(CDC)
A meeting with Abdelhalim Ibrahim was arranged to get feedback 
on the process, from his experience working with Christopher 
Alexander and community members.  His feedback contributed to 
SFmOJOHUIFQSPDFTT
In general, Abdelhalim Ibrahim was pleased with the [in]formal 
Pattern Language initiative, and that fact that community members 
are documenting their own patterns. He pointed out that the step 
of not entering into the community until acquiring legitimacy is 
missing in the proposed process. The cycle doesn’t run smoothly. It 
DPOUBJOTUSBQTNJTTmOEJOHTBOEMPPQTVOUJMMFHJUJNBDZJTPCUBJOFE
Furthermore, Abdelhalim advised to account for unplanned events 
and the fact that community members won’t collaborate right away.
 
At the end of the discussion, Abdelhalim proposed the following 
RVFTUJPOTUPSFnFDUPO
What makes architects think they have legitimacy in self-organized 
communities?
8IBUBSFUIFNPTUJOnVFOUJBMBOEGPSNBUJWFQBUUFSOTUIBUHFOFSBUF
other patterns?
What is the generative aspect about a pattern? 
In the case of pigeon towers, is there a symbolic meaning behind 
the pattern?
Figure 2.50 Abdelhalim Ibrahim
Figure 2.51 Poster of the Talk: 
Towards an [in]formal Pattern 
Language (right)
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6. TALK -TOWARDS AN [IN]FORMAL PATTERN LANGUAGE
Duration: 2-3 hrs
The American University in Cairo - Tahrir Campus
Experts + community representative + architecture students
‘Towards an [in]formal Pattern Language,’ co-organized by 
University of Waterloo and the American University in Cairo, was 
held in Margo Veillon Gallery at AUC Tahrir Campus. The event 
was planned to launch the [in]formal Pattern Language initiative 
and the website. The objective of the talk was also to provide a 
theoretical framework for the initiative. The talk hosted two panels, 
followed by a discussion and an exhibition, displaying the thesis 
work, the students’ completed pattern templates, and urban 
narratives collected from site. 
 
The talk was moderated by Magda Mostafa, who introduced 
informality as an alternative mode of practice, and the necessity 
to generate a pedagogical and research shift in Architecture. 
Mostafa contextualized that “[in]formality is the vernacular of the 
city, the new man-made architecture that is now being produced. 
We look at vernacular from a positive lens and, perhaps, if we look 
at [in]formality also from a positive lens it will be included into the 
mainstream practice.”  
The talk started with a presentation of Improvitecture and the 
[in]formal Pattern Language initiative. Local partners: Omar Nagati, 
Beth Stryker and Hanaa Gad from CLUSTER, proceeded in the 
second panel with shedding light on bottom-up mapping and 
communal initiatives, as well as alternative ways of practise that aim 
to engage the city in different ways.  Nagati and Stryker spoke about 
the importance of negotiating bottom-up and top-down practices, 
followed by a presentation of two projects; Archiving the City in 
'MVYBOE$BJSP6SCBO *OJUJBUJWFT1MBUGPSN 	$6*1
(BEQSFTFOUFE
Hawamish, a grass-roots project she has been working on for 
her Masters of Architecture degree. The project maps services, 
crafts and facilities available in Ard El Lewa, with the objective of 
communicating the identity of [in]formal areas and their potentials. 
By bringing experts, architecture students and a representative 
from Ard El Lewa into dialogue, the talk provided a platform to 
collaboratively respond to the proposed thesis questions. The 
recognition, shared among attendees, of how formal and organized 
[in]formal practices actually are, consolidated the importance of 
the [in]formal Pattern Language initiative and the need to decode 
UIPTF QSBDUJDFT 5IF UBML GVMmMMFE QBSU PG UIF SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT PG
becoming a mediator the thesis is advocating for, in the hopes of 
generating a sustainable critical discourse for the future, and an 
interdisciplinary approach of looking at our cities.
http://www.cuipcairo.org
http://www.hawamish.com
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Figure 2.52 Panel 1 
[in]formal Pattern Language
Nada Nafeh 
University of Waterloo
Figure 2.53 Panel 2 
Mapping Informality
Omar Nagati, CLUSTER
Beth Stryker, CLUSTER
Hanaa Gad, CLUSTER & 
Public Coalition Ard El Lewa
Figure 2.54 Moderation 
Magda Mostafa
The American University in 
Cairo
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Figure 2.55  Registration station for taking Pattern Templates and viewing 
the website
Figure 2.56  Thesis work
Figure 2.57   Exhibition in Margo Veillon Gallery, AUC Figure 2.58  Urban narratives
Figure 2.59  Attendees: Experts & Students
Figure 2.60  Fruit boxes as display
Figure 2.61 Discussion
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Figure 2.62  Architecture students contemplating urban narrativesFigure 2.58  Urban narratives
Figure 2.60  Fruit boxes as display
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7. WORKSHOP 
Duration: 5 days  (9:00 am - 4:00 pm)
Artellewa + Save the Children rooftop
Architecture students + children 
OBJECTIVES
The main objective of the workshop was to compile and document 
local patterns for the [in]formal Pattern Language manual. Workshop 
participants, composed of Ard El Lewa children, local partners, 
urban farming experts, architect and architecture students, acted 
like a mock-up for the Agents of Change Committee. Moreover, 
the goal of the workshop was also to create a setting to practise 
the re-framed roles of the architect as a facilitator, and an invisible 
choreographer. The workshop fostered an exchange of knowledge 
and skills between community members and architects.
 
Since 2011, UNICEF has been encouraging children to use mobile 
technology and open data to map environmental and health 
issues near their homes.63 Technology, however, isn‘t available to 
everyone. The workshop addressed this by providing an opportunity 
for children from Ard El Lewa to create maps for their community, 
and document their patterns, needs and environmental issues 
using geotagged photography.  The photographic documentation 
and mapping of three urban conditions in Ard El Lewa was a 
preliminary step towards creating publicly accessible maps for [in]
formal areas, and combining bottom-up and top-down data. 
The following section narrates events as they were conducted 
EVSJOHUIFXPSLTIPQBGUFSNPEJmDBUJPOTIBECFFONBEF$IBOHFT
to the original plan were necessary, in order to conform to 
participants’ skills and level of engagement. Despite pre-planning 
PGUIFXPSLTIPQBOEBMMNBUFSJBMTFWFSZEBZSFRVJSFESFnFDUJOHPO
UIFPVUDPNFXPSLnPXBOEQBSUJDJQBOUT GFFECBDLBOEVQEBUJOH
exercises for the next day accordingly. Most importantly, on-
UIFTQPU JNQSPWJTBUJPO XBT FTTFOUJBM JO NBJOUBJOJOH UIF nPX PG
the workshop during experienced power cuts, errors in ordered 
materials, shortage in resources and unplanned events. 
“Instead of the original plan disappearing from my sight, it 
continued to evolve in front of me ... Certainly the performance of 
this festival, added something to the plan that rational designing 
could not have conceived. The action of the community added a 
sense of wholeness that would otherwise not have been there.”
- Abdelhalim Ibrahim, A Ceremonial Approach to Community 
Building, 147.
Figure 2.638PSLJOHFGmDJFOUMZ
during power cuts
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7. WORKSHOP 
Figure 2.64 Workshop stages 
DESCRIPTION
The 5-day workshop engaged 6 architecture students and 10 
children from the community in producing local patterns and maps 
for their community, while registering their stories and needs by 
using geo-tagged photography and cognitive mapping.   
The workshop was co-organized by the University of Waterloo and 
the American University in Cairo, in collaboration with Artellewa, 
CLUSTER, Save the Children and Schaduf.  
Three urban conditions in Ard El Lewa were studied: urban x urban, 
GPSNBM <JO>GPSNBM CPSEFS BOE FOEBOHFSFE FEHF 4QFDJmDBMMZ
workshop participants documented building and rooftop typologies 
and mapped urban voids, incomplete structures, [in]formal 
transportation, spatial and temporal appropriations, and [in]formal 
vendors. Exploring possible futures for Ard El Lewa, workshop 
participants came up with strategies and in-situ design solutions 
to optimize their patterns with their own hands. To visualize the 
strategies, participants optimized the Save the Children rooftop 
with the few available resources.  On the last day of the workshop, a 
micro urban farm, donated by Schaduf, was installed by the children 
on Save the Children rooftop and handed over to the community. 
The workshop ended with a 3-day exhibition in Artellewa showcasing 
community-produced patterns, maps and photographs. The 
exhibition spontaneously became part of the urban tour organized 
by EUF, the Egyptian Urban Forum. Sponsored by University of 
8BUFSMPP BOE UIF "SDIJUFDUVSF "TTPDJBUJPO 	""
 BU UIF "NFSJDBO
University in Cairo, the exhibition also displayed all pattern 
templates generated by architecture students. 
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THE TEAM
90Figure 2.65 Workshop participants
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Figure 2.66  Mapping 3 urban conditions in Ard El Lewa
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Figure 2.67 Workshop exercises and layers of representation
Figure 2.688PSLTIPQQBSUJDJQBOUTEFQBSUJOHGPSQIPUPHSBQIZBOENBQQJOHUPVST	UPQMFGU

Figure 2.698PSLTIPQQBSUJDJQBOUQMBDJOHIJTQBUUFSOJODPOUFYU	CPUUPNMFGU
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The following exercises were undertaken in the workshop to transfer 
participants from reality to a higher level of abstraction and analysis. 
&BDIMBZFSDPOmSNFEQBUUFSOTGPSUIFNBOVBMBOEUPPLQBSUJDJQBUJPO
from partnership to delegated power.
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Figure 2.70 Mapping urban voids 
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7.1 PHOTOGRAPHY + MAPPING TOURS
     DOCUMENTING PATTERNS
GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3
TOOLS
GROUP 1 GROUP 2
Figure 2.71 Urban condition 1: 
urban x urban
1 2
3
Figure 2.72 Urban condition 2: 
formal [in]formal border
Figure 2.73 Urban condition 3: 
endangered edge, ©Google, 2015
Figure 2.74 El Esseiry Street Figure 2.75 Below the bridge Figure 2.76"HSJDVMUVSBMMBOE	

Figure 2.77 Urban voids Figure 2.78 Street vendors Figure 2.79"TNBMMGBSNJOBTDIPPM	

Figure 2.80 Palestine Street Figure 2.81 Pedestrian bridge Figure 2.82'PSNFSBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOE	
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Figure 2.83 Geotagged Photography
Figure 2.84 Framing Patterns
Figure 2.85 Documenting building 
typologies
5IFmSTUFYFSDJTFXBTQIPUPHSBQIZBOENBQQJOHUPVSTUIVTBEJSFDU
interaction with the built environment through observation and in-
situ mapping. Photography offered a tool for children to frame their 
opinion about their neighbourhood and identify patterns. 
For the photography and mapping tours, each participant received 
a toolkit composed of the following: a tote bag imprinted with 
some patterns for guidance, a sketchbook, maps, and a table 
to register building typologies, incomplete structures, available 
TFSWJDFTDPNNFSDJBMBOETUSFFUBDUJWJUZBOEQBUUFSOT UIBUEFmOF
the built environment. Participants were asked to take geotagged 
images of building façades and elements in the built environment. 
With the help of architecture students, the children observed and 
EPDVNFOUFE FYJTUJOH DPOmHVSBUJPOT BOE NBSLFE PO UIF NBQ
where geotagged images were taken. These tools and mapping 
tasks were necessary to teach the children some of the architect’s 
skills in reading the built environment, and representing it in a more 
BCTUSBDUXBZCZQSBDUJTJOHNBQQJOHPOTJUFmSTU
Groups for the photography and mapping tours were composed of 
two architecture students, three to four children and escorted by 
one young adult from the community. 
Before departing, an introductory session was given to the 
participants on the workshop as a whole, photography and framing 
tips, and how to use the given tools. Each group was to decide how 
SPMFTXFSFBTTJHOFEBOEUIFOSFTIVGnFEUPHJWFUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUP
all members to practise a variety of tasks. 
The children and architecture students also interviewed some 
community members during tours. This helped participants 
include more perspectives into their analysis and exchange local 
knowledge with community members. Among the interviewed 
community members, was a broker-builder who spoke about 
the rationale behind the cantilevered street facade, the ‘inverted 
L-Building typology,’ and light-wells as an alternative to setbacks 
and openings in the facade in such a dense urban environment.
During one of the tours, a construction drawing for an apartment in 
Ard El Lewa was found on the street. The drawing was prepared 
CZ BO PGmDF JO.PIBOEFTTJO BOEXBT JODMVEFE JO UIFXPSLTIPQ
mOEJOHTOPUPOMZBTBQSPPGGPSIPXAGPSNBMUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOQSPDFTT
in [in]formal areas is, but also to study [in]formal standards related 
to light-wells, stairs and room dimensions.  
i*OPSEFSUPEFmOFUIJTRVBMJUZJOCVJMEJOHTBOEJOUPXOTXFNVTU
begin by understanding that every place is given its character by 
certain patterns of events that keep on happening there”
- Christopher Alexander, The Timeless Way of Building, x
Figure 2.86 Drawing existing layout 
of an urban void
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Figure 2.87 Negotiating ownership of the found pigeon
Figure 2.88 Interviewing a local builder
Figure 2.89 Interviewing local construction workers
Figure 2.90 Urban x urban photography tour
Figure 2.91'JOEJOHBnPPSQMBOPGBOBQBSUNFOU
Figure 2.92 Local construction workers in Ard El Lewa
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7.2 DISCUSSION + MAPPING RELATIONS
  ANALYSING  + CATEGORIZING PATTERNS (1st ROUND)
TOOLS
matrix photographs thread
Each photography and mapping tour was followed by a group 
EJTDVTTJPO 1BSUJDJQBOUT XFSF BTLFE UP QSFTFOU mWF UP UFO
photographs that best describe the character of the observed 
VSCBODPOEJUJPO 5IJTXBTDPOTJEFSFE UIF JOJUJBM mMUFSJOHQSPDFTT
for identifying patterns. Moving to a higher level of abstraction, 
participants mapped relations through the pattern matrix. With the 
compiled set of pictures, participants created a pattern matrix by 
categorizing patterns and drawing connections with thread.  This 
step was done in parallel to cognitive mapping due to shortage in 
time. 
“Once we have understood how to discover individual patterns 
which are alive, we may then make a language for ourselves 
for any building task we face, The structure of the language is 
created by the network of connections among individual patterns: 
and the language lives, or not, as a totality, to the degree these 
patterns form a whole.”
- Christopher Alexander, The Timeless Way of Building, xii
Figure 2.93$SFBUJOHQBUUFSONBUSJDFT	MFGU

Figure 2.94 Discussing framed patterns
Figure 2.95 Filtering patterns
Figure 2.96 Group discussions
Figure 2.97 Finding connections between patterns
Figure 2.98 Discussing connections
Figure 2.95
Figure 2.96
Figure 2.97
Figure 2.98
Figure 2.94
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7.3 COGNITIVE MAPPING + 
      DRAWING NARRATIVES
     MAPPING + CONFIRMING  PATTERNS
LAYER 1 LAYER 2 LAYER 3
Figure 2.99 Layer 1: Google map, 
©Google, 2015
Figure 2.100 Layer 2: Building 
footprints with numbers
TOOLS
If there was anything to prove from this step, it was the need to 
challenge the view that map work with younger children is either 
unnecessary or beyond their capability, as S. J. Catling argues 
in “Maps and Cognitive Maps: The Young Child’s Perception.”64 
The process of recalling important features of the environment and 
EFDJEJOHXIBUUPJODMVEFJOUIFNBQUBVHIUUIFDIJMESFOIPXUPmMUFS
and document patterns. 
The following maps were overlaid to guide the children during 
the mapping process: Google Maps, building footprints, and 
reference lines for various heights. Drawing each building required 
collaboration among group members, in terms of checking its height 
and adjacent activities from the tables, cross-referencing data with 
geo-tagged images, and extracting characteristic patterns from 
photographs. 
“The sequence of patterns is also the ‘base map’ from which you 
can make a language for your own project by choosing the patterns, 
which are most useful to you.” 
- Christopher Alexander, A Pattern Language
Figure 2.101 Cross referencing with geo-tagged images
Figure 2.102 Drawing building typologies
Figure 2.103 Collaborating on drawing the map
Figure 2.104$PHOJUJWFNBQQJOHPGQBUUFSOT	SJHIU

Figure 2.105 Reference lines for 
building height
Figure 2.102
Figure 2.103
Figure 2.101
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LAYER 3
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7.4 IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS
     OPTIMIZING PATTERNS
TOOLS
matrix maps cards
7.5 MAPPING RELATIONS 
     ANALYSING  + CATEGORIZING  PATTERNS (2nd ROUND)
    Architecture students
TOOLS
matrix mapsArchitecture students 
proceeded with further mapping 
relations and categorizing 
patterns. Equipped with the 
generated maps and matrices, 
the challenge was how to 
the edit available data and 
represent it in a more generic 
way that does justice to the 
interconnectivity of the patterns. 
This required developing 
a hierarchy that covers all 
patterns and, at the same time, 
allows for the addition of new 
ones.  The students proposed 
to include ‘forces’ as additional 
evaluation criteria for patterns. 
By quantifying forces that 
contribute to the creation of 
each pattern, the most formative 
QBUUFSOTTIPVMECFJEFOUJmFE
After completing the stages 
related to documenting 
patterns, the next step, as 
proposed by the process, 
involved the generation 
of Improvitecture tools to 
optimize patterns. Based on 
daily experience, acquired 
skills during the workshop 
and the students’ guidance, 
the children evaluated their 
framed patterns and wrote what 
needed to be changed. When 
putting all three generated 
maps together, the children 
started recalling more features 
of their environment and added 
them to the maps. They were 
able to draw inferences from 
maps, which helped them in 
formulating tools
user behaviour + activities
self-generated
 interventions
seasonal 
activities
temporal 
activities
cultural 
QFSTPOJmDBUJPOT
economic forces
response to 
immediate 
needs
value engineering
environmental forces
ownership
PATTERN
Figure 2.106 Updating the maps 
with more features
Figure 2.107 Adding information
Figure 2.108 Generating 
Improvitecture tools
Figure 2.109 The 10 driving forces proposed by architecture students
Figure 2.1101BSUJDJQBOUTWJTVBMJ[JOHHSFFOSPPGT	UPQSJHIU

Figure 2.111 Architecture students creating the pattern matrix (bottom 
SJHIU
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response to 
immediate 
needs
value engineering
environmental forces
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7.6  CONSTRUCTION
       OPTIMIZING PATTERNS 
      Children
STEP 1: Analysing existing conditions and needs
rooftop as a
garbage dump
need for 
sitting area
potential re-use
cardboard box used 
as a table
access to
water + electricity
plants
STEP 2: Selection of tools from the generated  Improvitecture toolkit 
Cleaning rooftops
Mohamed Mostafa
Add some paint
Mohamed Mostafa
 Farming on rooftops
 Hammad
TOOL 1 TOOL 2
Provide seating areas
Belal
TOOL 3 TOOL 4
cleaning creates space add some paint green roofs[+] seating areas
Figure 2.113 Selected Improvitecture tools generated by workshop participants
Figure 2.112 Existing condition on Save the Children rooftop
The rooftop of Save the Children was selected as the pattern for 
optimization. The following three steps were undertaken during the 
construction process: 
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STEP 3: Applying Improvitecture tools 
cleaning creates space
TOOL 1
The Building Ceremony
 
After forming improvitecture tools for optimizing and maintaining 
their roof, it was time for the children to depart from abstract ideas, 
to actual implementation of both their generated solutions and the 
Building Ceremony concept with few available resources. This 
step was crucial for the children to take ownership and delegated 
power of generated interventions, boost their creative energies 
and visualize their strategies. It was observed that residents of 
[in]formal areas seem to need to experience a quick handmade 
implementation of their needs, in order to further cooperate. 
Applying the generated tools showed the children how to transform 
a space in a short period of time, with a few local resources and 
their own set of skills, in the hope of replicating this process on 
other rooftops in the neighbourhood. 
As part of a game, the children quickly cleaned their rooftop and 
set aside waste that can be reused, such as tires, fruit boxes and 
cardboard. 
Figure 2.114 Cleaning games
Figure 2.115 Cleaning creates 
space
Figure 2.116 Organizing tires Figure 2.117 Cleaning tires for 
reuse
TOOL 4
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Figure 2.118
14 x recycled 
wood palettes
tires
rope
30.LE / each
fruit baskets
5. LE / each
or found on street
rented drill
20 L.E / day
rope
DESIGN ELEMENTS
[+] seating areas
TOOL 2
Applying Tool 2, the idea was to create an L-shaped seating area 
for children and teachers to use during lunch hour, breaks and 
outdoor learning activities. As the space could not be occupied 
with a permanent arrangement that prevents alternative uses of 
the rooftop, nor freestanding chairs that would trigger garbage 
accumulation once more, a semi-permanent seating area was 
DSFBUFEVTJOHSFDZDMFEXPPEQBMFUUFT5IFQBMFUUFT	YDN

were bought from a local carpenter called Yassin. 
When assembling the seating area, a problem was encountered; 
not all palettes were the same size, as ordered. Improvisation 
followed: the height of the sitting corner was reduced and, with the 
remaining palettes, shelving units were created that should operate 
as a small library and lockers. The library, at that time lacking 
in the centre, transformed the seating area into a more positive 
learning environment, encouraging children to read while waiting 
GPSUIFJSDMBTTFT5JSFTXFSFVTFEUPBDDPNNPEBUFBNPSFnFYJCMF
sitting arrangement around the shelves for relaxing, socializing 
and reading. Shelves were made from fruit boxes found on the 
street and bought from street vendors in the market. Workshop 
QBSUJDJQBOUTFYQFSJNFOUFEXJUITFWFSBMDPOmHVSBUJPOTUIBUQSPWJEF
TIFMWFTXJUINBYJNVNnFYJCJMJUZ
Figure 2.118 Testing the assembled seating area
Figure 2.119 Building the library shelves from wooden palettes
Figure 2.120 Attaching the shelves with rope
Figure 2.1215FTUJOHEJGGFSFOUDPOmHVSBUJPOT
Figure 2.122#VJMEJOHBQPTJUJWFTFBUJOHDPSOFS	SJHIU

Figure 2.119
Figure 2.120
Figure 2.121
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Add some paint
TOOL 3
6OmOJTIFE GBDBEFT BSF DPTUFGGFDUJWF GPS CVJMEJOH PXOFST BOE
appealing to some designers. Children, however, miss colours 
in their built environment. In response to this need, and the tool 
generated by one of the participants, the workshop included 
painting the recycled tires and the constructed library shelves. The 
children customized their library with dates, assigned numbers for 
shelves and mixed paint to create more colours. Other children and 
women from the neighbourhood got interested and participated in 
the activity.
Figure 2.123 Completed library shelves and  painted tires
Figure 2.124 Mothers joining the building ceremony
Figure 2.125 Mixing colours to create more colouts
Figure 2.126 Painting the tires
Figure 2.127 Completed seats from reused tires and rope
Figure 2.128 Painting assembled library shelves
Figure 2.1291BJOUJOHBTTFNCMFEMJCSBSZTIFMWFT	UPQSJHIU

Figure 2.130 Curious children from the neighbourhood joining the 
XPSLTIPQ	CPUUPNSJHIU

 Figure 2.123  Figure 2.124
 Figure 2.125
 Figure 2.126
 Figure 2.127
 Figure 2.128
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DESIGN ELEMENTS
timber joists 
2x 2.0 m
2x 1.5 m
mMUFSGBCSJDnylon 
thread
waterproof 
membrane
drill nails hose
STEP 2
Add waterproof membrane
and nail it to the timber joists
from the top. 
STEP 3
Create a grid by wrapping 
the nylon thread around the 
nails. The grid serves as a 
TVCTUSVDUVSFGPSUIFmMUFSGBCSJD
STEP 4
$VUIPMFTJOUIFmMUFSGBCSJD
0WFSMBZUIFmMUFSGBCSJDPOUPQPG
the grid.  
STEP 5
Pass the hose through one of 
UIFIPMFT/BJMUIFmMUFSGBCSJDUP
the timber joists.
STEP 6
Fill the planter bed with water.
STEP 1 
Clear the site of obstructions. 
Arrange 4 timbers in an outline 
of the planned bed, butting each 
timber’s end against the next 
timber’s side. Using the drill nail 
the timber joists to one another. 
Check the frame for level and 
square as you proceed.
green roofs
TOOL 4
Figure 2.131 A guide on installing the urban farm prototype
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DESIGN ELEMENTS
growing media
with nutrients
wicks planting cups seeds
STEP 7 
Pass the wick fabric through the
planting cup. The wick is 
composed of the same material 
BTUIFmMUFSGBCSJDBOETVQQMJFT
water to the plant using capillary 
action. 
STEP 8
Fill planting cups with growing 
media containing nutrients.
Make sure the wick is extended 
all the way through the planting 
cup to ensure supply of water. 
STEP 9
Compact the growing media. 
Fill planting cups with more 
growing media and seeds.
STEP 11
Place planting cups in the holes
PGUIFmMUFSGBCSJD
STEP 10 
Store planting cups in a safe 
place until assembly of the 
planter bed is completed.
Schaduf offers training sessions 
PO UIF CFOFmUT PG VSCBO
farming by setting up a roof 
top farm and weekly markets 
for low-income families.
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7.7 OPTIMIZING 3 PATTERNS
    Architecture students
7.8 DISCUSSING RESULTS + MUGSHOTS
      CONFIRMING PATTERNS
TOOLS
Pattern Template Pattern Matrix
waiting agri-
cultural land
space below 
the bridge
urban voids
as a parking
lot
To wrap up the workshop, three events were organized. During 
the time the children were building the urban farm prototype, 
architecture students presented the workshop outcomes. The 
event was conceived as an informal pin-up, displaying generated 
maps and pattern matrices. The objective was, on the one hand, 
to receive feedback on the pattern matrix and generated pattern 
templates; on the other hand, it was necessary to test what the 
students took from the workshop in order to update the process 
accordingly. 
The second event involved taking mug shots of each participant, 
with what s/he believes to be the most important pattern that gives 
"SE&M-FXBJUTDIBSBDUFS5IFPCKFDUJWFXBTUPDPOmSNQBUUFSOTGPS
the manual. 
The third event was a group discussion about the workshop and 
the process as a whole. The discussion was held on the rooftop 
surrounded by our newly constructed interventions and urban farm. 
Important issues were raised regarding who will take ownership of 
UIF MJCSBSZBOE UIFVSCBO GBSNBOEIPXDBO UIFDIJMESFOCFOFmU
from managing them. It was arranged that participants’ mothers 
make pillows for the sitting corner and books should be donated 
to the library. As pioneers of the initiative, the children were 
encouraged to take the workshop forward by showing their families 
and other community members how to improve their rooftops and 
by organizing other mapping workshops.
When children were optimizing their rooftop, architecture students 
were involved in the same process, yet in a more abstract way 
VTJOH QBUUFSO UFNQMBUFT 5SBDJOH JEFOUJmFE GPSDFT IPX QBUUFSOT
are interconnected, and the impact each pattern produces when 
optimized, the students selected the following 3 patterns: waiting 
agricultural land, space below the bridge and urban voids as a 
parking lot. 
Figure 2.132 Selected patterns during the 
workshop
Figure 2.133 Architecture students 
presenting pattern matrix and 
optimized patterns
Figure 2.134 Discussing Results
114
urban voids
as a parking
lot
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8. EXHIBITION
Duration: 3 days 
Artellewa + Save the Children rooftop
Architecture students + children + community members + experts
Designed as an interactive street exhibition, each component was 
displayed to gather new patterns, opinions and narratives. Viewers 
became contributors to the exhibition and part of the process. 
8PSLTIPQQBSUJDJQBOUTnPVSJTIFEBTFYQFSUTJOSFQSFTFOUJOHUIFJS
community and the curators of the exhibition. The main objectives 
of the exhibition were to engage the wider community in Ard El 
Lewa, create awareness for the [in]formal pattern language 
initiative, continue The Building Ceremony and celebrate the work 
produced during the workshop. The exhibition was held all day 
long during the last 3 days before Ramadan, which was a great 
UJNFUPDFMFCSBUF4USFFUTXFSFmMMFEXJUIEFDPSBUJPOBOEMBOUFSOT
and a festive spirit was shared among community members. 
The exhibition combined all user groups and tools. It featured 
generated pattern matrices, maps, pattern templates and 
photographs of the process and participants.  A banner containing 
FNQUZTQFFDICVCCMFTXBTEJTQMBZFEUPFOHBHFWJFXFSTJOmMMJOH
it with their urban narratives and needs. 
The children got very excited when a group of local and international 
scholars, practitioners, and students from the informed urban 
community, visited the exhibition as part of an urban tour passing 
through Ard El Lewa, organized by the Egyptian Urban Forum 
	&6'
  1SPVEPG UIFJS BDDPNQMJTINFOU BOE SFQSFTFOUJOH"SE&M
Lewa, the children walked the visitors through the exhibition and 
explained what they did during the workshop.
Figure 2.135 Exhibition in Ard El Lewa
Figure 2.136 Open street exhibition
Figure 2.137 Exhibition at night
Figure 2.138 Participants 
welcoming visiting experts
Figure 2.139 Wall displaying maps 
& process
Figure 2.140 Display
Figure 2.141 Displaying the process
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8. EXHIBITION
Figure 2.142 Participants writing their names and cross referencing patterns
117
Most exhibition visitors were curious children and youths, the most 
active contributors to the displayed work. Some of them traced their 
homes on the map by recognizing familiar features and landmarks, 
XIJDIXBTJUTFMGBDPOmSNBUJPOGPSTPNFQBUUFSOT0UIFSTGFEUIF
maps and matrices with more information, such as new strategies, 
street names, trees, workshops and facilities. One of the visitors 
was an architect living in Ard El Lewa, who currently works as a 
draftsman in Downtown Cairo. Women’s attendance was limited to 
a few mothers of workshop participants.  
5IF FYIJCJUJPO XBT OPU BO FOE UP UIF mFMEXPSL CVU SBUIFS BO
important part of the process and an additional opportunity to 
gather patterns.  
Figure 2.143 Children updating maps with new informaltion
Figure 2.144 Children updating matrices with new patterns
Figure 2.145 Local architect 
Figure 2.146 Geotagging the exhibition
Figure 2.147 A boy tracing his home
Figure 2.148 Children viewing Pattern Templates
Figure 2.149 Boys writing their friends’ names
Figure 2.145
Figure 2.146
Figure 2.147
Figure 2.148
Figure 2.149
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`
“I wish for a better 
education”
housewives
“better 
transportation”
unemployed
“health services”
university graduate
i*IPQFUPmOEBKPC
UIBUTVJUTNZmFME
of education”
“I wish Ard EL Lewa 
was clean and not 
EFmOFEBTBO
informal area”
toktok driver
“I wish there was no
USBGmDDPOHFTUJPOw
breadwinner
“I hope that 
people clean 
the streets”
girl
“ I wish I could walk 
freely without being
harassed”
“we need
green spaces”
farmers
“I wish that 
agricultural land 
doesn’t get sold 
for construction”
students
children delivery man / vendor
“wants to own a shop 
to sell chicken”
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
Figure 2.150 Compiled Urban Narratives
Figure 2.1511BSUJDJQBOUTBOEBUUFOEFFTmMMJOHTQFFDICVCCMFTXJUIVSCBOOBSSBUJWFTBOEOFFET
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The manual ends with an assembly of narratives and pho-
to essays, linking people’s microscopic needs to urban 
and environmental issues.
Figure 3.1 Exhibition in Ard El Lewa
120
03 
 PART 3 
 RESULTS
121
This chapter presents unedited outcomes of the workshop and 
exhibition, along with a selection of student-generated pattern 
templates. As seen in Figure 3.2, the outcomes demonstrate different 
layers of representation that were designed to transfer participants 
GSPN SFBMJUZ UP B IJHIFS MFWFM PG BCTUSBDUJPO 5IF mSTU MBZFS XBT B
direct interaction with the built environment through observation 
and an in situ site analysis. The second layer was framing the built 
environment through photography. Moving to a more abstract form 
of representation, the third layer was mapping the built environment, 
followed by mapping relations through the pattern matrix. Each 
MBZFSTFSWFEBTBmMUFSUPDPOmSNQBUUFSOTGPSUIFNBOVBMXIJDIBSF
JMMVTUSBUFEJOmOBMNBUSJYUIF<JO>DPNQMFUF1BUUFSO.BUSJY
WORKSHOP OUTCOMES
Figure 3.2 Layers of representation in relation to workshop outcomes 
COGNITIVE MAPPING
3 maps of different 
urban conditions
MAPPING RELATIONS + 
CATEGORIZING PATTERNS 
1BUUFSO.BUSJY	"UUFNQU

OPTIMIZING PATTERNS
1BUUFSO5FNQMBUFT
1ST FILTER
2ND FILTER
3RD FILTER
MAPPING RELATIONS + 
CATEGORIZING PATTERNS
1BUUFSO.BUSJY	"UUFNQU

5IF<JO>DPNQMFUF
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PHOTOGRAPHY + MAPPING TOURS
PHOTOGRAPHY
GSBNJOHmMUFSJOHQBUUFSOT
IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS
IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS
CONSTRUCTION
optimizing patterns 
applying improvitecture 
tools
OPTIMIZING PATTERNS
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Figure 3.3 A selection of framed patterns
COGNITIVE MAPPING
Figure 3.4 urban x urban, 
©Google, 2015
Figure 3.5GPSNBM<JO>GPSNBM
border, ©Google, 2015
Figure 3.6 endangered edge, 
©Google, 2015
Figure 3.7 .BQVSCBOYVSCBO Figure 3.8.BQGPSNBM<JO>GPSNBM
border
PHOTOGRAPHY
incomplete buildings junk on the rooftop repetitive addresses
Figure 3.9.BQFOEBOHFSFE
edge
PARTNERSHIP
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street
urban
void
market
transportation
people /
networks
MAPPING RELATIONS + CATEGORIZING PATTERNS 
CHILDREN + ARCHITECTURE STUDENTS
	1BUUFSO.BUSJY"UUFNQU

+
+ but 
need
to be 
optimized -
i5IFOmOBMMZGSPNTFQBSBUFMBOHVBHFTGPSEJGGFSFOUCVJMEJOHUBTLT
XF DBO DSFBUF B MBSHFS  TUSVDUVSF TUJMM B TUSVDUVSF PG TUSVDUVSFT
FWPMWJOHDPOTUBOUMZXIJDIJTUIFDPNNPOMBOHVBHFGPSBUPXOw
$ISJTUPQIFS"MFYBOEFS5IF5JNFMFTT8BZPG#VJMEJOHYJJJ
street
urban
void
market
transportation
people /
networks
Figure 3.10 1BUUFSONBUSJYBUUFNQUCZHSPVQ
Figure 3.111BUUFSONBUSJYBUUFNQUCZHSPVQ
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'BUNB/BTTFS 'BUNB:PVTTFG
IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS
1 create equally dispersed
   spaces for agriculture and
   trees
2 organize spaces for cars
   and buses
IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS
1 organize transportation
2 provide a separate space for
   buses
3 clean streets
4 keep streets safe
IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS
1 don’t leave urban voids 
   unused 
2 transform urban voids into
   playgrounds or “plants” 
	HSFFOTQBDFT
UPQSPUFDUUIF
   environment
   Figure 3.12 A selection of Improvitecture tools
,BXTBS:PVTTFG
PATTERN
urban voids
PATTERN
urban voids
MAPPING RELATIONS + CATEGORIZING PATTERNS 
ARCHITECTURE STUDENTS
	1BUUFSO.BUSJY"UUFNQU

This matrix was an initial step towards forming a more generic representation of the patterns.  It was 
also a preliminary step towards setting a logical hierarchy for the patterns. The developed format 
covers all patterns and, at the same time, allows for the addition of new ones. The matrix, however, did 
not show how patterns are interconnected. With this in mind, the matrix has been updated to include 
connections and forces that generate each pattern.   
Figure 3.131BUUFSONBUSJYBUUFNQU
IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS
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THE 101 [IN]COMPLETE PATTERN MATRIX
ARCHITECTURE STUDENTS + INVISIBLE CHOREOGRAPHER
	1BUUFSO.BUSJY"UUFNQU

5IF<JO>DPNQMFUF1BUUFSO.BUSJYXBTDPNQJMFEBGUFSMBZFSJOHBMM
data from the workshop, pattern templates and interviews.  It acts 
BTUIFJOEFYPGUIF<JO>GPSNBMQBUUFSOMBOHVBHFNBOVBM
The matrix frames 101 documented local patterns ranging from 
the community scale to the individual scale.  It also associates the 
documented local patterns to global patterns, which operate on the 
city and country scales.  Connecting the physical built environment 
to the socio-cultural realm, local patterns are divided into 4 main 
PWFSBSDIJOH DBUFHPSJFT UIF CVJMU FOWJSPONFOU WPJET <JO>GPSNBM
OFUXPSLTBOETFSWJDFT1BUUFSOTBSF UIFOPSEFSFENPSFPS MFTT
cascading from the largest elements to the smaller ones. 
As seen in the matrix, patterns are not only vertically connected to 
larger and smaller patterns, but also transversely to patterns from 
other categories. The matrix thus portrays a composition for 
<JO>GPSNBMBSFBTBMMPXJOHJUTVTFSTUPHFOFSBUFJOmOJUFDPNCJOBUJPOT
for optimizing patterns.  To optimize a pattern, one needs to 
perceive it in context with other patterns and other key players. As 
framed by Alexander, “no pattern is an isolated entity. Each pattern 
can exist in the world only to the extent that is supported by other 
patterns.”65 
The developed format covers all patterns and, at the same time, 
allows for the addition of new ones. It portrays patterns in relation to 
UIFJSESJWJOHGPSDFTBOEJEFOUJmFTQPUFOUJBMTBOEQSPCMFNT*UXBT
OBNFEBT<JO>DPNQMFUFUPIJHIMJHIUUIBUJUJTOPUBmYFEFOESFTVMU
CVUBOJOWJUBUJPOUPCFmMMFEXJUIOFXQBUUFSOT
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OPTIMIZING PATTERNS
1BUUFSO5FNQMBUFT
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PATTERN TEMPLATES - WORKSHOP
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PATTERN TEMPLATES - AUC ARCHITECTURE STUDENTS
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Figure 4.14"/""IVNBOmHVSFT
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<JO>GPSNBM 1BUUFSO -BOHVBHF TUBSUT CZ [PPNJOH JO PO UIF 
EPDVNFOUFE MPDBM QBUUFSOT EVSJOH UIF XPSLTIPQ GPMMPXFE CZ B
TUFQCZTUFQHVJEFPOIPXUPPQUJNJ[FBQBUUFSO5IFNBOVBMUIFO
QSFTFOUTBOBOBMZTJTPG GPSDFTBOEBOPWFSWJFXPG*NQSPWJUFDUVSF
UPPMT
'PS UIFQVSQPTFPG UIJT UIFTJT UIF UISFFNPTU JOnVFOUJBMQBUUFSOT
XFSFTFMFDUFECZUIFUIFTJTBVUIPSUPEFNPOTUSBUFIPXUIFNBOVBM
TIPVME EPDVNFOU BOBMZ[F BOE PQUJNJ[F QBUUFSOT 1BUUFSOTXFSF
DIPTFOUPSFQSFTFOUEJGGFSFOUTDBMFTBOEDBUFHPSJFT
5IFQSPQPTFEEFTJHOTJOUFOUJPOBMMZBEESFTTNPSFUIBOPOFQBUUFSO
CFDBVTF QBUUFSOT BSF JOUFSMPDLFE BOE DPFYJTU 5IF EFTJHOT BSF
BO FNCPEJNFOU PG UIF *NQSPWJUFDUVSF UPPMT BOE GPSDFT FYUSBDUFE
GSPNQBUUFSOUFNQMBUFTBOEUIFXPSLTIPQ5IFVSCBOGBSNJOTUBMMFE
PO 4BWF UIF $IJMESFO SPPGUPQ EVSJOH UIF XPSLTIPQ TFSWFT BT B
QSPUPUZQF GPS PQUJNJ[BUJPO 4JNJMBS UP UIF XPSLTIPQ EFTJHOT BSF
DPODFJWFEUPCFCVJMUXJUIGFXBWBJMBCMFSFTPVSDFTBOEMPDBMTLJMMT
5IFZ BSF OPU POMZ EFWFMPQFE UP DPOUBJO FYJTUJOH BDUJWJUJFT BOE
QBUUFSOTNBQQFEGSPNUIFXPSLTIPQCVUBMTPBDUJWBUF QBUUFSOT
GSPNPUIFSDBUFHPSJFTPOUIFNBUSJYBDDPNNPEBUFGVUVSFJOGPSNBMJUZ
BOETFSWFBTGSBNFXPSLTGPSEJSFDUFEJNQSPWJTBUJPO
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101  PATTERNS
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 AN ANALYSIS OF FORCES
#BTFE PO UIF mFMEXPSL DPOEVDUFE EVSJOH UIF XPSLTIPQ UIF
GPMMPXJOH EJBHSBNT XFSF QSFQBSFE UP RVBOUJGZ ESJWJOH GPSDFT
CFIJOEUIFEPDVNFOUFE MPDBMQBUUFSOT5IFPCKFDUJWFXBTUP
JEFOUJGZBOEDPNNVOJDBUF UIFNPTU JOnVFOUJBM GPSDFTXIJDI UIFO
TIPVME CF HJWFO QSJPSJUZ XIJMF PQUJNJ[JOH QBUUFSOT 1FSDFOUBHFT
XFSFDBMDVMBUFECZDPNQBSJOHUIFPDDVSSFODFPGBGPSDFJOSFMBUJPO
UPUIFUPUBMGPSDFT
5IF BOBMZTJT SFWFBMFE UIBU UIF QSFTFODF PG GPSDFT JT NPTUMZ
SFDPHOJ[FE JO UIF NBSLFU GPMMPXFE CZ UIF TUSFFU <JO>GPSNBM
OFUXPSLTSPPGUPQTBOECVJMEJOHFMFNFOUT	'JHVSF

"TTFFOJO'JHVSFQBUUFSOTBSFNPTUMZDSFBUFEBTBSFTQPOTFUP
JNNFEJBUFOFFETBOEBSFTFMGHFOFSBUFEJOUFSWFOUJPOT0XOFSTIJQ
BOE FDPOPNJD GPSDFT BSF UIF TFDPOE NPTU JOnVFOUJBM GPSDFT PO
QBUUFSOT&OWJSPONFOUBMGPSDFTIBWFBMJUUMFFGGFDUPOQBUUFSOTXIJDI
NFBOT UIBU UIFZ BSF OPU JNQPSUBOU OPU SFDPHOJ[FE PS OFHMFDUFE
CZDPNNVOJUZNFNCFST8IJMFUIFmSTUTUBUFNFOUJTMJLFMZXSPOH
UIFTFDPOEDBTFSFRVJSFTNPSFmFMEXPSLBOEDSFBUJOHBXBSFOFTT
GPSFOWJSPONFOUBMJTTVFT5IFUIJSEDBTFDPNQMJFTXJUIUIFUZQJDBM
DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG JOGPSNBMJUZ JO QVSTVJOH JNNFEJBUF OFFET BOE
OFHMFDUJOHUIFDPOTFRVFODFTPGTVDIBDUJPOTPOUIFFOWJSPONFOU
"MFYBOEFSQSPQPTFTiUIFNPSFMJWJOHQBUUFSOTUIFSFBSFJOBQMBDF
B SPPN B CVJMEJOH PS B UPXO  UIFNPSF JU DPNFT UP MJGF BT BO
FOUJSFUZUIFNPSFJUHMPXTUIFNPSFJUIBTTFMGNBJOUBJOJOHmSFw66 
0WFSMBZJOHUIJTTUBUFNFOUXJUIUIFmOEJOHTPOFTIPVMEUIFSFGPSF
TFFL UP DPNCJOF BOE JOUSPEVDF UIF NPTU JOnVFOUJBM GPSDFT JO B
EFTJHO JOUFSWFOUJPO GPS UIFHFOFSBUJPO PGNPSFQBUUFSOT %FTJHO
PCKFDUJWFTTIPVMEUIFSFGPSFOVSUVSFUIFNPTUJOnVFOUJBMGPSDFTBOE
BEESFTTNJTTJOHOFFETHFOFSBUFFDPOPNJDPQQPSUVOJUJFTBOEOFX
QBSUOFSTIJQT BOE TUSFOHUIFO UIF SFTJEFOUT TFOTF PG PXOFSTIJQ
5IFZ TIPVME BMTP DPNQFOTBUF GPS UIF NJTTJOH MJOL CFUXFFO
FOWJSPONFOUBOEQBUUFSOTCZGPTUFSJOHHSFFOTVTUBJOBCMFWBMVFT

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FORCES 
VTFSCFIBWJPVS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TFMGHFOFSBUFEJOUFSWFOUJPOT  17%
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DVMUVSBMQFSTPOJmDBUJPOT9%
FDPOPNJDGPSDFT  15%
SFTQPOTFUPJNNFEJBUFOFFET 18%
WBMVFFOHJOFFSJOH 9%
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Figure 4.21SFTFODFPGGPSDFTJOFBDIDBUFHPSZ
Figure 4.32VBOUJGZJOHUIFJOnVFODFPGGPSDFT
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Figure 4.4*OnVFODFPGGPSDFTJOFBDIDBUFHPSZ
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HOW TO OPTIMIZE A PATTERN?
"T QSPQPTFE PQUJNJ[BUJPO OFFET UP QSPNPUF UIF DPOUJOVJUZ PG
FYJTUJOHQBUUFSOTZFUJOBNPSFTVTUBJOBCMFXBZJUJTDSVDJBMUIBU
EFTJHOPCKFDUJWFTSFJOWJHPSBUFUIFGPSDFTUIBUDSFBUFEUIFQBUUFSOT
'PS UIJT SFBTPO UIF GPMMPXJOHTFDUJPOXBTEFWFMPQFE UP JMMVTUSBUF
IPX EFTJHO EFDJTJPOT TIPVME CF NBEF  5IF 1BUUFSO'PSDFT
%FTJHO0CKFDUJWFT$IBSU	'JHVSF
HVJEFTDPNNVOJUZNFNCFST
BOEEFTJHOFSTJOUSBDJOHEFTJHOPCKFDUJWFTGSPNGPSDFTBOEFYJTUJOH
QBUUFSOT0ODF UIJT TUFQ JTEPOF *NQSPWJUFDUVSF UPPMT TIPVMECF
TFMFDUFEGSPNUIFDPNQJMFEUPPMLJUUPSFBMJTFUIFEFTJHOPCKFDUJWFT
BOEDPNQMFUFUIFPQUJNJ[BUJPOQSPDFTT
8IFOVUJMJ[JOH UIF1BUUFSO'PSDFT%FTJHO0CKFDUJWFTDIBSUNPWF
GSPNUIFJOOFSDJSDMFUPUIFPVUFSDJSDMF	'JHVSF
5IFJOOFSDJSDMF
JTUIFQBUUFSOUIFTFDPOEDJSDMFUIFGPSDFTBOEUIFPVUFSDJSDMFUIF
EFTJHOPCKFDUJWFT
3. DESIGN OBJECTIVES
2. FORCES
1. PATTERN
1
2
3
Figure 4.53FBEJOHUIF1BUUFSO'PSDFT%FTJHO0CKFDUJWFT$IBSU
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4. OPTIMIZATION LAYER
3. DESIGN OBJECTIVES
2. FORCES
1. PATTERN ANALYSIS
IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS
PROGRAM
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
OPERATION + MAINTENANCE
STEP 1: PATTERN ANALYSIS
6OEFSHPBQBUUFSOBOBMZTJTVTJOHUIFQBUUFSOUFNQMBUFBOEJEFOUJGZ
LFZQMBZFSTSFMBUFEQBUUFSOTFUD
STEP 2: FORCES
%FUFSNJOFUIFGPSDFTUIBUDPOUSJCVUFUPUIFDSFBUJPOPGUIFQBUUFSO
STEP 3: DESIGN OBJECTIVES
6TJOH UIF DIBSU PO UIF SJHIU DPNQJMF EFTJHO PCKFDUJWFT UIBU
DPSSFTQPOEUPUIFGPSDFTEFUFSNJOFEJO4UFQ
STEP 4: OPTIMIZATION LAYER
5P PQUJNJ[F ZPVS QBUUFSO BEE UIF NJTTJOH QIZTJDBM BOE TPDJBM
JOGSBTUSVDUVSF BT XFMM BT TVTUBJOBCMF WBMVFT UP UIF DPNQJMFE MJTU
PG EFTJHO PCKFDUJWFT BOE FYJTUJOH QSPHSBN UP DSFBUF IZCSJEJ[FE
TZTUFNT
SELECT + GENERATE IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS
4FMFDU UPPMT GSPN UIF JNQSPWJUFDUVSF UPPMLJU BOEPS TFMGHFOFSBUF
OFXUPPMTUIBUSFBMJ[FZPVSEFTJHOPCKFDUJWFTBTTFNCMFEGSPN4UFQ
 BOE  5SBOTMBUF EFTJHO PCKFDUJWFT JOUP QSPHSBN 5IJOL BCPVU
DPOTUSVDUJPO PQFSBUJPO BOE NBJOUFOBODF  'MFYJCMF IZCSJE BOE
BEBQUJWFTZTUFNTOFFEUPCFEFTJHOFEUPDPNQMZXJUIUIFDPNQMFY
VSCBO DPOUFYU *NQSPWJUFDUVSF UPPMT OFFE UP BEESFTT TPDJBM
DVMUVSBMMFHJTMBUJWFBOEFOWJSPONFOUBMEJNFOTJPOTMPDBMTLJMMTBOE
JOEJWJEVBMBOEDPMMFDUJWFOFFET
'PSDFT
%FTJHO0CKFDUJWFT
Figure 4.6)PXUPPQUJNJ[FBQBUUFSO 
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Figure 4.71BUUFSO'PSDFT%FTJHO0CKFDUJWFT$IBSU
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Figure 4.84XJOHSJEFJO"SE&M-FXB
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THE IMPROVITECTURE TOOLKIT
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK SITE ANALYSIS PATTERN TEMPLATES WORKSHOP
IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS
*NQSPWJUFDUVSF UPPMT BSF BDUJPOT UP SFBMJ[F UIF DPNQJMFE EFTJHO
PCKFDUJWFT 5IFZ BSF QSPQPTFE UPPMT UP PQUJNJ[F DVSSFOU BOE
GVUVSF <JO>GPSNBM QSBDUJDFT XIJMF FNQPXFSJOH DPNNVOJUJFT BOE
DFMFCSBUJOHUIFJSJNQSPWJTBUJPO0QUJNJ[BUJPOPDDVSTJOUIFTFOTFPG
SFBSSBOHJOHBOENBLJOHUIFNPTUFGGFDUJWFVTFPGFYJTUJOHQBUUFSOT
XIJMF QSPWJEJOH HFOFSBM SFHVMBUJPOT UIBU NBLF QBUUFSOT NPSF
TVTUBJOBCMF 5IF UPPMT BEESFTT HMPCBM JOUFSWFOUJPOT JO SFTQFDU
UP MFHJTMBUJPO BOE TFDVSJOH SFNBJOJOH BHSJDVMUVSBM MBOE CVU BSF
NPSF GPDVTFEPOQSPWJEJOH TNBMMTDBMFEFTJHO JOUFSWFOUJPOT UIBU
DBOCF JNQMFNFOUFECZ JOEJWJEVBMT5IJT JTEVF UP UIF MPDBMJUZPG
UIFDPOEVDUFEmFMEXPSL*OHFOFSBM*NQSPWJUFDUVSFUPPMTQSPQPTF
IZCSJEJ[FETZTUFNTUIBUDPNCJOFQIZTJDBMBOETPDJBMJOGSBTUSVDUVSF
BOEBNPSFFGmDJFOUVTFPGVSCBOTQBDFTVDIBTWBDBOUJODPNQMFUF
TUSVDUVSFTBOEVSCBOWPJET
4JNJMBS UP DPNQJMFE QBUUFSOT *NQSPWJUFDUVSF UPPMT OFFE UP CF
DPOTUBOUMZVQEBUFEBOEBSFPSEFSFEVOEFSGPVSNBJODBUFHPSJFT
MFHBMJ[F BOE TFDVSF DVMUJWBUF <SF>BQQSPQSJBUF BOE <SF>VTF
DFMFCSBUFBOENBJOUBJO5IFTFDBUFHPSJFTBSFEFTJHOFE UPHVJEF
DPNNVOJUZ NFNCFST EFTJHOFST BOE BVUIPSJUJFT UISPVHIPVU UIF
QSPDFTTGSPNQSFQBSJOHGPSBQBSUJDJQBUPSZJOUFSWFOUJPOUPEFTJHO
and operation.  
0OFPGUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUBTQFDUTPGUIF*NQSPWJUFDUVSFUPPMLJUJT
UIFGBDUUIBUJUXBTTFMGHFOFSBUFENBJOMZCZDPNNVOJUZNFNCFST
BOEBSDIJUFDUVSFTUVEFOUT5PPMTXFSFFYUSBDUFEBOEDPNQJMFEGSPN
UIFFTUBCMJTIFE UIFPSFUJDBM GSBNFXPSL JOUFSWJFXTXJUIDPNNVOJUZ
NFNCFST QBUUFSO UFNQMBUFT BOE UIFXPSLTIPQ  "T TFFO JO UIF
GPMMPXJOHQBHFTUPPMTGPMMPXUIFTBNFGPSNBUGPSDMBSJUZ&WFSZUPPM
JT JOTDSJCFEXJUI UIF OBNFPG JUT DSFBUPS BOEIBTB OVNCFS BO
JOTUSVDUJPOBOJMMVTUSBUJPOBOEmOBMMZBTIPSUBEFTDSJQUJPO
Figure 4.9&YUSBDUJOH*NQSPWJUFDUVSFUPPMT
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IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS
178
179

181
182
183
184
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'JHVSF*NQSPWJUFDUVSFUPPMT
187
XBJUJOHBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOE
QSJWBUFMZPXOFEVSCBOWPJE
BQQSPQSJBUFEVSCBOWPJE
DPNNVOJUZPXOFEVSCBOWPJE
Figure 4.117BDBOUMBOEJO"SE&--FXB
188
Waiting agricultural land large urban void as car parking lot
incompleteness and sandwich city XFSF GPVOE UP CF UIF NPTU
JOnVFOUJBMQBUUFSOT UPTUBSUXJUI5IFmSTU UXPQBUUFSOTBTXFMMBT
UIFUIJSEBOEGPSUIQBUUFSOBSFDPNCJOFEJOPOFQBUUFSOUFNQMBUF
SFTQFDUJWFMZEVFUPJOUFSDPOOFDUJWJUZBOEDMPTFQSPYJNJUZ
5IF TFMFDUFE QBUUFSOT BSF UIF NPTU PDDVSSJOH BOE PGGFS UIF
MBSHFTU TQBDFT GPS PQUJNJ[BUJPO 5IFQBUUFSOTBSFNPSFPS MFTT
DPOUBJOFE JOBMM UISFFBOBMZ[FEVSCBODPOEJUJPOT BT TFFO JO UIF
NBQT HFOFSBUFE EVSJOH UIF XPSLTIPQ 	'JHVSF  'JHVSF 
 'JHVSF 
 &WFSZ CVJMEJOH JO UIF EFOTF VSCBO GBCSJD PG "SE &M
-FXB IBT B SPPGUPQ UIVT QSPWJEJOH BQQSPYJNBUFMZ N2 
GPSPQUJNJ[BUJPO 5IFSF JTDJSDBN2 remaining agricultural 
MBOEBOEN2VSCBOWPJETFYDMVEJOHJODPNQMFUFTUSVDUVSFT
BOETQBDFTCFMPX UIFCSJEHF JO"SE&M-FXB4FMFDUFEQBUUFSOT
BMTP SFQSFTFOUEJGGFSFOUTDBMFTBOEDBUFHPSJFT UIVTPQFOVQ UIF
QPTTJCJMJUZUPDSFBUFBOFUXPSLPGDPOOFDUFEPQUJNJ[FEQBUUFSOTBOE
BQMVHJOTZTUFNGPSNJTTJOHJOGSBTUSVDUVSFBOEOFFET
8IJMF UIFSF JTB MJUUMF MJLFMJIPPE UIBU MBOEPXOFSTBOECVJMEFSTBSF
QFSTVBEFE UPTUPQDPOTUSVDUJPOPOBHSJDVMUVSBM MBOE UIJTQBUUFSO
OFFETUPCFBEESFTTFEBTBQSJPSJUZUPQVUBOFOEUPDVSSFOUBOE
GVUVSF VSCBO TQSBXM PO BHSJDVMUVSBM MBOE BOE UP DPOOFDU UP UIF
OBUJPOBMMPTTPGBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOEQSPCMFN.PSFPWFSJUJTDSVDJBMUP
QSFWFOUGVUVSFQSPCMFNTGSPNPDDVSSJOHJO<JO>GPSNBM
SELECTION PROCESS
5IFUIFTJTVOMPDLFE<JO>GPSNBMQBUUFSOTBOEDIPTFUIFNPTU
JOnVFOUJBM QBUUFSOT UP PQUJNJ[F 5IF TFMFDUJPO QSPDFTT XBT CVJMU
PO MBZFSJOH BMM UIFEBUB DPNQJMFE GSPNQBUUFSO UFNQMBUFT VSCBO
OBSSBUJWFTBOE UIFXPSLTIPQBTXFMM BTBQQMZJOH UIFBSDIJUFDUT
FYQFSUJTF JO SFDPHOJ[JOH QPUFOUJBMT 4FMFDUJPOXBT CBTFE PO UIF
GPMMPXJOHDSJUFSJB
-FWFMPG*OnVFODF
Repetition Rate
4QFFEPG*NQMFNFOUBUJPO
-JLFMJIPPEUIBUDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTXJMMPQUJNJ[FUIFQBUUFSO
1PUFOUJBMGPS&DPOPNJD(BJO
WAITING AGRICULTURAL LAND
ROOFTOPS
URBAN VOIDS
Figure 4.120DDVSSFODFPG
TFMFDUFEQBUUFSOT
Figure 4.134FMFDUFEQBUUFSOT
SELECTION CRITERIA
SCALE L M S XS
97,292 m2
1, 370,000 m2
306,475 m2
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Figure 4.14&YUSBDUJOHQBUUFSOTGSPNNBQVSCBOYVSCBO

BUILDING CLUSTER
BUILDING ROOFTOP
MARKET
ELEMENTS
STREET
URBAN  VOIDS [IN]FORMAL NETWORKS
SERVICES
M
S
S
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Figure 4.15&YUSBDUJOHQBUUFSOTGSPNNBQGPSNBM<JO>GPSNBMCPSEFS
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BORDERS
STREET
REMAINING 
AGRICULTURAL
LAND
UNDER THE 
BRIDGE
MARKET NO MAN’S LAND SERVICES
L
L
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Figure 4.16&YUSBDUJOHQBUUFSOTGSPNNBQFOEBOHFSFEFEHF
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BUILDING CLUSTER ROOFTOP
REMAINING 
AGRICULTURAL
LAND
BUILDING
ELEMENTS
STREET
URBAN VOIDS
SERVICES
GLOBAL PATTERNS
MPTTPGBHSJDVMUVUBMMBOE
EFOTFVSCBOFOWJSPONFOU
QMPUDPWFSBHF
MBOETVCEJWJTJPO
legal illegal
MBJTTF[GBJSQPMJDZ
JODSFNFOUBMDPOTUSVDUJPO
L
XS
M
S
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ROOFTOPS
15 SANDWICH CITY
[ m + f ]
building residents, landlords, pigeon tower owners
"T B SFTVMU PG UIF EFOTF VSCBO FOWJSPONFOU BOE DPOmOFE
BQBSUNFOUTSFTJEFOUTIBWFDSFBUFEBQBSBMMFMXPSMEUPUIFTUSFFUPO
UIFJSSPPGUPQTUPBDDPNNPEBUFUIFJSOFFET*ODPNQMFUFTUSVDUVSFT
MJHIUXFJHIUFYUFOTJPOTQJHFPOUPXFSTBOETBUFMMJUFEJTIFTBSFUIF
UZQJDBMJOGSBTUSVDUVSFGPVOEPOSPPGUPQTBOEEPNJOBUFUIFTLZMJOFPG
<JO>GPSNBMBSFBT"DUJWJUJFTPOSPPGUPQTSBOHFGSPNNJDSPFDPOPNJFT
BOEBOJNBMCSFFEJOHUPEXFMMJOHBOETUPSJOHVOVTFEJUFNT%VSJOH
UIF EBZ SPPGUPQT BSF QSPHSBNNFE CZ XPNFO IBOHJOH MBVOESZ
GFFEJOH BOJNBMT TPDJBMJ[JOH PS NBLJOH CSFBE  $IJMESFO VTF
SPPGUPQTBTAGSFFPGDIBSHFQMBZHSPVOETBOEBTBOFTDBQFGSPN
EFOTFMZQPQVMBUFETUSFFUT.FOPDDVQZSPPGUPQTJOUIFFWFOJOHUP
USBJOUIFJSQJHFPOTBOEEVSJOHUIFOJHIUGPSTPDJBMJ[JOH
larger patterns
CVJMEJOHIFJHIUTTIBSFEXBMMT
smaller patterns
DPOOFDUFESPPGUPQTWFSUJDBMFYUFOTJPOTSFTJEFOUJBMTIBDLT
NJDSPFDPOPNJFT PO SPPGUPQT SPPGUPQ BT BO FYUFOTJPO PG UIF
IPNFSPPGUPQBTBQMBZHSPVOE SPPGUPQBTBHBSCBHFEVNQBOE
TUPSBHFCSFFEJOHBOJNBMTPOSPPGUPQTQJHFPOUPXFSTTNBMM SPPG
HBSEFOTTBUFMMJUFEJTIFTMBVOESZUIFPSZ
15
+ -
01    VTFSCFIBWJPSBOEBDUJWJUJFT
02 TFMGHFOFSBUFEJOUFSWFOUJPOT
06    FDPOPNJDGPSDFT
07    SFTQPOTFUPJNNFEJBUFOFFET
08 WBMVFFOHJOFFSJOH
10PXOFSTIJQ
[ m + f ]
G
02
07
01
08
10
06
SP NEM
Figure 4.174BOEXJDI$JUZª+FTTF4IBSSBUU
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&WFSZCVJMEJOHIBTBSPPGUPQ"EEJOHBMM UIFSPPGUPQTQBDFXJUIJO
B DPNNVOJUZ PGGFST VOMJNJUFE PQQPSUVOJUJFT GPS JNQSPWFNFOU
0QUJNJ[JOHSPPGUPQTDBOUIFSFGPSFCFDPNFBOBMUFSOBUJWFPQUJPOUP
HSPVOEVQEFWFMPQNFOU"UUBDIFECVJMEJOHTPQFOVQUIFQPTTJCJMJUZ
UP DPOOFDU SPPGUPQT BOE NVMUJQMZ TIBSFE BSFBT XIJMF EJWJEJOH
DPTUT6ODMBJNFEBSFBTPOSPPGUPQTBSFTVCKFDUFEUPEVNQJOHPG
HBSCBHFMFGUPWFSDPOTUSVDUJPONBUFSJBMBOEPMEGVSOJUVSFXIJDIJT
BOFOPSNPVTXBTUFPGTQBDFJOTVDIBEFOTFCVJMUFOWJSPONFOU/PU
TFQBSBUJOHBOJNBMTGSPNTQBDFTGPSMBVOESZBOENJDSPFDPOPNJFT
DBVTFTQPPSIZHJFOF
5IFSFGPSF
0QUJNJ[FSPPGUPQTCZDSFBUJOHIZCSJEJ[FETZTUFNTNFSHJOHFYJTUJOH
QSPHSBNXJUIVSCBOGBSNJOH
POTENTIAL / PROBLEM 
EXISTING DIAGRAM / MAP / LAYOUT
GPSNBM<JO>GPSNBMCPSEFS
VSCBOYVSCBO
endangered edge
ROOFTOPS
1, 370,000 m2
Figure 4.180DDVSSFODFPGSPPGUPQTJO"SE&M-FXB
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endangered edge VSCBOYVSCBO GPSNBM<JO>GPSNBMCPSEFS
Figure 4.19"OBMZTJTPGSPPGUPQUZQPMPHZJOSFMBUJPOUPVSCBODPOEJUJPO
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02
TFMGHFOFSBUFE
JOUFSWFOUJPOT
economic 
GPSDFT
SFTQPOTFUP
JNNFEJBUFOFFET
 WBMVF
engineering 
01
06
07
08
10
VTFS CFIBWJPVS
BDUJWJUJFT
PXOFSTIJQ
SPATIAL QUALITIES
LOCAL ECONOMY
STAKEHOLDERS
SJHIUT
OFFET
SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT
NVMUJGVODUJPOBM
nFYJCMF
BEBQUBCMF
DVTUPNJ[BCMF
FYQBOEBCMF
&DPOPNJD
0QQPSUVOJUJFT
CONSTRUCTION + MAINTENANCE
-PDBM$SBGUTNBOTIJQ
CONSTRUCTION + MAINTENANCE
CONSTRUCTION 
+ MAINTENANCE
7BMVF&OHJOFFSJOH
PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
XBUFS
USBOTQPSUBUJPO
XBTUFEJTQPTBM
SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
FEVDBUJPO
DVMUVSF
IFBUI
DPNNVOBM
FWFOUT
SUSTAINABILITY
4VTUBJOBCMF&OFSHZ
3FDZDMJOH3FVTF
1SPEVDUJWF(SFFO
4QBDFT
OPTIMIZATION 
+
DESIGN OBJECTIVES + OPTIMIZATION LAYER
'JHVSF1BUUFSO'PSDFT0CKFDUJWFT$IBSUGPSTBOEXJUDIDJUZ

Figure 4.214JUUJOHDPSOFSJOBQJHFPOUPXFS Figure 4.221JHFPOUPXFS
Figure 4.233PPGUPQTJO"SE&M-FXB Figure 4.24*OTUBMMJOHBTBUFMMJUFEJTI
Figure 4.25(BSCBHFEVNQT Figure 4.26-JHIUXFJHIUTUSVDUVSFT Figure 4.27"OFYUFOTJPOPGUIFIPNF
Figure 4.28"TNBMMSPPGHBSEFO Figure 4.29#SFBENBLJOHPO
SPPGUPQT
'JHVSF"SPPGUPQHBSEFOª)BOBB
(BE

Figure 4.31 1SPQPTFEPQUJNJ[BUJPOJOSFMBUJPOUPSPPGUPQUZQPMPHZ
PROPOSED OPTIMIZATION / NEW DESIGN
JODPNQMFUFSPPGUPQT
green fence
VSCBOGBSNJOH
circulation
PARCELIZATION
[+] GREEN SPACES
IZESPQPOJDGFODF
SPPGUPQVSCBO
GBSNT 01
02
01
02
02
[+] GREEN SPACES
SUSTAINABLE 
ENERGY
IZESPQPOJDGFODF
SPPGUPQVSCBO
GBSNT
TPMBS
QBOFMT
03
[+] GREEN SPACES
SUSTAINABLE  ENERGY
MICRO-ECONOMIES
no program
rooftop

EFmOFE
TQBDFT
pigeon 
UPXFSBOE
program
IZCSJEJ[FE
QJHFPOUPXFS
IZESPQPOJDT
TZTUFN
02
02
03
03

Figure 4.321SPQPTFEIZCSJETZTUFNDPNCJOJOH
NJDSPFDPOPNJFTBOEVSCBOGBSNJOH

Figure 4.330QUJNJ[FE1SPUPUZQFT

PULLEY SYSTEM
FLOWER BOX
HYDROPONIC SYSTEM
6TFE17$QJQFTBSF
attached to the pigeon 
UPXFSTUSVDUVSF1MBOUT
BCTPSCOVUSJUJPO
UISPVHIUIFJSSPPUT
GSPNDPOTUBOUnPXJOH
XBUFS8BUFSSVOTJO
BDMPTFEDZDMF
WASTE COLLECTION
PSHBOJDXBTUF
SFDZDMBCMFXBTUF
SPACE FOR MICRO-ECONOMIES
income generating 
PQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSXPNFO
JODMPTFQSPYJNJUZUPUIFJS
IPNFTBOEDIJMESFO
SITTING AREA
BO FYUFOTJPO GPS NJDSP
FDPOPNJFTTPDJBMJ[JOH
	PQUJPOBMMJHIUXFJHIUTQBDF
EJWJEFSGBCSJDXPPE

GBDJMJUBUFTIBSWFTUBOE
EFMJWFSZPGUPPMT
hanging
IFSCT
UPESZ
PIGEON 
BREEDING
male dominated 
BDUJWJUZ
FOUSZSFTUSJDUFE
UPPXOFST
XBTUFDPMMFDUFE
CZUPLUPLUXJDF
BXFFL
WATER CULTURE
&EJCMFQMBOUTTJUPO
a platform made 
PGTUZSPGPBNBOE
nPBUPOUIFOVUSJFOU
TPMVUJPO8BUFSJTmMMFE
NBOVBMMZXJUIBIPTF
UPSFEVDFDPTUTBOE
FOFSHZ
XPNFO
educate 
their
children on
VSCBO
farming
pigeon 
ESPQQJOHT
VTFEBT
BGFSUJMJ[FS
GPSnPXFSCPYFT
&EJCMFQMBOUT
are  either 
DPOTVNFE
PSTPMEJOUIF
NBSLFU
Figure 4.340QFSBUJPOPGPQUJNJ[FE
QJHFPOUPXFSEVSJOHEBZUJNF

&WFSZQJHFPOCSFFEFS
USBJOTIJTQJHFPOTBU
a  negotiated time 
FWFSZEBZ.BLJOH
DJSDVMBSNPUJPOT
XJUIBSFEnBHNBMF
QJHFPOTBSFUSBJOFE
UPOBWJHBUFDJSDMFUIF
OFJHICPVSIPPEUIFO
DPNFCBDL1BSUPG
UIFUSBJOJOHJTUPLFFQ
NBMFQJHFPOTBXBZ
GSPNGFNBMFTVOUJM
a certain age.
MALE PIGEONS
Breeding female
QJHFPOJTPOMZGPS
DPOTVNQUJPOBOE
reproduction. 
FEMALE PIGEONS + 
SQUABS
EVENING CLASSROOM
ZPVOH BEVMUT BOE DPPQ
TUVEFOUT IFMQ DIJMESFO XJUI
UIFJS TDIPPM XPSL PS UFBDI
BEVMUT BCPVU VSCBO GBSNJOH
BOEJODPNFHFOFSBUJOHTLJMMT
SITTING AREA
outdoor informal 
DMBTTSPPNPSTJUUJOHBSFB
OPTIMIZED PIGEON TOWER 
DURING EVENINGS
+ NIGHT
OPERABLE NET
0QFSBCMFOFUBUUIF
DPSOFSTBOEPOUPQUP
catch 
foreign incoming 
QJHFPOT
Hiding place 
GPSCSFFEFST
UPPCTFSWF
foreign incoming 
QJHFPOTXJUIPVU
TDBSJOHUIFN
5IFUPXFSJT
QSPWJEFEXJUI
BTNBMMQVMMFZ
TZTUFNUPDPOUSPM
DMPTJOHBOE
opening of the 
OFUT
WATCH TOWER
FEEDING AREA
STRUCTURE
UPQSFVTFEEPPSGSBNFT
CBTFSFVTFETDBGGPMEJOH
BOEEFDLJOHXPPENFN
CFST
Figure 4.350QFSBUJPOPGPQUJNJ[FE
QJHFPOUPXFSEVSJOHFWFOJOHTOJHIU
time

Figure 4.361JHFPOCSFFEFSJO"SE&--FXB

15  SANDWICH CITY + - ROOFTOPS
IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS   
1.4
TFDVSFBOPQFOTQBDFSBUJP
building residents
agents of change committee
designers
LEGALIZE + SECURE                                                   
1.5
HSFFOSPPGTCZMBX
PGmDJBMT
landowners + building owners
agents of change committee
2.1
DVMUJWBUFDVSJPTJUZJOUIFZPVOH
mSTU
designers
agents of change committee
young adults + children
2.2
SFDMBJNWBDBOUTQBDFTXJUI
OFJHICPVSTOFFET
designers
building owners
building residents
CULTIVATE                                        
2.3
DVMUJWBUFQBSUOFSTIJQTmSTU
designers
building owners
building residents
agents of change committee
3.1
DMFBOJOHDSFBUFTTQBDF
building residents
building owner
3.4
WFSUJDBMEJTUSJCVUJPOPGBDUJWJUJFT
building residents
building owner
agents of change committee
designers
[RE]APPROPRIATE + [RE]USE                                                        
3.2
DPNCJOFQJHFPOUPXFSTXJUI
VSCBOGBSNJOH
designers
pigeon breeders
agents of change committee

15  SANDWICH CITY + -ROOFTOPS 
3.5
SFTIVGGFMJOHQSPHSBNIFMQT
building residents
building owners 
designers
agents of change committee
3.11
SFTQFDUFYJTUJOH
NVMUJGVODUJPOBMJUZ
designers
agents of change committee
3.19
TIBSFDPOOFDUSPPGUPQT
designers
landowners
building owners
agents of change committee
3.21
TBUFMMJUFEJTIFTPOUIFFEHF
building owners
residents
satellite dish technicians
3.14
OFHPUJBUFBJSSJHIUT
building owners
land owners
agents of change committee
designers
3.15
XJOEDBUDIFST
designers
builders
building owners
agents of change committee
3.25
FRVBMEJTUSJCVUJPOPGOPEFT
designers
agents of change committee
3.27
<>XBJUJOHBSFBT
landowners
designers
residents
3.16
MJHIUUVCFT
designers
builders
building owners
agents of change committee

15  SANDWICH CITY + - ROOFTOPS
4.1
IBOENBEFJODSFBTFTPXOFS
TIJQDPMMBCPSBUJPO
designers
agents of change committee
building residents
building owners
4.2
CVJMEJOHDFSFNPOZ
agents of change committee
designers
building residents
vendors
CELEBRATE + MAINTAIN    
4.4
NJDSPFDPOPNJFTBTBUPPMGPS
TPDJBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
building residents
agents of change committee
3.28
SFEVDFSFVTFSFDZDMF
building residents
agents of change committee
toktok drivers
waste management 
3.31
FDPGBSNTPOSPPGUPQT
building owners
agents of change committee
HPWFSONFOUPGmDJBMT
funding agencies
designers
3.32
UPLUPLGPSXBTUFDPMMFDUJPO
building residents
agents of change committee
toktok drivers
waste management
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Figure 4.376SCBOWPJEBTBDBSQBSLJOHMPUCZ)BNNBE
Figure 4.386SCBOWPJEBTBDBSQBSLJOHMPU
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URBAN VOIDS | PRIVATELY OWNED
66  LARGE URBAN VOID AS A CAR 
PARKING LOT
[ m ]
land owners, parking lot owners,  servicemen, vehicle owners
6SCBO WPJET BSF ZFTUFSEBZT BHSJDVMUVSBM MBOE BOE UPNPSSPXT
CVJMEJOHT
8IFOEJTQVUFTPOMBOEPXOFSTIJQBOEPSBTIPSUBHFJOSFTPVSDFT
EFMBZDPOTUSVDUJPOQMPUPXOFSTUFNQPSBMMZUSBOTGPSNUIFJSXBJUJOH
WBDBOUMBOEJOUPQBSLJOHMPUTGPSDBSTFJUIFSTFMGNBOBHFEPSSFOUFE
UPPUIFSTUPNBYJNJ[FUIFJSNPOUIMZQSPmUT1FSDFJWJOHUIFJSMBOEBT
BOJOWFTUNFOUGPSUIFGVUVSFPUIFSPXOFSTDIPPTFOPUUPQSPDFFE
XJUIDPOTUSVDUJPOVOUJMUIFWBMVFPGUIFJSMBOEJODSFBTFT6SCBOWPJET
BT B QBSLJOH MPU BSF VTVBMMZ FRVJQQFEXJUI SFQBJS BOE DBSXBTI
TFSWJDFTBOEPGGFSUIFJSQBSLJOHTFSWJDFTUPDBSUSVDLNJDSPCVT
BOEDBCPXOFST1BSLJOHGFFTBSF&(bEBZBOE&(bNPOUI
FYDMVEJOHFYUSBTFSWJDFT4FSWJDFNFOMJWFJOTNBMMSPPNTMPDBUFEBU
UIFFOUSBODFPGVSCBOWPJETUPQSPUFDUUIFWFIJDMFTEVSJOHUIFOJHIU
BOEPQFSBUFUIFGBDJMJUZEVSJOHUIFEBZ4PNFVOVTFEBSFBTPGUIF
VSCBOWPJETTUJMMIBWFTQPOUBOFPVTWFHFUBUJPOHSPXUI
larger patterns
SFOUJOHTQBDFTGPSNJDSPFDPOPNJFTUFNQPSBMVTFPGWBDBOUMBOE
smaller patterns
DBSXBTIBOETFSWJDFTNJDSPFDPOPNJFTBSPVOEUIFDPSOFS
66
OA
+
PEFM
02 TFMGHFOFSBUFEJOUFSWFOUJPOT
04  UFNQPSBMBDUJWJUJFT
06FDPOPNJDGPSDFT
07SFTQPOTFUPJNNFEJBUFOFFET
08WBMVFFOHJOFFSJOH
[ m ]
G
04
07
02
08
06
FORCES
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66  LARGE URBAN VOIDS A CAR PARKING LOT +URBAN VOIDS | PRIVATELY OWNED
SFTJEFOUJBM
QSJWBUFMZPXOFE
rented
QBSLJOHMPUDBSTFSWJDFT
QSJWBUFMZPXOFE
rented
TUSFFU
DPNNVOJUZPXOFE
"DUJWJUJFT
0XOFSTIJQ
WFSUJDBMBTTFNCMZ
POTENTIAL / PROBLEM 
6SCBOWPJETDPOUBJO GFXBDUJWJUJFT JO FYUSFNFMZEFOTF SFTJEFOUJBM
BSFBTXIJDIJTOPUBOFGmDJFOUVTFPGTQBDF5IFZIBWFUIFQPUFOUJBM
UPCFVTFEBTBnFYJCMFQMVHJOTZTUFNGPSUIFNJTTJOHJOGSBTUSVDUVSF
JOUIFDPNNVOJUZDSFBUJOHBOFUXPSLPGDPNNVOBMIVCTBOENJDSP
FDPOPNJFTBTXFMMBTNBYJNJ[JOHMBOEPXOFSTNPOUIMZQSPmUT
5IFSFGPSF
-FBSOJOHGSPNUIFFYBNQMFMPDBUFEJOUIFJOUFSTFDUJPOPG&M;PNPS
$BOBMBOE)PTTBN&M%JO4FSBH4USFFUTUSJWFGPSBWFSUJDBMEJTUSJCVUJPO
PG FDPOPNJD TPDJPDVMUVSBM VSCBO GBSNJOH BOE FEVDBUJPOBM
BDUJWJUJFTPOUPQPGFYJTUJOHQSPHSBN7FSUJDBMEJTUSJCVUJPOJODSFBTFT
FGmDJFODZBOEQSPmUXIJMFNBJOUBJOJOHPQFOTQBDF
Figure 4.39-PDBUJPOPGDBTFTUVEZ
'JHVSF$BTFTUVEZPGBOVSCBO
WPJEJO"SE&M-FXB
Figure 4.41&YUSBDUJOHQBUUFSOTBOE
UPPMTGSPNUIFDBTFTUVEZ	SJHIU
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TIBSFEXBMMT
JODPNQMFUFOFTT
TIBEJOHEFWJDFTBT
BCPVOEBSZEFmOJUJPO
VOmOJTIFEGBDBEFT
DBSXBTIBOE
TFSWJDFT
CBMDPOZESBQFT
DPNNVOJUZXBUDI
DPODSFUFDPMVNOT MJHIUXFJHIUDPOTUSVDUJPONBUFSJBMTEFmOFUFSSJUPSJ
BMJUZBOENBJOUBJOWJTJCJMJUZUPUIFTUSFFU
NBTPOBSZ
DPOTUSVDUJPO
lightTPMJE
XPPEGBCSJD
IJFSBSDIZPGTUSVDUVSBMFMFNFOUT
CPSSPXJOHTQBDF
MFHBMTQSBXM
TFDVSFBO
PQFOTQBDFSBUJP
SFDMBJNWBDBOUMPUXJUIXIBU
OFJHICPVSTOFFET
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URBAN VOIDS
306,475 m2
VSCBOWPJEBTBQBSLJOHMPU
EXISTING DIAGRAM / MAP / LAYOUT
Figure 4.420DDVSSFODFPGVSCBOWPJETJO"SE&M-FXB
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TFMGHFOFSBUFE
JOUFSWFOUJPOT
  temporal 
BDUJWJUJFT
economic 
GPSDFT
SFTQPOTFUP
JNNFEJBUFOFFET
 WBMVF
engineering 
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SPATIAL QUALITIES
LOCAL ECONOMY
STAKEHOLDERS
SJHIUT
OFFET
SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT
NVMUJGVODUJPOBM
nFYJCMF
BEBQUBCMF
DVTUPNJ[BCMF
USBOTGPSNBCMF
&DPOPNJD
0QQPSUVOJUJFT
CONSTRUCTION + MAINTENANCE
-PDBM$SBGUTNBOTIJQ
CONSTRUCTION 
+ MAINTENANCE
7BMVF&OHJOFFSJOH
PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
XBUFS
USBOTQPSUBUJPO
XBTUFEJTQPTBM
SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
FEVDBUJPO
DVMUVSF
IFBUI
DPNNVOBM
FWFOUT
SUSTAINABILITY
4VTUBJOBCMF&OFSHZ
3FDZDMJOH3FVTF
1SPEVDUJWF(SFFO
4QBDFT
OPTIMIZATION 
+
DESIGN OBJECTIVES + OPTIMIZATION LAYER
Figure 4.431BUUFSO'PSDFT%FTJHO0CKFDUJWFT$IBSUGPSVSCBOWPJEBTBQBSLJOHMPU
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.BJOFOUSBODFUPQBSLJOHMPU
%FBEFOEUSFF
%FBEFOE
4USFFUTMFBEJOHUPUIFQBSLJOHMPU
.PSOJOH7FHFUBCMFWFOEPS<G>/JHIU8BUFSNFMPOWFOEPS<N>
1MBOUTQSPUFDUFECZBTUFFMNFTI
.PSOJOH$IJDLFOWFOEPS<G>
(VBSESPPNTIBEFETJUUJOHBSFB
(VBSESPPN
$BSXBTITFSWJDFT
8BTISPPN
1BSLJOHMPUDBSTDBCTUSVDLTUPLUPL
8JMEQMBOUT
%VNQPGPMEDBSUTSBDJOHDBSTXIFFMT
5SVDLMPBEJOHCSJDLTGPSDPOTUSVDUJPO
#VJMEJOHVOEFSDPOTUSVDUJPO
*ODPNQMFUFTUSVDUVSF
"SUFMMFXBHBMMFSZMJCSBSZBSUJTUTSFTJEFODFTUVEJP
4BWFUIF$IJMESFO$FOUFS"SUFMMFXBXPSLTIPQHBMMFSZ
6OmOJTIFEGBDBEFTXJUIOPPQFOJOHT
Building in danger of falling
3PPGUPQPGBMPXSJTFCVJMEJOH
"SUTQBDFGPVOEFECZ4IBEJ&M/PTIPLBUZ
.BJO4USFFU&M4IPEB4US
EXISTING DIAGRAM / MAP / LAYOUT
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Figure 4.44&YJTJUJOHMBZPVUGPSBO
VSCBOWPJE
Figure 4.45.BJOFOUSBODFUP
QBSLJOHMPU
Figure 4.46%FBEFOEBOE
DPNNVOJUZNFNCFST
Figure 4.47%FBEFOE
Figure 4.48 Building under  
DPOTUSVDUJPOBOETUSFFU
Figure 4.497FHFUBCMFWFOEPS
around the corner
'JHVSF(VBSETSPPNBOE
TJUUJOHBSFB
Figure 4.51$BSXBTITFSWJDFT
Figure 4.528JMEQMBOUT
Figure 4.53%VNQPGPMEDBSUT
Figure 4.54 Building under 
DPOTUSVDUJPO
Figure 4.55*ODPNQMFUFTUSVDUVSF
Figure 4.563PPGUPQPGBMPXSJTF
CVJMEJOH
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01 + 08 02 03
04+16 05 09
10 13 + 14 14
15 + 16 17 22
 Figure 4.45  Figure 4.46  Figure 4.47
'JHVSF Figure 4.48  Figure 4.49
 Figure 4.51  Figure 4.52  Figure 4.53
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PROPOSED OPTIMIZATION / NEW DESIGN
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Figure 4.571SPQPTFEMBZPVU
STRUCTURE 2
INCOMPLETE 
STRUCTURE
STRUCTURE 1
Figure 4.75 Improvitecture tools and optimization of urban void as a parking lot
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Figure 4.590QUJNJ[FEQMBOXJUIOFXQBUUFSOT
4USVDUVSF(SPVOE'MPPS
222
Figure 4.60 Optimized plan with new patterns: 
Structure 1: First Floor
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Figure 4.610QUJNJ[FEQMBOXJUIOFXQBUUFSOT
4USVDUVSF'JSTU'MPPS
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Figure 4.620QUJNJ[FEJODPNQMFUFTUSVDUVSF
XJUIQBUUFSOT
&YIJCJUJPO4QBDF$MBTTSPPN
TUVEJPTQBDF
Added Platform
EXISTING PATTERN
NEW PATTERN AFTER OPTIMIZATION
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IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS   
1.3
QSFTFSWFFYJTUJOHWBDBOUMBOE
HPWFSONFOUPGmDJBMT
agents of change committee
landowners
1.4
TFDVSFBOPQFOTQBDFSBUJP
builders
landowners
agents of change committee
LEGALIZE + SECURE                                                   
1.5
HSFFOSPPGTCZMBX
HPWFSONFOUPGmDJBMT
landowners
agents of change committee
2.1
DVMUJWBUFDVSJPTJUZJOUIFZPVOH
mSTU
designers
agents of change committee
young adults + children
2.2
SFDMBJNWBDBOUTQBDFTXJUI
OFJHICPVSTOFFET
designers
landowners
residents
tenants: vendors, etc. 
agents of change committee
CULTIVATE                                        
2.3
DVMUJWBUFQBSUOFSTIJQTmSTU
designers
landowners
agents of change committee
tenants: vendors, etc.
1.2
OFHPUJBUFPXOFSTIJQUFOVSF
right
landowners
agents of change committee
HPWFSONFOUPGmDJBMT
1.7
TIBSFECVUTFQBSBUFFMFDUSJD
meter
HPWFSONFOUPGmDJBMT
landowners
agents of change committee
tenants: vendors, etc.
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3.9
CPSSPXJOHTQBDFMFHBMTQSBXM
designers
agents of change committee
landowners 
building owners
tenants: vendors, artists, teach-
ers, etc. 
3.11
SFTQFDUFYJTUJOH
NVMUJGVODUJPOBMJUZ
designers
landowners
agents of change committee
3.22
CPVOEBSJFTBSFDPNNVOJUZ
XBMMT
designers
landowners
small business owners
vendors
3.23
HSFFOFEJCMFGFODFT
designers
landowners
agents of change committee
3.3
NVMUJQMZMBOEVTF
landowners
[RE]APPROPRIATE + [RE]USE                                                        
3.4
WFSUJDBMEJTUSJCVUJPOPGBDUJWJUJFT
builders
landowners
designers
3.5
SFTIVGGFMJOHQSPHSBNIFMQT
landowners 
designers
agents of change committee
3.7
USBOTGPSNVSCBOWPJETJOUP
DPNNVOBMIVCT
designers
landowners
agents of change committee
3.15
DSFBUF<>VSCBOQPDLFUT
designers
landowners
agents of change committee
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3.25
FRVBMEJTUSJCVUJPOPGOPEFT
designers
agents of change committee
3.27
<>XBJUJOHBSFBT
landowners
designers
residents
agents of change committee
3.28
SFEVDFSFVTFSFDZDMF
landowners
agents of change committee
waste management
residents
tenants
toktok drivers
designers
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3.24
BEETPNFQBJOU
designers
landowners
agents of change committee
children + youth
3.30
SFDMBJN ZPVS UFSSJUPSZ CZ OVN
CFST
landowners
tenants: vendors etc.
mobile vendors
designers
3.31
FDPGBSNTPOSPPGUPQT
landowners
agents of change committee
HPWFSONFOUPGmDJBMT
funding agencies
designers
3.32
UPLUPLGPSXBTUFDPMMFDUJPO
landowners
tenants: vendors, etc.
agents of change committee
toktok drivers
waste management
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4.1
IBOENBEFJODSFBTFTPXOFS
TIJQDPMMBCPSBUJPO
designers
agents of change committee
landowners
local ctaftsmen
tenants: vendors, etc.
residents
4.2
CVJMEJOHDFSFNPOZ
agents of change committee
designers
land owners
tenants: vendors, etc.
residents
artists
funding agencies
CELEBRATE + MAINTAIN    
4.4
NJDSPFDPOPNJFTBTBUPPMGPS
TPDJBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
landowenrs
agents of change committee
unemployed residents
toktok drivers
4.3
PXOUPQSPUFDU
landowners
tenants: vendors, etc.
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Figure 4.641SPQPTFEPQFSBUJPOEJBHSBNGPSBOVSCBOWPJEBTBQBSLJOH
MPUBQQMZJOHUIF#VJMEJOH$FSFNPOZDPODFQU
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Figure 4.658BJUJOHBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOE
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REMAINING AGRICULTURAL LAND
32  WAITING AGRICULTURAL
LAND
[ m + f ]
landowners, farmers, builders, government employees
-BDL PG JOGSBTUSVDUVSF BOE SJHJE UBYBUJPO IJOEFST GBSNFST GSPN
DVMUJWBUJOH UIFJS MBOE 3FNBJOJOH BHSJDVMUVSBM MBOE JT UIFSFGPSF
XBJUJOHMBOEJOUIFQSPDFTTPGCFJOHQSFQBSFEGPSDPOTUSVDUJPOPS
MFGUVOUJMPXOFSTIJQQSPCMFNTBSFSFTPMWFEBOEUIFNFBOTCFDPNF
BWBJMBCMFUPUIFPXOFST0XOFSTJOUFOUJPOBMMZUSBOTGPSNUIFJSXBJUJOH
BHSJDVMUVSBM MBOEJOUPVSCBOWPJETCZUIFNFBOTPGEFTUSPZJOHUIF
TPJMBOEVTJOHUIFMBOEBTBHBSCBHFEVNQJOPSEFSUPUXFBLUIFMBX
BOECFBCMFUPQSPDFFEXJUIDPOTUSVDUJPO8BJUJOHBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOE
JTPGUFOTVSSPVOEFECZVSCBOWPJETXIJDIXFSFGPSNFSBHSJDVMUVSBM
MBOEUIBUEJEOPUTVSWJWF
larger patterns
UIFCJHDJUZJTBNBHOFUTIPSUBHFJOSFTPVSDFTMBJTTF[GBJSFQPMJDZ
MPTTPGBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOEEPOUCMBNFUIFGBSNFS
smaller patterns
BHSJDVMUVSBM MBOE BT B HBSCBHF GBSN QMBOUJOH TUFFM SFCBST
DPOTUSVDUJPO PO BHSJDVMUVSBM MBOE TIBSFE XBMMT DBOUJMFWFSFE
CVJMEJOH UZQPMPHZ JODPNQMFUFOFTT TUSFFUT GPMMPX JSSJHBUJPO HSJE
TUSFFUXJEUIDPOTUVDUJPOOFUXPSLT
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Figure 4.658BJUJOHBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOE
02 TFMGHFOFSBUFEJOUFSWFOUJPOT
04UFNQPSBMBDUJWJUJFT
06    FDPOPNJDGPSDFT
07    SFTQPOTFUPJNNFEJBUFOFFET
08 WBMVFFOHJOFFSJOH
10PXOFSTIJQ
FORCES
A 0
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POTENTIAL / PROBLEM 
“A particular class of rituals and ceremonies has arisen around 
certain buildings and productive operations in which the technical 
act of building or production is integrated with the symbolic and 
social dimension of the culture. It is this class of ritual which appears 
to link and address acts of building and landscaping to the social 
and cultural life of the community” 677 - Abdelhalim I. Abdelhalim 
5IFSFGPSF
5SBOTGPSN QBTTJWF XBJUJOH MBOE JOUP B DPNNVOBM IVC UIBU
QSPWJEFT UIF SFTJEFOUT XJUI FDPOPNJD TPDJPDVMUVSBM GBSNJOH
FOFSHZHFOFSBUJOHBOEFEVDBUJPOBMBDUJWJUJFT 3FCVJMEBGBSNJOH
DPNNVOJUZUIBUTFSWFTBTDBUBMZTUBOEQSPUPUZQFGPSPUIFSXBJUJOH
QMPUT5IJTJTBOBMUFSOBUJWFJODPNFHFOFSBUJOHVTFPGMBOEGPSUIF
PXOFSUIBUTIPVMETVCTUJUVUFSFTJEFOUJBMDPOTUSVDUJPO
MAP: WAITING AGRICULTURAL LAND
97,292 m2
Figure 4.660DDVSSFODFPGXBJUJOH
BHSJDVMUVSBMMBOEJO"SE&M-FXB
Figure 4.678BJUJOHBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOEBUUIFGPSNBM<JO>GPSNBMCPSEFS
Figure 4.681SFQBSJOHXBJUJOHBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOEGPSDPOTUSVDUJPO
35 WAITING AGRICULTURAL LAND + -REMAINING AGRICULTURAL LAND
Figure 4.69 -BOETVCEJWJTJPO
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PXOFSTIJQ
SPATIAL QUALITIES
LOCAL ECONOMY
STAKEHOLDERS
SJHIUT
OFFET
SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT
NVMUJGVODUJPOBM
nFYJCMF
BEBQUBCMF
DVTUPNJ[BCMF
USBOTGPSNBCMF
&DPOPNJD
0QQPSUVOJUJFT
CONSTRUCTION + MAINTENANCE
-PDBM$SBGUTNBOTIJQ
CONSTRUCTION + MAINTENANCE
CONSTRUCTION 
+ MAINTENANCE
7BMVF&OHJOFFSJOH
PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
XBUFS
USBOTQPSUBUJPO
XBTUFNBOBHFNFOU
SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
FEVDBUJPO
DVMUVSF
IFBUI
DPNNVOBM
FWFOUT
SUSTAINABILITY
4VTUBJOBCMF&OFSHZ
3FDZDMJOH3FVTF
1SPEVDUJWF(SFFO
4QBDFT
OPTIMIZATION 
+
'PSDFT
%FTJHO0CKFDUJWFT
DESIGN OBJECTIVES + OPTIMIZATION LAYER
'JHVSF1BUUFSO'PSDFT%FTJHO0CKFDUJWFT$IBSUGPSXBJUJOHBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOE
35 WAITING AGRICULTURAL LAND + - REMAINING AGRICULTURAL LAND
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Figure 4.710QUJNJ[FEXBJUJOHBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOE
PROPOSED OPTIMIZATION / NEW DESIGN
35 WAITING AGRICULTURAL LAND + - REMAINING AGRICULTURAL LAND 
Parcels and rooftop urban farms 
are rented by neighborhood 
residents (mainly women) as 
an additional source of income. 
Products are sold in the market 
or to the communal dinning cafe.
COMMUNITY FARMING
Module 3.2 x 3.2 m
PARCELIZATION
Figure 4.76 Improvitecture tools and operation of optimized waiting agricultural land
WASTE MANAGEMENT
organic waste
recyclable waste
Toktoks collect waste from vendors and buildings
and bring it to the waste management plant on site 
Greywater is collected from 
households, recyled on site 
and reused for irrigation of the 
DPNNVOJUZQBSL8BUFSJTJOmMUSBUFE
into the ground to avoid contact 
with the plants,
GREYWATER REUSE
Solar panels provide energy 
for waste management plant, 
classrooms and kindergarten
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
Day: Communal Dinning
Operated by women and 
provides dinning and socializing 
opportunities for vendors, elderly 
and neighbourhood residents
Night: Cultural cafe
Operated by men (street cafe 
owners) and acts as a gathering 
space for local artists and 
neighborhood residents. 
CLASSROOMS  
COMMUNAL DINNING 
co-op students and volunteers
educate community members 
on farming, help children with 
school  work and teach adults skills. 
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GREYWATER REUSE
WASTE COLLECTION
GREEN BRIDGES
COMMUNAL FARMING
#SJEHFT DPOOFDU SPPGUPQT
BOE BSF USBOTGPSNT JOUP
TIBSFE VSCBO GBSNT XJUI
IZESPQPOJDGFODFT
COMMUNITY WALL
Figure 4.73*NQSPWJUFDUVSFUPPMTBOEPQFSBUJPOPGTNBMMQBSDFMT
35 WAITING AGRICULTURAL LAND + - REMAINING AGRICULTURAL LAND 
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Figure 4.73*NQSPWJUFDUVSFUPPMTBOEPQFSBUJPOPGTNBMMQBSDFMT
35 WAITING AGRICULTURAL LAND + -
IMPROVITECTURE TOOLS   
1.3
QSFTFSWFFYJTUJOHWBDBOUMBOE
HPWFSONFOUPGmDJBMT
agents of change committee
landowners
1.4
TFDVSFBOPQFOTQBDFSBUJP
builders
landowners
agents of change committee
LEGALIZE + SECURE                                                   
1.5
HSFFOSPPGTCZMBX
HPWFSONFOUPGmDJBMT
landowners
agents of change committee
building residents
2.1
DVMUJWBUFDVSJPTJUZJOUIFZPVOH
mSTU
designers
agents of change committee
young adults + children
2.2
SFDMBJNWBDBOUTQBDFTXJUI
OFJHICPVSTOFFET
designers
landowners
residents
tenants: vendors, etc. 
agents of change committee
CULTIVATE                                        
2.3
DVMUJWBUFQBSUOFSTIJQTmSTU
designers
landowners
agents of change committee
tenants: vendors, etc.
1.2
OFHPUJBUFPXOFSTIJQUFOVSF
right
landowners
agents of change committee
HPWFSONFOUPGmDJBMT
farmers
1.7
TIBSFECVUTFQBSBUFFMFDUSJD
meter
HPWFSONFOUPGmDJBMT
landowners
agents of change committee
tenants: vendors, etc.
REMAINING AGRICULTURAL LAND
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[RE]APPROPRIATE + [RE]USE                 
3.6
TXBQQSPQFSUJFTGPSQVCMJD
JOUFSFTU
HPWFSONFOUPGmDJBMT
agents of change committee
landowners
35 WAITING AGRICULTURAL LAND + - REMAINING AGRICULTURAL LAND 
3.26
JOUSPWFSUFENBSLFU
designers
landowners
agents of change committee
3.22
CPVOEBSJFTBSFDPNNVOJUZ
XBMMT
designers
landowners
farmers 
vendors
street cafe owners
housewives
3.23
HSFFOFEJCMFGFODFT
designers
landowners
agents of change committee
farmers
3.15
DSFBUF<>VSCBOQPDLFUT
designers
landowners
agents of change committee
3.14
OFHPUJBUFBJSSJHIUT
building owners
land owners
agents of change committee
designers
3.28
SFEVDFSFVTFSFDZDMF
landowners
agents of change committee
waste management
residents
tenants: vendors + farmers
toktok drivers
designers
3.30
SFDMBJN ZPVS UFSSJUPSZ CZ OVN
CFST
landowners
tenants: vendors + farmers 
mobile vendors
designers
3.20
HSFFOXBMMTHSFFOSPPG
HSFFOTUSFFUT
designers
landowners
building owners
housewives
residents
builders

3.31
FDPGBSNTPOSPPGUPQT
landowners
agents of change committee
HPWFSONFOUPGmDJBMT
funding agencies
designers
3.32
UPLUPLGPSXBTUFDPMMFDUJPO
landowners
tenants: vendors, etc.
agents of change committee
toktok drivers
waste management
4.1
IBOENBEFJODSFBTFTPXOFS
TIJQDPMMBCPSBUJPO
designers
agents of change committee
landowners
local ctaftsmen
tenants: vendors, etc.
residents
4.2
CVJMEJOHDFSFNPOZ
agents of change committee
designers
land owners
tenants: vendors, street cafe 
owners, etc.
residents
farmers
artists
funding agencies
CELEBRATE + MAINTAIN    
4.4
NJDSPFDPOPNJFTBTBUPPMGPS
TPDJBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
landowenrs
farmers
agents of change committee
unemployed residents
toktok drivers
4.3
PXOUPQSPUFDU
landowners
tenants: vendors, etc.
farmers
35 WAITING AGRICULTURAL LAND + - REMAINING AGRICULTURAL LAND
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$¶DP*RPDD
EFMJWFSTBOZUIJOHBOZXIFSF
FTQFDJBMMZUPTIPQPXOFST
IPVTFXJWFT
GHOLYHU\PDQYHQGRU
0LGR	6DOPD
QMBZPOUIFTUSFFU
OFFEBDPNNVOJUZ
QBSL
children
0DQDU
DPNNVUFTUPVOJWFSTJUZ
GBDFTBDDFTTJCJMJUZ
JTTVFTFWFSZEBZ
university student
+¶DJ(LG
DBOAUBGGPSEUPLFFQ
IJTQMPUPGMBOEEVF
UPUBYBUJPO
farmers
1DGLD
CVZT GPPE FBDI EBZ GSPN UIF
NBSLFU BU UIF SBJMXBZ DSPTTJOH
FBSOTNPOFZGSPNLOJUUJOH
KRXVHZLYHV
*RDW	&KLFNHQ
FBUGSPNHBSCBHF
EVNQTMJWFPO
the roof
animals
=HQKRP
SFDFOUMZMPTUIJTKPC
BOEIBTLJET)F
OFFETIFBMUIGBDJMJUJFT
XQHPSOR\HG
6DEHU
OFFETTUPSBHFTQBDF
BOEBQSBZFSBSFB
VWUHHWYHQGRU
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=HQKRP
SFDFOUMZMPTUIJTKPC
BOEIBTLJET)F
OFFETIFBMUIGBDJMJUJFT
0LFKHDO
UIFHPWFSONFOUSFGVTFTUP
BDDSFEJUIJTFGGPSUTBOEFYQFO
DFTJODMFBOJOHUIFVSCBOWPJE
SDUNLQJORWRZQHU
MPTTPGTDBSDFBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOE
EFOTJUZMBDLPGPQFOBOEHSFFOTQBDF
USBGmDDPOHFTUJPO
BDDFTTJCJMJUZ
HBSCBHFBDDVNVMBUJPO
TBOJUBSZDPODFSOT
PWFSCVSEFOFETFSWJDFT
BEBQUJOHUPTPDJBMJOKVTUJDF
PROBLEMS
$EX5DKPD
SFUJSFEXPSLFS
TIBSFTUIFUPLUPL
XJUIIJTGSJFOE
WRNWRNGULYHU
$KPHG
TJUTFWFSZEBZVOEFS
UIFCSJEHFUPXBJU
GPSBKPC
EUHDGZLQQHU
$¶DP6D\HG
UIFDBOUJMFWFSFE
CVJMEJOHUZQPMPHZJT
UIFTPMVUJPOJOTVDIEFOTJUZ
FRQWUDFWRUODQGRZQHU
9LVLWRU
6DODK
XPSLTBTBHPWFSONFOUFNQMPZFF
EVSJOHUIFEBZBOEBUPLUPL
ESJWFSBUOJHIU
HPSOR\HHORZUDQNLQJ
Figure 4.746SCBOOBSBUJWFTHBUIFSFECZUIFJOWJTJCMFDIPSFPHSBQIFS
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Figure 5.1 In the coops of Cairo, ©Rania Matar
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TOWARDS AN [IN]FORMAL PATTERN LANGUAGE INITIATIVE
An abundance of architecture theses display diverse directions in 
which architecture of the future will extend. By introducing the [in]
formal Pattern Language initiative, the thesis chose to respond to 
the other 90% worldwide 8, and the 60-70% in Cairo 9, living in [in]
formal areas, whose needs are currently neglected by contemporary 
architects. In a city where [in]formality has become the mainstream, 
yet still neglected and mistreated, and where conventional modes 
of practise no longer seem to work, the thesis set out to explore a 
QSPDFTTBOEOFXUPPMTJOEFBMJOHXJUIJOGPSNBMJUZXIJMFSFEFmOJOH
it. The thesis also focused on revisioning the role of architects 
as mediators and choreographers of forces in self-organized 
communities, with the objective of fostering a pedagogical and 
research shift, and a mediation between bottom-up and top-down 
practices, as discussed in the conducted talk.   
Architecture connects reality to theories. It has the power to 
DPOTUBOUMZ SFOFX PVS SFBMJUZ BOE EFmOF TQBDF FWFO UISPVHI
small changes in the repetition of the ordinary. With this in mind, 
Improvitecture was introduced as a new typology in architecture, 
BOESFEFmOFEUIF<JO>GPSNBMBTJNQSPWJTFE5IF<JO>GPSNBM1BUUFSO
Language manual, and the proposed process, were conceived 
as a guide on operating within the new typology and empowering 
citizens. All stages conducted in the thesis to test the process, that 
range from observing reality, research, interviewing community 
members and analysing local patterns to the slightest encounters 
EVSJOH UIF XPSLTIPQ TVDI BT mOEJOH UIF nPPS QMBO QSPWF IPX
formal and organized the practices we call [in]formal actually are.
The [in]formal Pattern Language initiative not only transformed 
community members into active agents, but also transformed 
the architect into a facilitator, mediator, curator and invisible 
choreographer of forces. The thesis does not advocate for 
architecture without architects, but rather implies that architects 
TIPVME JO BEEJUJPO UP UIF USBEJUJPOBM QSPGFTTJPOBM QSPmMF CF
designers of the process and inventors of opportunities. As seen 
from the designed tools in this thesis, which include an open-source 
website, pattern templates, workshop exercises and the manual, the 
expertise of the architect lies in designing a process and replicable 
tools that allow people to participate and improve their environment 
when the architect leaves the site. Architectural thinking should no 
MPOHFSTPMFMZCFDPOmOFEUPDSBGUJOHPCKFDUTCVUTIPVMEHJWFQSJPSJUZ
to designing components and processes. Design in self-organized 
communities and unpredictable environments should change its 
typology to allow agency and new forms of representation.  Stan 
Allen proposes, “doubt and indeterminacy may have to be accepted 
as the everyday working material of the architect. Accepting the 
impossibility of a diaphanous communication between architect 
and public, a turn to the somewhat crude instrumentality of notation 
may in face be reasonable.”70
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For the purpose of formalizing and communicating compiled data to 
authorities, planners and other community members, the architect 
needs to operate as an editor at the end of the process. As an editor, 
UIFBSDIJUFDUTIPVMEmOEDPOOFDUJPOTCFUXFFOEBUBHFOFSBUFECZ
multiple users, organize extracted tools, patterns and needs with 
BIJHIFS MFWFMPGQSPGFTTJPOBMJTNBOE JEFOUJGZ UIFNPTU JOnVFOUJBM
patterns, in the hope that the [in]formal Pattern Language manual 
CFDPNFT B CVJMEJOH DPEF TQFDJmDBMMZ UBJMPSFE GPS AJNQSPWJTFE
settlements.’ As proposed in the process, the architect should 
also conceive construction and operation diagrams that allow 
community members to proceed with the implementation of the 
optimization. This step is necessary to give community members 
delegated power to construct the proposed optimization. 
The [in]formal Pattern Language manual gives community 
members the tools to quickly optimize their lives, instead of waiting 
for the government to respond to their needs and resolve urban 
and environmental issues, a process that takes many years or 
might never happen.  One of the most important aspects about this 
thesis is the fact that the Improvitecture tool-kit was not imposed 
on the community, but rather self-generated. As such, the [in]-
formal Pattern Language initiative was designed as a cycle and 
an on-going, open-source and replicable process.  The thesis 
also communicates societal needs to authorities and the need to 
change laws related to ownership, taxation and agriculture. 
Furthermore, [in]formal Pattern Language provides a way for 
architects to insert themselves as agents, and participants in, 
self-organized communities and an approaching future where 
most of the built environment is designed without architects. What 
we currently consider as a marginal form of practice will be the 
mainstream of the future. 
The workshop was the most essential component in the process 
for unlocking the 101 local patterns. Mapping accomplished an 
VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG IPX QBUUFSOT BSF SFMBUFE BOE JEFOUJmFE UIF
most reoccurring elements of the built environment. It was also 
necessary to move from reality to a higher level of abstraction 
that non-architects are still able to comprehend.  The workshop 
proved that community members have the ability to document their 
patterns, creatively transform spaces, and make the best out of 
existing skills and resources.  Contemplating the outcomes of the 
5-day workshop, one cannot stop thinking of the enormous effect 
that co-op students from architecture and agriculture universities 
would cause if they joined the agents of change committees and 
started replicating, together with other community members, the 
process in other neighbourhoods. 
Designs presented in the manual, in their form and tectonic, 
celebrate both the utilitarian role of infrastructure in providing missing 
services, and the socio-cultural development it creates.  Design 
interventions were created with the concept of incompleteness in 
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NJOE 5IFZ DPNCJOFEFmOFE TQBDFTXJUI PQFOCVGGFS [POFT GPS
mobile vendors, beggars, street vendors and future extensions. 
Proposed designs operate as a framework for current and future 
[in]formality, and should be seen as a directed form of improvisation. 
They serve as an incubator for existing patterns found on site and 
at the same time integrate new patterns to make the site more alive. 
The thesis was deeply rooted in testing the proposed process on 
site, and including multiple voices. As a direct consequence of 
AEPJOHBSDIJUFDUVSFPOTJUFUIFUIFTJTFODPVOUFSFEBGFXMJNJUBUJPOT
which need to be discussed. 
The generated pattern templates and design interventions might 
not be the best and aesthetically pleasing operations.  Working 
in [in]formal areas,  one has to accept that no universal and 
EFmOJUF TPMVUJPOT DBOCF SFBDIFECVU SBUIFS BO PQUJNJ[BUJPO PG
existing conditions: Key players’ rights, needs and responsibilities, 
environmental concerns and inadequate resources. The outcome 
of the thesis is therefore not a completed guide, but an example 
of the endless possibilities available to create a more robust 
environment. 
Even though a long-term transformation on the Save the Children 
rooftop was not achieved, the workshop gave the children the 
tools to analyze their built environment, transform a space with 
UIFJSOFFET UBLFPXOFSTIJQBOEOFHPUJBUFIPXUIFZDBOCFOFmU
from maintaining it. Moreover, it managed to create awareness 
among participating children, encountered community members, 
architecture students and engaged experts.  Pattern Templates, and 
the workshop, provoked participants to explore different mediums 
of design such as photography, mapping and illustrations, explore 
societal needs, employ critical judgement, think about value and 
design, and adopt multiple perspectives. 
It is worth mentioning that the process strongly depends on its 
participants. Although the tools were designed in a replicable 
and generic way, and the format of the pattern templates was 
homogenized, one has to be aware that different user groups might 
document different patterns. To overcome this shortcoming, it is 
therefore, the responsibility of the architect to replicate the process 
with a variety of user groups that include women, men and youths 
from different backgrounds.    
Although the [in]formal Pattern Language initiative reached its 
aims in unveiling a capsule of Improvitecture tools, and in-situ 
interventions to compensate for the loss of agricultural land within 
a community through hybridized green roofs by law, a more 
sustainable use of leftover spaces and community-farm parks, 
it touched the surface of solving regional [in]formal sprawl on 
BHSJDVMUVSBM MBOE0O UIFPOFIBOE UIJT JT KVTUJmFECZ UIFOBUVSF
BOEMPDBMJUZPGUIFDPOEVDUFEmFMEXPSL0OUIFPUIFSIBOEJUDPVME
be an indication that, in order to optimize global patterns, one has 
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to zoom out after working with the community and operate back 
on the global level using the acquired local knowledge.  With the 
compiled local patterns, planners can establish a language to 
redirect [in]formal urban fabric away from agricultural land to the 
desert, and link it to the existing formal fabric without repeating the 
problems of new desert cities. 
The most valuable lesson to take from working with a self-organized 
community is, as framed by Abdelhalim Ibrahim, “designing in such 
a community must strive a balance between analysis, abstraction 
and rationality, on the one hand, and faith and submission to the 
community’s ideas about order, on the other.”71 The architect has 
to accept the role of an outsider. It takes time and effort to win 
a community’s trust. With this acquired knowledge, the process 
should be updated to include a few loops until legitimacy in the 
community is attained. Collaborating with local key players should 
expedite this stage of the process. Being an outsider should not be 
seen as a devaluation of the architect. Outsiders are equipped with 
global knowledge and look at the built environment from a different 
view than insiders. 
*UXBTUIF JOUFOUPG UIFUIFTJT UPmMM UIFHBQBOEDPOOFDUCPUUPN
VQBOEUPQEPXOHFOFSBUFEmOEJOHTSFEFmOFSFMBUJPOTUPUIF<JO>
formal and take participation to a higher level in Cairo, but at the 
same time act as a catalyst for future research, collaboration and 
practice. 
Moving forward, the thesis seeks to inspire community members 
and architecture students to adopt the [in]formal Pattern Language 
initiative and start acting upon their built environment. It is the 
responsibility of the architect as the choreographer of forces to 
guide this process and to direct the discovery of new patterns. 
This can be achieved by generating Building Ceremonies, in the 
form of periodically organizing workshops, events and installations 
as prototypes for interventions.  Moreover, the choreographer of 
forces should bring sources of funding and organize places to 
donate material. Participation from the inside and outside should 
be encouraged by developing crossover networks between 
community members and activists, artists, students and specialists 
from different disciplines. The choreographer of forces should 
also train community members, fellow designers and architecture 
students to think differently, and develop more guides and 
prototypes for construction, operation and continuity. 
Although strongly based on a small-scale and local intervention, 
the [in]formal Pattern Language initiative has great potential to be 
scaled up. It appeals to emerging initiatives that aspire to look at 
our city through different layers, other participatory models and 
bottom-up mapping initiatives. In succeeding to map global trends 
to individual patterns, the [in]formal Pattern Language can be 
further implemented in other disciplines, for example, addressing 
ownership, legislation, taxation and economics. 
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As the [in]formal Pattern Language  provides a guide on the 
FGmDJFOU VTF PG TQBDF CZ OFHPUJBUJOH BJS SJHIUT BOE PDDVQZJOH
urban voids, rooftops and incomplete structures, the same process 
DBOCFSFQMJDBUFEPOAGPSNBMIPVTJOHUPNBLFJUNPSFFGmDJFOUBOE
solve the existing housing paradox.  While construction and urban 
sprawl continue on agricultural land, 30-40% of housing units 
in Cairo lie unoccupied. As framed by Yahia Shawkat, there are 
750,000 vacant housing units in the new cities, more than a million 
empty units in greater Cairo, and around seven million vacant units 
in Egypt.72 The [in]formal Pattern Language can therefore offer 
insights on alternative uses of these vacant units, and develop a 
language that relinks people to the abandoned built environment.
  
With the UN’s estimate that every third person will be a resident of 
[in]formal areas within 30 years, the case of the [in]formal Pattern 
Language is emphasized as a tool for long-term empowerment, 
and communicating the voices of the vulnerable.73 With this in 
mind, one is compelled to replicate the initiative in other [in]formal 
communities around the globe, to investigate common patterns 
towards forming a universal [in]formal Pattern Language manual.
Students and children today are leaders of tomorrow. Today’s urban 
voids and remaining agricultural land are tomorrow’s unsustainable 
buildings. It’s time to act. The thesis is only a snapshot of what’s 
to come. 
Figure 5.2 The architect, a choreographer of forces
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